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In a cell, the DNA undergoes transcription to form mature transcripts, some of which
in turn undergo translation to form proteins. Although over 85% of the human genome
is transcribed, it comprises only about 2% protein-coding genes, the rest being non-
coding. One of the non-coding gene elements, called long non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs),
are emerging as key players in various regulatory roles in the human genome. The
generally accepted theory posits lncRNAs to be over 200 nucleotides long and to be
able to grow over 10 kilobases, bearing a similarity with mRNAs. The majority of
lncRNAs undergo alternative splicing and are weakly polyadenylated in combination
with complex secondary structures. Among the annotated lncRNAs, so far it has been
only a meagre portion for which functional roles have been detected, while functions
of the vast majority remain to be discovered. Observed functional roles include thus
far gene expression regulation through various mechanisms at transcriptional and
post-transcriptional levels. With the advent of next-generation sequencing (NGS) and
advances in RNA sequencing technology (RNA-Seq), it is easier to reconstruct the
transcriptome by extracting information about the splicing machinery. RNA-Seq has
helped consortia like GENCODE, ENCODE, and others to curate their annotation
catalogues. In this PhD thesis, certain aspects of the human lncRNA transcriptome
will be explored, such as the challenges in lncRNA annotation. Those challenges stem
from the lack of signals that are common in mRNAs and make them easier to detect,
for instance signals of ORFs and transcription start sites. Concurrently, owing to a lack
of understanding of the connection between sequence and function, lncRNAs have been
typically annotated based upon their location in relation to mRNAs and their functions
have been predicted through a guilt-by-association approach.
In the first part of the PhD research work, the splice junctions in the lncRNA
transcriptome were mapped in an attempt to explore the isoform diversity of lncRNAs
by using sequencing data from B-cell lymphoma. In this phase of the research work,
multiple junction-spanning reads from the sequencing data with a very large read depth
were found to represent the splice junctions. Using GENCODE v19 as a reference it was
found that the human transcriptome harbours a large number of rare exons and introns
that have remained unannotated. Concomitantly, it can be inferred that the current
human transcriptome annotation is confined to a very well-defined set of splice variants.
However, although the isoforms are well-defined, the same cannot be said about their
biological functions and it remains to be explored why the processing machinery of
lncRNAs is restricted to a set of very few splice sites.
In the human genome, small regulatory RNAs like miRNAs and small nucleolar
RNAs (snoRNAs) overlap with lncRNAs in their genomic loci. To further understand
viii
the human transcriptome, in the second part of the PhD research work, a study was
undertaken in an attempt to distinguish the miRNA and snoRNA hosting lncRNAs
from the lncRNAs that did not have any overlaps with the smaller RNAs. To this
end, machine learning techniques were implemented on curated datasets employing
features inspired by a few of the prevalent features used in published lncRNA detection
tools encompassing not just sequence information, but also secondary structure and
conservation information. Classification was attempted through supervised as well as
unsupervised learning approaches; random forests for the former, PCA and k-means for
the latter. In the end, the three RNA classes could not be separated with certitude,
especially when the hosted RNA was not supplied to the classifier, however, this lack of
detectable association can be confirmed to be of biological interest. It suggests that
the function of host genes is not closely tied to the function of the hosted genes at
least in this case. Nevertheless, understanding the dynamics of snoRNA and miRNA
host genes can improve the knowledge of functional evolution of lncRNAs, as the fact
that the smaller RNA genes are conserved makes it comparably easier to trace the host
lncRNAs over much larger evolutionary timescales than most other lncRNAs. With
the accelerated availability of sequencing techniques it can be expected that expanded
investigation into conservation patterns and host gene functions will be possible in the
near future.
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Long non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs) are emerging as key players in various regulatory
roles in the human genome, which are similar to mRNAs length-wise, however, are not
identical. The generally accepted theory posits lncRNAs to be over 200 nucleotides (nts)
long and to be able to grow to over 10 kilobases. LncRNAs do not code for proteins,
as they lack open reading frames (ORFs), although there is evidence that some are
translated to form peptides. A majority of lncRNAs undergo alternative splicing and
are weakly polyadenylated. Similar to mRNAs, lncRNAs are primarily transcribed
by RNA polymerase-II (pol-II) in eukaryotes, however, some are transcribed by RNA
pol-III. In contrast, some plant lncRNAs are transcribed by RNA pol-IV and pol-V.
Most lncRNA genes are located in the vicinity of promoter regions of coding genes.
Additionally, some lncRNA transcripts have a m7G cap at their 5’ end and they also
tend to possess complex secondary structures. Among the annotated lncRNAs, so far it
has been only a meagre portion for which functional roles have been detected, while
functions of the vast majority remain to be discovered. Observed functional roles include
thus far gene expression regulation through various mechanisms at transcriptional and
post-transcriptional levels that make them an excellent case study1–3.
With the advent of RNA sequencing technology (RNA-Seq), it has become easier to
reconstruct the transcriptome by extracting information about the splicing machinery,
thereafter detecting exons and eventually transcripts. RNA-Seq has helped consortia
like GENCODE, ENCODE, and others to curate their annotation catalogues. In this
PhD thesis, certain aspects of the human lncRNA transcriptome will be explored, such
as the challenges in lncRNA annotation. Those challenges stem from the lack of signals
that are common in mRNAs and make them easier to detect, for instance, signals of
ORFs and transcription start sites. Concurrently, owing to a lack of understanding of
the connection between sequence and function, lncRNAs have been typically annotated
based upon their location in relation to mRNAs and their functions have been predicted
through a guilt-by-association approach. In contrast to the more abundant mRNAs,
4 1. Motivation
lncRNAs are less abundant and less stable, and most of the genes are lowly-expressed,
which in turn leads to difficulties in their identification4;5.
In the first part of the PhD research work, the splice junctions in the lncRNA
transcriptome were mapped in an attempt to explore the isoform diversity of lncRNAs
by using sequencing data from B-cell lymphoma6. Typically, lncRNAs possess multiple
exons and an affinity towards two-exon transcripts, and undergo splicing to form
different transcripts. It is reported that the lncRNAs have one dominant isoform and
the alternative isoforms do not have similar expression levels, whereas mRNAs produce
at least two dominant isoforms. To explore the mechanisms of the splicing machinery
that lncRNAs possess, transcriptome data with a large read depth was employed in
this phase of the research work, and concurrently, multiple junction-spanning reads
from the sequencing data were found to represent the splice junctions. GENCODE
v19 was used as reference, as it included the maximum number of overlaps with the
sequencing data. In the process, it was found that the human transcriptome harbours
a large number of rare exons and introns that have remained unannotated. Since the
read depth of the lymphoma data was very large (around 1010 reads), those splice
variants could be detected. A near perfect saturation of the average number of splice
junctions per gene was also reached. Concomitantly, it can be inferred that the current
human transcriptome annotation is confined to a very well-defined set of splice variants.
However, although the isoforms are well-defined, the same cannot be said about their
biological functions and it remains to be explored why the processing machinery of
lncRNAs is restricted to a set of very few splice sites.
In the human genome, small regulatory RNAs like miRNAs and small nucleolar
RNAs (snoRNAs)7 overlap with lncRNAs in their genomic loci. To further understand
the human transcriptome, in the second part of the PhD research work, a study was
designed in an attempt to distinguish the miRNA and snoRNA hosting lncRNAs from
the lncRNAs that did not have any overlaps with the smaller RNAs. To this end,
several machine learning techniques were implemented. In recent times, numerous
tools have been developed that can successfully distinguish mRNAs from lncRNAs,
detect miRNAs, or even separate miRNAs from snoRNAs. The features used for
the current classification problem were inspired by a few of the prevalent features
used in those tools encompassing not just sequence information, but also secondary
structure and conservation information. The features used were k-mer profiles, Fickett
score, conservation scores, pairing probability between nucleotides, and GC content. A
random forest classifier was trained on the curated datasets as part of the supervised
learning approach, whereas PCA and k-means clustering were employed as part of
the unsupervised training approach. A convolutional neural network (CNN) was also
constructed, but did not return any credible results, as the scope of the data was very
limited to train a deep learning algorithm. In the end, the three RNA classes could not
be separated with certitude, especially when the hosted RNA was not supplied to the
classifier, however, this lack of detectable association can be confirmed to be of biological
interest. It suggests that the function of host genes is not closely tied to the function of
the hosted genes. In contrast, protein-coding host genes of snoRNAs contribute to the
maturation of the ribosome. The lack of common, class-specific features for host genes
together with their usually very poor sequence conservation suggests that they may even
have acquired different functions in different lineages. Nevertheless, understanding the
dynamics of snoRNA and miRNA host genes can improve the knowledge of functional
5
evolution of lncRNAs, as the fact that the smaller RNA genes are conserved makes it
comparably easier to trace the host lncRNAs over much larger evolutionary timescales
than most other lncRNAs. With the accelerated availability of sequencing techniques it
can be expected that expanded investigation into conservation patterns and host gene




This PhD dissertation comprises three main parts.
The first part is further subdivided into two chapters. Chapter 3 is dedicated to an
overview of long non-coding RNAs (lncRNA) and their regulatory mechanisms according
to established literature. The recent developments in next-generation sequencing
(NGS) along with challenges of lncRNA annotation are explored. Many lncRNAs have
been implicated in various diseases, which will be detailed next. Following which, a
brief introduction on machine learning can be found in Chapter 4. Machine learning
techniques are being widely used in computational biology. They are also being
implemented in detection, analysis, and classification of long non-coding RNAs. The
tenet of machine learning is briefly discussed in this chapter besides a few well-established
algorithms along with several evaluation metrics and challenges.
The second part is subdivided into four chapters and will focus on the results of
the transcriptomic classification study, that has been carried out within the period
of the doctoral programme. The first chapter (Chapter 5) explains a study of splice
junctions in the human transcriptome using sequencing data from B-cell lymphoma
and a reference annotation catalogue. Chapter 6 outlines a review on several machine
learning techniques used in lncRNA detection, ranging from supervised approaches
to deep learning. Chapter 7 describes a study exploring the relationship between the
lncRNA genes and miRNAs and snoRNAs, whose genomic loci overlap. The aim of
this study was to find out using machine learning if lncRNAs hosting smaller RNAs
and lncRNAs that do not are distinct classes of non-coding RNAs. Furthermore, if a
relationship exists that would also throw some light towards functional classification of
lncRNAs. Chapter 8 explores the results of the classification study.
The third and the final part focuses on the conclusion of this doctoral study.
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II
Biological and technical background

3
Long non-coding RNAs and transcriptomics
In this chapter, a background on long non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs) and transcriptomics
will be provided. LncRNAs, the first of which was discovered in the 1980s, although
mis-classified as an mRNA, are in the continuous process of discovery. The lncRNAs
have emerged as important players in gene regulation and have been found possessing
vital roles in various biological processes and diseases. With the advent of high
throughput sequencing technologies, the whole of human genome was mapped in the
early 2000s. One of the RNA categories that benefited the most was lncRNAs: the
availability of sequencing data of the human genome spurred on research into lncRNAs
to gain more functional insights. The Human Genome Project8 mapped around 3
billion base pairs (bp) encoded in 23 pairs of chromosomes (22 pairs of autosomes
and one pair of sex chromosomes, X and Y) in the human genome and that inspired
the project ENCODE9;10, which mapped regions of transcription, transcription factor
association, chromatin structure and histone modification in the human genome. It
was realised that around 1.2-1.5% of the human genome codes for proteins, with the
rest being populated by non-coding RNAs10. There are about 20,000 protein-coding
genes currently annotated, whereas the number of lncRNAs is estimated to be varying
depending on the annotation databases and pipelines5;11. A brief discussion about the
next-generation sequencing (NGS) technologies will be explored first to understand
the underlying challenges of lncRNA annotation, following which the biogenesis and
regulatory mechanisms of lncRNAs will be described.
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3.1 Transcriptomics
3.1.1 Next-Generation Sequencing
The Human Genome Project was the result of a plethora of technological innovations
encompassing fields of chemistry, molecular biology, engineering, and software that led
to the inception of fast, automated DNA sequencing machines with the technology being
known as Next-Generation Sequencing (NGS)8;12–14. The method was first described
by Sanger et al.15, who mixed the four native deoxynucleotides with dideoxynucleotides
to obtain fragments that were nucleotide-specific14. As a result of a further polymerase
chain reaction (PCR), the occurring strand elongation was studied and the strands
were separated on polyacrilamide gels. The separated fragments were then labelled
as bases through laser excitation and spectral emission analysis13;14. The method was
upgraded by radio-labelling dATP (a substrate of DNA polymerase used for synthesis)
with fluorescent labelled primers, which made the whole process automated. The rate
at which DNA strands could be sequenced received a further boost when slab gels
were eliminated in favour of capillaries, where base separation was executed through
electrokinetic injection and provided single nucleotide resolution14.
All these methods were superseded by NGS. DNA sequences undergo fragmentation,
i. e. they become a part of a library of fragments with trailing adapters (synthetic
DNA to boost polymerase content in those fragments); the to-be-sequenced DNA
fragment being known as a template. It is done through utilising DNA ligase and
the amplified fragments result in a single focus that determines the sequencing data
for a fragment14. In contrast to staggered nature of Sanger sequencing, massively
parallel NGS operates continuously by performing the sequencing and detection of each
nucleotide (or fragment), which enables this technology to handle billions of reaction
foci. Enormous amounts of data are generated; however, the error rates can be high13.
The scalability and throughput of NGS have enabled generation of sequences for whole
genomes of many organisms, not least of human9;13;14. The underlying alignment
techniques of NGS constitute short reads(75-300 bp long) and long reads (> 1000
bp), that power sequence analysis leveraging a high-quality reference genome or de novo
construction of genome; read being a sequence of DNA bases13;14. Short-read sequencing
use either sequencing by ligation or sequencing by synthesis. Bead-based, solid-state,
and DNA nanoball generation are different strategies to create clonal templates. Long-
read sequencing utilise single-molecule sequencing and synthetic approaches to construct
long reads from short reads13. Two types of sequencing strategies are in use: single-end
and paired-end. Single-end sequencing entails sequencing of a DNA template only from
one end. On the other hand, paired-end sequencing can be described as having an
adapter sequence each on either end of a DNA fragment (≤ 1 kb) and extracting two
different reads based upon priming of both adapters. This ensures a more accurate
placement of the read than from a single-end read of the same length. It is worth noting
that the forward and reverse reads may or may not overlap13. Additionally, paired-end
reads allow for insertion of long sequences between the reads. Concomitantly, DNA
fragments longer than 1 kb are joined together at ends using one adapter, instead of
two, in mate-pair sequencing, an extension of the paired-end approach. The fragment
is then processed and two reads are obtained and can be aligned to a reference genome.
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However, the distance between the two reads is longer in comparison with the paired-end
strategy. In a combination of paired-end and mate-pair approaches, longer range can
be achieved, since reads can be distant from each other, and paired-end reads can align
complicated regions with mate-pair reads providing the scaffold14.
However, read length supported by an instrument leads to noise in the sequencing
process and sequencing errors. The signal-to-noise ratio is determined by sequencing a
reference set of genes and aligning it to a high-quality reference genome and it is referred
to as the error model of an instrument. Coverage biases, insertion and deletion errors
as well as errors caused by enzymatic amplification during library preparation contribute
to the error model14.
454 pyrosequencing was the first NGS instrument developed which used bead-
based sequencing deploying a charge-coupled device camera to capture bioluminescence
signals13. The first system developed to use reversible dye terminators in enzymatic
sequencing of fragments was Solexa 1G which could process 25 bp single-end reads and
was acquired and upgraded by Illumina to 150 bp paired-end reads using the HiSeq
200016. Ion Torrent introduced sequencing by detection of pH change as hydrogen ions
are released during nucleotide incorporation through the Ion S5 platform17. Single-
molecule sequencing is a method of focusing on detection of a single molecule by
injection of fluorescent labelled nucleotides combining nanotechnology with molecular
biology. The zero-mode waveguide (ZMW) was the technology developed and deployed
by Pacific Biosciences14;18. Sequel, developed by the company, can obtain sequences
of average 10 kb read length and have high-throughput like their other instruments,
although with a high single-pass sequence error, which can be decreased12;19. A single-
molecule sequencer was also developed by Oxford Nanopore, called MinION, which
was remarkable for its size, albeit with high error rates. The MinION sequences a
double-stranded DNA either in one direction along either strand (1D read) or in both
directions generating a consensus sequence (2D read)13;20. PromethION and GridION
are two other parallel sequencing platforms developed by the company utilising multiple
flow cell (disposable contents of sequencing) stacking12;21;22. Illumina developed several
platforms targeting different requirements: MiSeq, NextSeq, MiniSeq, NovaSeq, and
iSeq. NovaSeq can provide greater sequencing depth with moderate read lengths,
whereas PacBio and Oxford Nanopore platforms can provide longer read supports as
part of third-generation sequencing (TGS)12. The Illumina CRT system has been used
for whole genome sequencing13, whereas the 10X Genomics emulsion-based system and
the Illumina synthetic long-read sequencing platform are the two systems available for
generating synthetic long-reads13.
3.1.2 RNA Sequencing and transcript reconstruction
The impact of the applications of RNA Sequencing technology (RNA-Seq) has been felt
in several areas of molecular biology: from the splicing machinery of mRNAs to the
regulation of gene expression by non-coding RNAs20;23;24. Most of the research has been
carried out with Illumina short-read sequencing platforms resulting in comparatively
faster and more accurate results than obtained with older microarray-based approaches.
Concurrently, differential gene expression (DGE) assays have been preferably created
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with an Illumina short-read sequencing platform20. 150-200 bp cDNA fragments
are generated to construct the library before being analysed, which contains 20-30
million reads per sample. However, although short-read sequencing is cheaper and
easier to implement than microarrays, that may fall short for whole-transcriptome
analysis20;25. Multi-mapped reads - reads from homologous regions that cannot be
mapped to the transcriptome unambiguously - and presence of isoforms of genes also
need to be considered20. Long-read sequencing can eliminate the shortcomings of
its counterpart by reading full length cDNA transcripts converted from mRNAs to
identify isoform diversity. Additionally, splice junction detection is comparatively more
reliable26. Oxford Nanopore provides a platform where mRNA transcripts can be
directly sequenced without the need of conversion to cDNA and the process is known
as dRNA-Seq27;28. Long-read sequencing is hampered by low throughput in comparison
with short-read sequencing. The Illumina platform for the latter can generate 109−1010
short reads, whereas PacBio can attain 106 − 107 long reads20. Despite accruing higher
costs, long-read sequencing can detect isoforms previously undetected by short-read
sequencing approaches, especially because of the read lengths. However, the error rates
of long-read methods are high and generated data contain insertion and deletion errors,
although some errors can be corrected by increasing the read depth29;30.
RNA-Seq provides a technique to analyse polyadenylation, alternative splicing and
alternative promoter usage20. In gene-level expression detection experiments, a tag
read is generated for every fragment and counted that come from 3’ ends of mRNAs
and are unique to a transcript31. The 5’ ends are analysed for transcription start site
mapping and mostly executed by cap analysis for gene expression (CAGE)32. RNA-Seq
experiments generally have high duplicate rates, which are thought to be artefacts.
Single-end and paired-end sequencing approaches offer either the 3’ or 5’ end to be
selected for the former, or both for the latter. Paired-end sequencing is preferred to
have wider nucleotide coverage20.
To analyse the data that has been generated by the sequencing experiments, the reads
(in FASTA/Q format) are mapped to a reference transcriptome or genome to generate the
genomic coordinates. This step allows for interpretability of splice junctions (detection
of exons and introns), since the cDNA reads span exon boundaries20. A splice junction
is described to be canonical when there are dinucleotides GT and AG detected at the
donor and acceptor sites, respectively. The splice junctions can be accepted as canonical
for GC/AG and AT/AC pairs, too; however, if any other pairs are detected, the splice
site is called non-canonical33. Entire genome assembly is economically expensive, but
since transcription constitutes only a partial fragment of the genome, RNA transcript
reconstruction is relatively cheaper34. There are two tried and tested approaches: i)
the reads are aligned to a reference genome and the transcript model is deduced, and
ii) in the absence of a reference genome, contiguous transcript sequences are assembled
in de novo reconstruction strategy to deduce possible splice junctions34–37 In order to
perform the alignment, tools such as TopHat238 and segemehl39 are used. The tools
can also assemble sequenced reads into transcripts in case of de novo reconstruction,
however, they are not adequate, since they are plagued with alignment issues when,
for example, there are sequencing errors or repeats and similar regions across copies
of genes40. To perform transcript reconstruction, features such as exon and transcript
identification, coding content, and understanding and estimating expression levels of
the genes predicted are required34. Typically, the RNA-Seq reads (around 200 million,
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75-150 bp) are normally assembled in a single set, which are then aligned to the reference
genome (when there is one available) or realigned to the assembled transcripts in de novo
reconstruction34;41. The exonic stretches of the transcripts are detected by identifying
individual exons in the reads and is normally carried out by identifying the transcription
start and end sites, however, there can be inaccuracies in determining them during
sequencing resulting in false detection of exons35;42;43. Concordantly, transcripts can
also be detected using the same machinery35. Concurrence in positioning of 5’ and 3’
ends between predicted and annotated transcripts can sometimes be hard to achieve,
which can lead to misidentification of splice sites. Additionally, accurate detection of
translation start and end sites give way to proper identification of coding exons, given
enough read depth35. Similarly, introns are detected based upon the underlying read
alignments and can be correctly identified through observing the overlaps with known
splice sites26;35. For example, some reads can span two or more exons, i. e. multiple
splice sites, because the mean exon length for many eukaryotic organisms is less than 200
bp41. Subsequently, expression levels of transcripts are estimated and are normalized
by read depth and length (RPKM or FPKM), which can be affected by incomplete
transcript models, where known and estimated expression levels differ; divergence in
concurrence of exon distribution being a cause behind this35;44.
Following mapping the reads onto a reference transcriptome to extract coordinates,
they are assigned to transcripts or genes. To this end, the number of overlaps of reads
with known transcripts are recorded based upon the abundance of the reads. This
is useful for detecting isoforms, too. With a short-read approach, an estimation is
done because not all reads will span splice junctions and cannot be assigned to an
isoform unambiguously45. CuffLinks is one of frequently used quantification tools46.
An expression matrix is created following quantification, containing transcript or gene
names and read counts (or estimates)20. The differences in read depth, expression
patterns, and technical biases can be accounted for by filtering the read counts of
the quantified transcripts or genes, which can also lead to more accurate detection
of differential expression of genes47. Expression matrices are also normalized based
upon assumptions that most gene expression levels remain the same across replicate
groups and mRNA levels of the sample groups are similar20. Concurrently, differential
expression modelling of the transcripts or genes are carried out to detect the features
that may have changed the expression. Tools like CuffDiff48 or DESeq220 are used for
this purpose. Finally, transcript reconstruction also depends upon the completeness of
the reference genome annotation of the target organism34;35;41.
Apart from sequencing regions from whole tissues, single-cell sequencing is also
being considered for experiments to detect the full complement of cell types in an
organism or tissue20. Endeavours like The Human Cell Atlas and NIH Brain Initiative
attempt to harness the full extent of this technology49;50. To understand spatial
information concerning the relationship between gene expression and cellular context,
spatially restricted cells are isolated by laser-capture microdissection (LCM) or through
barcoding RNAs. RNA-Seq can also be deployed to capture RNA dynamics by mapping
TSSes and quantifying newly transcribed RNA (nascent RNA)20. So far, transcription
divergence at promoter regions and gene regulation through active RNA Pol-II being
paused in the proximity of promoters have been discovered, which show the regulatory
roles nascent RNAs play20;51. Active translation can also be measured using polysomal
profiling and ribosome footprinting by detecting the ribosomes present in a mature
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mRNA transcript52. Besides that, RNA-RNA interactions and RNA-protein interactions
can also be detected using RNA-Seq53. ChIP-Seq (chromatin immunoprecipitation and
sequencing) is the usual method to detect and analyse binding sites of DNA-associated
proteins54. For RNAs, RIP-Seq (RNA immunoprecipitation and sequencing) have been
used, followed by a UV crosslinking strategy photoactivatable-ribonucleoside-enhanced
CLIP (PAR-CLIP), which attains nucleotide resolution and stabilises RNA-protein
binding, without crosslinking protein-protein interactions20;55.
3.1.3 lncRNA annotation
NGS has enabled researchers to identify lncRNA genes in almost all eukaryotes4.
To leverage the information gained from lncRNA transcriptome, annotation is also
fundamentally necessary to understand functional roles of lncRNAs. Annotation
indicates cataloguing gene loci with genomic coordinates of transcripts and exons; they
possess hierarchical information of overlapping transcripts and shared exons. Two
different strategies are in place for annotation: automated and manual. Transcriptome
assemblies are used for automated annotation rendering it to be fast, but often inaccurate,
whereas manual annotation is performed by hand following RNA evidence and protocols
and is slower, but has higher accuracy rates4. LncRNA genes have typically been
annotated as genic or intergenic, depending upon whether the loci intersect with
protein-coding genes, since there is a lack of understanding of the connection between
sequence and functions of lncRNAs. It is challenging to annotate lncRNAs and it can be
executed only through physical transcriptomic information. They have low expression
levels, which are bound to be not substantiated or even missed in transcriptomic
data, together with expressed sequence tag (EST) and CAGE data4;56;57. Unlike
protein-coding genes, lncRNAs do not possess any concrete signals in forms of ORFs or
TSSes, which deter smooth identification. Furthermore, identification through sequence
similarity in orthologues or paralogues is difficult, since lncRNAs are weakly conserved58.
Lowly-expressed transcripts pose a challenge to measure abundance of transcripts from
RNA-Seq reads59. Accurate identification and handling of poly(A) tails is required
as they affect estimated expression level4. For CRISPR-Cas screens, it is important
to identify lncRNA TSSes for accurate targetting of promoter regions60. For genome-
wide association studies (GWAS), which rely on information about trait-associated
mutations, and identification of lncRNA biomarkers, accurate transcript reconstruction
is imperative4.
Since non-coding RNAs are expressed at lower levels than protein-coding genes,
lncRNA exons have also been detected to be less abundant. Concordantly, low abundance
of non-coding RNAs makes it impossible to achieve the same levels of detection as
protein-coding genes, since the presence of ORF and TSS signals enable them to be
detected even at low expression levels. Additionally, a sequence homology search can
also detect protein-coding transcripts from a phylogenetically related species, although
this method is not always sufficient for new transcriptomes, owing to the lack of
availability of an annotated relative species34. In general, detection of novel splice
sites and multiple isoforms through RNA-Seq experiments have been boosted, but they
present a challenge in accurate reconstruction of the transcriptome, as alternatively
spliced isoforms can map to multiple targets, which can be mitigated by increased read
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depth. Furthermore, presence of shared exons between isoforms can lead to ambiguous
transcript detection34;35;41.
The clear connection of functions and sequences in case of mRNAs lack in lncRNAs,
and at times lncRNAs are trapped into guilt-by-association when it comes to function
prediction4;61. Secondary structures for lncRNAs are hard to predict, which leads to
difficulties in understanding sequence conservation. Conservation of expression, syntenic
location in different genomes can also be gleaned from conserved nucleotide patterns61.
LncRNAs are also less stable, apart from being less abundant, and many localise to
the nucleus, unlike mRNAs, leading to emergence of different observed functions, such
as chromatin remodelling. Alternative splicing occurs in some lncRNAs, although in
general they follow canonical splicing and possess a lesser degree of polyadenylation62.
To achieve functional annotation of lncRNAs, it is imperative to determine interacting
elements within and without the transcripts, functional importance, and attachment to
biological processes61.
To build an annotation, there are several factors that need to be considered that
include the comprehensiveness of the annotation, how many of the transcripts from each
locus are compiled, and if all the important physical signals of a gene are represented.
Smaller annotations are more complete than larger ones; with a larger swathe of the
transcriptome to cover, larger annotations falters sometimes owing to the presence of
false positives4. Nevertheless, there are issues that affect the quality of all types of
annotations, especially for lncRNAs. The 5’ and 3’ ends can be incomplete in short-read
sequencing and, for example, missing exons can lead to negative effects, particularly for
lowly-expressed lncRNAs63. Long-read sequencing can fare better in this respect as the
reads encompass whole exons. The incompleteness of lncRNA annotation may also be
attributed to performing transcriptome reconstruction from adult tissues, while ignoring
embryogenesis and developmental stages4;64. In RNA capture sequencing, detection of
lowly-expressed lncRNA sequences and full-length transcripts can be boosted by using
oligonucleotide probes enriching specific targets65. Nevertheless, in terms of isoform
diversity, the lncRNA transcriptome seemingly has an upper threshold and can be
mapped, albeit the process is challenging4;66.
3.2 Annotation catalogues
In this part, a few of the most comprehensive lncRNA annotation catalogues used by
researchers will briefly be discussed. The GENCODE consortium produces a tri-monthly
update on the human genome annotation with the latest release being GENCODE
version 355(www.gencodegenes.org). It includes 17,957 lncRNA genes out of 60,656
annotated genes, with protein-coding genes numbering at 19,954. It follows a certain
scheme while annotating the lncRNA genes and it has been widely accepted. After
several revisions, they are divided into five different categories.
• Intergenic: These lncRNA transcripts are located in the intergenic space between
two protein-coding genes. Also called lincRNAs, the genes of this biotype are
characterised by histone H3K4-K36 chromatin signatures57;67. However, they
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exhibit similar features as mRNAs: 5’ end capped, possess poly(A) tail, undergo
splicing, and are transcribed by RNA pol-II. Many of them are highly conserved.
LincRNAs are usually nuclear localised; one example would be LINCRNA-P21,
which recruits the nuclear factor hnRNP-K to promoters mediating p53-dependent
transcriptional responses68.
• Antisense: As the name suggests, they belong to the antisense strands of protein-
coding genes and are also called asRNAs. They are evolutionarily poorly conserved.
These lncRNAs can be further subdivided into two groups: cis-NATs (natural
antisense transcripts) regulating sense transcript expression and trans-NATs
regulating non-paired gene expression from other genomic locations. They are
more stable than lincRNAs68. An example is BACE1-AS which is overexpressed
in Alzheimer’s69. AS-Uchl1 includes inverted short interspersed nuclear element
B2, or SINEB2, and is part of a NAT group called SINEUPs can pair to mRNAs
and stimulate mRNA translation. SINEUPs could become a potential synthetic
reagent in therapy of haploinsufficiencies70.
• Bidirectional: These lncRNAs are produced from the opposite strand of a coding
strand and can partially overlap the 5’ end of the paired coding gene. They are
highly unstable, but bidirectional promoters have been found to show specific
epigenetic features and to be located near genes related to cell cycle regulation,
for example68.
• Intronic: Complying with the name, these lncRNAs originate from introns of
coding genes. They could be produced from pre-mRNA processing. An example
would be a lncRNA that is a snoRNA precursor71. Functionally, they are suggested
to have a positive regulatory effect on coding gene transcription or on its splicing
machinery. Intronic genes have also been attributed to be independent of pre-
mRNA processing68.
• Overlapping sense transcripts: Opposite of an intronic lncRNA, these genes do
not overlap with sense exons, rather surround an exon or coding gene entirely,
transcribing in the same sense direction. SOX-OT is an example which contains
the entire SOX2 gene in its intron, a pluripotency regulator72.
Non-canonical splicing of intronic and overlapping sense lncRNAs can lead to the
formation of circular lncRNAs (circRNAs). These RNAs have been seen to act as
miRNA sponges in the cytoplasm; for example, CDR1as/ciRS-7 acts as a sponge to
miR-773. CircRNAs have been implicated in disease associations as well74.
Reference Sequence (RefSeq) (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/refseq) is an annotation catalogue
similar to GENCODE that incorporates cDNA, EST, and RNA-Seq information. It
contains manually curated genes as well as sequences from Illumina, covering multiple
species75. Its current iteration is release 203 encompassing 105,349 organisms.
The Functional Annotation of the Mammalian Genome CAGE-associated
transcriptome (FANTOM-CAT) (fantom.gsc.riken.jp/cat) is an endeavour to map
5’ ends of human lncRNAs along with annotating transcription signals and expression
data. The effort resulted in 23,887 lncRNA genes76.
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An automated annotation stemming from RNA-Seq data is MiTranscriptome, which
at its inception contained 58,648 human lncRNA genes, most of which are expressed in
tumour cells. Around 46% of the genes appeared to be annotated in the contemporary
annotation catalogues77. (The web resource cannot be accessed currently.)
One of the biggest non-coding RNA databases around is called NONCODE11
(www.noncode.org/index.php). Currently in its sixth iteration, it lists non-coding genes
from across 39 species, 16 of them animals, including human, rhesus, chimpanzee, mouse,
orangutan, and pig, and the rest plants, such as A.thaliana, cucumber, wheat, soybean,
and maize. The authors present a curated database of ncRNAs by surveying literature
and experiments conducted. The focus of this database is lncRNAs and in its latest
version 96,411 lncRNA genes and 173,112 transcripts for human have been compiled.
RNAcentral (rnacentral.org) is an integrative annotation catalogue which amasses
non-coding RNA information from numerous databases including not only lncRNAs,
but also miRNAs and snoRNAs of many species78. It provides stable identifiers for the
distinct RNA sequences and functional annotation for some species. It is currently in
its 16th iteration.
LncRNAWiki (bigd.big.ac.cn/lncrnawiki/index.php/Main Page) provides researchers
with manually curated functional annotation of human lncRNAs besides disease
association and putative peptide information. The latest iteration contains 106,063
lncRNA transcripts79.
LNCipedia (lncipedia.org) is another integrative annotation catalogue that curates
human lncRNA information from literature and other databases. It provides coding
potential and locus conservation information. In its present iteration (ver 5.2) it
comprises 107,039 high-confidence lncRNA transcripts from 49,372 high-confidence
genes80.
3.3 Evolution of perception of RNA as a regulator
Throughout the changes that have occurred in all organisms from the beginning of life,
molecular biology has revolved and continues to revolve around RNA. Around the time
Friedrich Miescher (in 1869 to be exact) discovered DNA, researchers believed that
carriers of genetic information were proteins; DNA was called ‘nuclein’, though, as it
was detected in the nucleus81. Much later, in the 1940s, DNA was accepted to encode
genetic information82. That was followed by the establishment of the DNA-RNA-protein
network proposed by Crick in 1958 in form of the central dogma of molecular biology
(Fig. 3.1), which describes how the genetic information encoded in the DNA is converted
into functional products called proteins and this message is ferried by RNAs68;83;84.
This flow of information, however, was posited to be unidirectional, i. e. no information
could flow from the proteins to the nucleic acids, a view that has mostly changed over
recent years.
The RNA that acts as a messenger - hence, messenger RNA (mRNA) - transports
the genetic information out of the nucleus into the cytoplasm to sub-cellular components
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DNA
RNA protein
Figure 3.1: The central dogma. Genetic information is transported from the DNA to the RNA,
which in turn goes to proteins, as was proposed by Crick. The dotted lines represent infeasible
information flow directions.
called ribosomes, which in turn participate in protein synthesis as part of the
ribonucleoprotein complex (RNP).
Shortly afterwards, amino acids as tri-nucleotides were described to be part of
the protein synthesis machinery85. Subsequently, mRNA and ribosomal RNA (rRNA)
precursors were discovered in the cell, which in turn led to the discovery of small
nuclear RNAs (snRNAs), establishing a new hitherto unseen avenue in RNA processing
machinery: splicing 86;87. Small nucleolar RNAs (snoRNAs) were also discovered and
found to be interacting with the spliceosome and facilitating the processing of rRNAs
in the nucleus88. Several groups studying the transcription and translation machineries
discovered ribozymes, which are crucial in the information flow and are found in both
the spliceosome and the ribosome, and are functional in degrading RNA molecules89.
Evidence suggests that RNA is active and a necessary molecule in a multitude of
activities in cell biology. For instance, RNA is required for DNA replication and
ribonucleotides are actually precursors of deoxyribonucleotides. There are several
small RNA categories which function as regulatory and housekeeping entities, such
as small interfering RNAs (siRNAs), Piwi interacting RNAs (piRNAs)90. Besides
mRNAs that transport the genetic code to the cytoplasm to be translated, rRNAs and
tRNAs, among others, are also active in protein synthesis91. The first two miRNAs
to be discovered were micF in the bacteria Escherichia coli (E. coli)92 and in the
lin-4 gene of Caenorhabditis elegans (C. elegans), followed by the discovery of let-7 93.
Concurrently, the understanding of the regulatory machinery of RNAs slowly began to
increase.
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3.3.1 Discovery of lncRNAs
The first long non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs) were discovered in the 1980s. Molecular
studies on genomic imprinting led to the discovery of two genes, IGF2R and H19, who
formed the IGF2R/H19 cluster. IGF2R was found to be paternally expressed, while
H19 was maternally expressed, and both the genes were classified as protein-coding
genes. H19 showed mRNA-centric features of RNA polymerase-II (pol-II) transcription,
polyadenylation at the 3’ end, splicing, and localisation in the cytoplasm, although lack
of translation was noticed despite the presence of small open reading frames (ORF),
but no large ones. H19 was even found to be highly conserved, a signature of protein-
coding genes94;95 and was only presumed that this RNA was involved in embryonic
development. Shortly afterwards, XIST was discovered, which was found to be playing
a very important role and is investigated until this day. The X-inactivation center (Xic)
locus, which is home to the phenomenon of one of the female X chromosomes inactivation,
was found to generate the lncRNA XIST, that is localised in the nucleus and triggers
cis gene silencing, whereby it silences the surplus X chromosome in embryonic cells.
Already XIST was found to recruit polycomb repressive complexes 1 and 2 (PRC1,
PRC2) to carry out chromosomal repression, although it was not the only player96.
Slowly, other genes were discovered in the same locus. The lncRNA TSIX was observed
to be the overlapping antisense of XIST in mouse, but in human it overlaps only the
3’ end of XIST. The Xic locus is longer than 1 megabases (Mb) and produces several
protein-coding and non-coding genes97. The evidence of non-coding RNAs, other than
protein-coding RNAs, was already changing the way researchers viewed genomic space
of eukaryotes92. The discovery of transcripts that act like RNAs but did not have
sufficiently large ORFs for translation opened up a new avenue in molecular biology.
When the Human Genome Project burst into the scene, the race to sequence the
human genome gathered further momentum. It reported around 19,000 protein-coding
genes to be present in the human genome and further inferred that about 1.2% of
the genome contained protein coding exons and the rest were intronic and intergenic
non-coding DNA98. A study on human chromosomes 21 and 22 employing tiling arrays
with oligonucleotide probes detected cytosolic polyadenylated transcripts originating
from the non-coding region of the genome to be around 90%99. This was confirmed by
the FANTOM consortium studying mammalian transcriptomes, adding that perhaps
two-thirds of the mammalian genome did not code for proteins100. The Encyclopedia of
DNA Elements, or ENCODE consortium, studied 147 cell lines discovering far reaching
results in the human genome annotation process101. Using sequencing techniques,
histone modifications, DNAse I hypersensitive sites, and transcription factor binding
sites were analysed to primarily report that the human genome is comprehensively
transcribed (around 93%), although since then it is found that the transcribed area
is much less, around 80%24. It was noted that many lncRNAs overlap with protein-
coding genes in both directions have at least one primary transcript, with about 54%
of the transcripts mapped outside coding genes. The GENCODE consortium5;102 was
conceptualised within the ENCODE framework and focused on protein-coding genes in
human transcriptome, later scaled up to include non-coding genes. The emergence of
evidence of a non-coding transcriptome was in contrast with the tenet of cell biology,
the central dogma (Fig. 3.1), especially since everything outside the coding regions was
considered to be transcriptional noise103.
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3.3.2 Molecular structure and gene regulatory mechanisms
New lncRNA genes are constantly being discovered and many of them have been shown
to have regulatory roles in human and other species1;104. For example, KCNQ1OT1
is involved in genomic imprinting105 and COLDAIR is functional in development106.
Evidence of regulation of the epigenetic landscape and gene expression, and histone
modification by lncRNAs have been shown67;107 and their involvement in pluripotency
and p53 response pathways were also some aspects studied57;108. In the following part
of the chapter, different types of lncRNAs and their regulatory roles will be described.
Molecular structure
Non-coding genes, in general, were described to be produced because a myriad of
factors, such as DNA-based duplications of existing sequences, transposable elements
or non-coding DNA exaptation, metamorphosis of protein-coding genes due to the
loss of coding potential109. For instance, the lncRNA PTENP1 is transcribed from
a pseudogene that is found be a product of metamorphosis of a protein-coding gene;
translation possibilities have disappeared because of disruptions in the duplicated ORF.
The pseudogene LNX3 produces XIST, which contained frame-shifting mutations in
its ORF. This implies that it is not always necessary to have a coding homologue.
Transposable elements (TE) occupy 45% of the human genome and are also responsible
for the origin of lncRNAs. The mRNA-like features of lncRNAs such as poly(A) tail
and RNA binding sites, along with transcription start sites (TSS), splicing machinery
and RNA editing are considered to be the direct influence of TEs110.
LncRNAs have been discovered in mammals, plants, fungi, and viruses, and are
generally accepted to have a lower bound of 200 nucleotides (nt), but can grow to more
than 10 kilobases (kb) (Fig. 3.2). Most are weakly polyadenylated and are located in the
vicinity of coding promoters, if not overlapping them. Similar to mRNAs, they might
have a 5’ terminal methylguanosine (m7G) cap. They up-regulate nearby genes in cis 111.
They do not code for proteins, however, some lncRNAs are translated to form small
peptides, for example, DWORF, which forms a 34 amino acids functional peptide112;113.
Cytosolic lncRNAs create an association with mono and polyribosomal complexes114.
There are mRNA-like intergenic sequences that lie in the so-called intergenic space
between two genes and antisense transcripts of protein-coding genes and are known
as long intergenic non-coding RNAs (lincRNAs)1. Like mRNAs and miRNAs, most
eukaryotic lncRNAs are transcribed by RNA pol-II cleaved by Rnase P to generate a
mature 3’ end of a U-A-U triple helix structure1, with a low accumulation of pol-II
around the promoter in lncRNAs, unlike mRNAs111;115. About one-third of ancient
lncRNA promoters were reported to have homeobox transcription factor (mainly OCT4 )
binding sites, twice as much as protein coding genes. SUZ12 (a member of PRC2 ) was
also found to bind preferably to lncRNA promoters; SUZ12 and OCT4 being regulators
of pluripotency116. RNA pol-III transcribes human nueroblastoma associated NDM29,
although it is less than 200 nt long117. Some plant lncRNA genes are transcribed by
RNA pol-IV and pol-V118. A 5’ end cap is observed in several lncRNAs, but there
can be a poly(A) tail at their 3’ ends, which can be found in bimorphic lncRNAs
like NEAT1 and MALAT1. It has also been reported that polyadenylated lncRNAs
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can possess higher stability24;68. LncRNA transcription takes place with the help of a
promoter sequence, pre-initiation complex, transcription elongation complex and other
factors119. The lncRNAs acting as precursors to smaller RNAs are processed by specific
endonucleases120.
Similar to mRNAs, lncRNAs possess multiple exons and an affinity towards two-
exon transcripts, albeit fewer and longer, and undergo alternative splicing to form
different isoforms56;116. A study by Cabili et al. showed intergenic RNAs to feature 2.9
exons to 10.7 in their mRNA counterparts, and the length of the transcripts were also
categorically smaller on average (1 kb to 3 kb). LincRNA genes that were alternatively
spliced could lie within close proximity of coding regions or > 3 Mb away121. LncRNA
genes tend to have multiple isoforms, but it has been seen that there is only one major
isoform with a high expression, when the alternative isoforms do not have similar
expression levels. In contrast, most protein-coding genes produce at least two different
dominant isoforms24. Nuclear localised single exon transcipts are unstable. LncRNA
molecules have been known to fold, i. e. possess complex secondary structures, which
enables them to interact with proteins, stabilise, and localise68. In human, secondary
structure is conserved in about 14% of the genome and it was reported that at least
one exon was overlapping with > 90% of the structured segment in one of three of
lncRNAs, more than mRNAs, whose share was one-fourth (and one-sixth in strictly
coding exons)122. Interestingly, Khalil et al.67 reported an average of 4 exons for every
K4-K36 domain.
Cellular lncRNA abundance is controlled by nuclear exosomes in the nucleus and
cytoplasmic exosomes, cytoplasmic XRN1, nonsense-mediated decay and RNAi pathway.
NEAT1 and MIAT are nucleus localised lncRNAs, while DANCR and OIP5-AS1 can
be found localised in the cytoplasm, whereas TUG1 and HOTAIR can be found in
both nucleus and cytoplasm.123;124. Chromatin-enriched and chromatin-associated
lncRNAs are suggested to be involved in guiding of chromatin modifications, assembly
of RNP complexes, and regulation of protein activity68. Djebali et al.24 observed
that chromatin modification by RNAs is related to splicing regulation; exons being
spliced are enriched in chromatin marks. LncRNAs are less abundant than mRNAs
in the cell and significantly less evolutionary conserved than other RNAs1. They are
found to be more nuclear localised than mRNAs due to poor splicing machinery and
polyadenylation and are susceptible to degradation by chromatin exosomes, also having
close associations with nuclear proteins because of the presence of cis elements125. A
specific motif (BORG) was also discovered which primarily occur in lncRNAs localised
in the nucleus126. Primate specific short interspersed nuclear elements (SINEs), a
C-rich sequence from Alu elements (a form of transposable elements), interact with the
nuclear matrix protein HNRNPK and this act becomes influential in nuclear retention
of lncRNAs1.
LncRNAs that originate from pseudogenes have been found to serve as miRNA
sponges, indicating that they can regulate expression through RNA-RNA pairing; for
example, PTENP1 is a well-known miRNA sponge functional in cancer127. LncRNAs
derived from ultra-conserved genomic regions between human, mouse and rat are
suggested to act as decoys; an example is EVF2 that induces chromatin remodelling by
interacting with the transcription activator DLX1 and represses transcription. EVF2
also represses BRG1 ’s ATPase activity128. Non-coding telomeric repeat containing
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RNAs, TERRA, are transcribed from telomeres, the nucleoprotein structures at
chromosome terminals. LncRNAs derived from this region are subTERRA and are
thought to induce telomere shortening in cells where there is no telomerase directed
repair68;129. Promoter and pre-rRNA antisense (PAPAS) lncRNAs are transcribed from
the antisense regions of ribosomal RNA that have been reported to be active in histone
modification. FOXC1e and NRIP1e are examples of enhancer derived lncRNAs that
are characterised by 3’ end transcript cleavage, hence they may not possess poly(A)
tails and are highly unstable68;130.
Promoter-associated lncRNAs are located at the promoter region of a gene and may
overlap the 5’ end. They are bidirectionally transcribed and are known as unstable
promoter upstream transcripts (PROMPT) and upstream antisense RNAs (uaRNAs).
PROMPTs, although rapidly degraded assisted by polyadenylation, and uaRNAs,
banking on a splicing competent intron, secure directional promoter execution, ensuring
RNA pol-II act towards the nearby coding gene. These groups are still being studied to
find a coherent function131.
There are a few areas in the human genome called human accelerated regions (HAR)
that diverge faster than in other species and have been identified to produce several
lncRNA genes. HAR1F was found to be transcribed from HAR and observed to be
expressed in cortical brain development68. It is also speculated that HAR enhancer
elements could be involved in autism. Some lncRNAs (antisense to coding genes)
hold sequence complementarity to sense paired mRNAs, hence through RNA-RNA
pairing can target asRNA regulatory activity with BACE1-AS being an example,
which is overexpressed in Alzheimer’s disease, stabilizing BACE1 mRNA to induce
BACE1 -encoded beta secretase increased expression69.
Chromatin remodelling
LncRNAs as regulatory agents can manifest their roles in several ways, however, the
most fascinating roles are their regulatory roles, such as scaffolds, guides, and facilitators
of ribosomal repression or activation (Fig. 3.3). They can also serve as sponges to
miRNAs and as precursors to smaller ncRNA genes, the latter being a strong focus of
this thesis. Concomitantly, they act as scaffolds in their tertiary structured form to
organise RNP complexes in the nucleus and evidence suggests that they act either in cis
or trans to their transcription sites and exert epigenetic control on gene expression133.
This is one of the most important regulatory mechanisms that lncRNAs perform, since
chromatin modification and reshaping the epigenetic landscape have extended effects
including transcription, RNA processing, and DNA repair134;135. A well-studied lncRNA,
HOTAIR, interacts on one hand with PRC2 and Lsd1/REST/coREST complexes in the
nucleus affecting histone modifications and gene silencing, and on the other hand with
Dzip3 and Mex3b assisting in proteolysis of Ataxin-1 and Snurportin-1 in senescent
cells135. The nuclear localised NEAT1 assembles RBPs and transcription factors in
paraspeckles, where numerous proteins are localised1;136. MALAT1 should also be
mentioned in connection to paraspeckles, since it also localises there besides in the
cytoplasm and may also be involved in transcriptional regulation53;137. It interacts with
SR proteins involved in RNA splicing and the dysregulation of MALAT1 expression
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Figure 3.2: Diverse lncRNAs. Some examples of lncRNA biotypes. Depending upon their genomic
location with respect to protein-coding genes, there can be different types of lncRNA transcripts. They
can be organised bidirectionally or antisense to protein-coding genes. Intronic lncRNAs originate
from the introns, whereas intergenic lncRNAs lie in-between protein-coding genes. Overlapping sense
lncRNAs overlap the whole sense strand of a protein-coding gene. Some exons of pre-mRNAs are
back-spliced to form circular RNAs (circRNAs). SnoRNPs at fringes of lncRNA intronic sequences lead
to the formation of snoRNA-ended lncRNA (for example, SLERT ). Alternative isoforms of lncRNAs are
results of differential splicing event. The figure is drawn after and inspired by Mercer and Mattick132
and Yao et al.1.
leads to pre-mRNAs in cancer cells being not targeted by SR proteins137. MALAT1
also interacts with alternatively spliced pre-mRNAs and it has been suggested that
it may enhance protein-protein, protein-RNA and protein-DNA interactions at the
paraspeckle level1.
MEG3 acts as a guide lncRNA, the group of lncRNAs guiding RNP complexes to
chromatin loci, and guides the EZH2 subunit of PRC2 to TGFβ-regulated genes138.
GAS5 acts as a decoy by interacting with a glucocorticoid receptor (GR) and preventing
it to bind to its GR binding element (GRE), thereby repressing GR-regulated genes139.
Certain lncRNAs share partial sequence similarity to coding transcripts, thereby
competing for miRNA binding sites that induce post-transcriptional regulation, which in
turn can regulate mRNA stability in the cytoplasm, and are called competing endogenous
RNAs, or ceRNAs68;140;141. The well-researched lncRNA HULC acts as a sponge to
miR-372 and leads to translational derepression of PRKACB, which subsequently
activates CREB, up-regulating HULC in liver cancer cells. LINC-MD1 acts as a sponge
to two miRNAs, miR-133 and miR-155, and regulates transcriptional levels of muscle-
specific genes142. However, this theory of sponges may not be easily described due to
complicated results of a study showing how a mammalian brain cell circular lncRNA
CDR1AS, which has a binding site to miR-7, would be affected, if other ncRNAs were
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also present1. H19, hosting miR-675-3p and miR-675-5p, is a precursor lncRNA, which
is active in post-transcriptional regulations of the anti-differentiation transcription
factor Smad143. MALAT1 hosts a cytoplasmic mascRNA processed by RNase P and
Z cleavage machinery68, while NRON regulates movement of the transcription factor
NFAT, which is transported to the nucleus from the cytoplasm in order to activate
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Figure 3.3: Regulatory roles of lncRNAs. LncRNAs regulate gene expression and also participate
in chromatin remodelling and post-transcriptional regulatory activities. (1) LncRNAs are primarily
transcribed by RNA pol-II. (2) Pre-mRNA splicing is impacted by the lncRNA MALAT1 when it
interacts with SR proteins and alters their phosphorylation. (3) LncRNAs like HOTAIR recruit
chromatin modifying complexes (like PRC2) to regulate gene expression of protein-coding genes.
(4) Alu-containing lncRNAs modulate mRNA stability by recruiting STAU1 to induce STAU1-
mediated mRNA decay(SMD). (5) NORAD sequesters PUMILIO1/2 from mRNAs, thereby stabilising
PUMILIO1/2 -targeted mRNAs. (6) LncRNAs compete for miRNA targetting. The miRNA miR-7
targets circRNA CDR1AS, thereby resulting in lack of repression of its target genes. (7) LncRNAs
can be translated, if there is a small ORF present, forming peptides (for example, DWORF ). (8)
LncRNAs like XIST can act as scaffolds. This figure is drawn after Mercer et. al107, Kapusta and
Feschotte122, Yao et al.1, and Robinson et al.3.
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Certain lncRNAs act as decoys preventing chromatin modifiers to bind to specific
DNA loci. One example is GAS5, which is already mentioned. Myosine heavy chain-
associated RNA transcripts (MHRT ), group of lncRNAs associates with RNA helicase
domain, forcing BRG1 not to target the genomic loci1.
R-loops are triple stranded nucleic acid structures with RNA hybridised to duplex
DNA. Certain antisense lncRNAs can form R-loops to recruit transcription factors
to promoter regions in order to regulate sense mRNA transcription, either in cis
or trans 1. VIM-AS1, transcribed from human vimentin (VIM), manipulates local
chromatin decondesation to induce NG-κB binding to the VIM promoter by forming
an R-loop at VIM TSS144.
Post-transcriptional regulation
LncRNAs can influence transcription of other genes, even if they are not directly
involved at the transcript level. This phenomenon has also been reported true for
protein-coding genes. SFMBT2 gene expression was impaired when BLUSTR was
not allowed to be transcribed through promoter deletion, polyadenylation, and 5’ -end
splice site mutation. The lncRNA AIR overlaps with the promoter region of IGF2R,
its sense gene, and prevents pol-II from being recruited to the chromatin; consequently
IGF2R is silenced145. The transcribed Upperhand (UPH ) becomes an enhancer for
local gene regulation in its parent locus of cardiac TF Hand2. Plasmacytoma Variant
Translocation 1 (PVT1 ) promotes MYC degradation by interacting interfering with
the protein’s Thr58 phosphorylation. It is to be noted that MYC lies 55kb upstream of
PVT1 1.
mRNA stabilisation
Stability of mRNAs can be regulated by lncRNAs containing Alu elements; the Alu
elements can form double-stranded DNA molecules through reverse transcriptase after
being transcribed into an mRNA and can contribute to formation of new genes. These
lncRNAs can form double-stranded RNAs (dsRNAs) with the target mRNAs, thereby
down-regulating them, since the dsRNAs contain binding sites to Staufen 1 (STAU1)
resulting in Staufen 1-mediated mRNA decay (SMD) in trans 146. In contrast, lncRNAs
like NORAD (noncoding RNA activated by DNA damage) can act as decoys to RBPs
like PUM1/2 that degrade mRNAs147. PUM1/2 bind to mRNAs at 3’ -end to facilitate
deadenylation and decapping, leading to increased turnover and decreased translation.
The binding of PUM1/2 to NORAD is thought to be a necessary operation as knockdown
of NORAD increased choromosomal instability, possibly due to degradation of mRNAs
encoding proteins for stability148. LncRNAs are not translated, despite the presence
of ribosome-associated lncRNAs, however, they can regulate mRNA translation. The
mRNA Uchl1 is promoted towards its translation by its antisense transcribed lncRNA
AS-UCHL1 70.
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Case in point: XIST and HOTAIR
As already mentioned, lncRNAs play an important role in regulating chromosome
architecture1. X chromosome inactivation (XCI) has been one of the areas extensively
researched including the X-inactive-specific transcript, or XIST. XCI occurring in
female mammals takes place during early embryonic development, when XIST silences
the whole future X inactive chromosome (called Xi) from which it is transcribed by
performing chromatin remodelling149;150. It was initially observed that XIST localised to
the Barr body and coated the inactive X151. The lamin B receptor (LBR) is associated
with XIST and whose depletion leads to disruption in XCI suggesting that XIST
might play a significant role in chromatin modification by recruiting Xi to the nuclear
lamina152. A subsequent role of XIST shows it to interact with PCGF3/5-PRC1 complex
and the ensuing ubiquitylation of histone H2A lysine 119 (H2AK119u1) facilitates
the recruitment of PRC2 triggering H3K27me3 dependent chromatin repression in
Xi1. Later, XIST interacts with silencing mediator for retinoid and thyroid hormone
receptor/histone deacetylase 1-associated repressor protein (SHARP or SPEN), directing
histone deacytelation and transcriptional repression153–155. Deleting the A-repeat region
on XIST ablates its silencing role but does not change its Xi localisation, which also
proves that XIST is crucial in XCI155. This is how XIST performs a vital role in
chromatin remodelling. Long interspersed nuclear elements (LINEs) and some highly
repetitive RNAs are shown to be associated with euchromatin and could play a role in
chromatin opening. Another lncRNA transcribed from the X chromosome is functional
intergenic repeating RNA element, or FIRRE, does not participate in XCI, rather
binds to hnRNPU and is present in five different autosomal chromosomal loci, the
combined locus being 5Mb long. It is theorised that FIRRE serves as a scaffold
to modulate interchromosomal interactions, since depletion of either the RNA or the
protein leads to FIRRE not being accumulated at the loci. The colorectal cancer
associated transcript 1, long isoform, or CCAT1-L, accumulates at its transcription site
to promote the transcription and has an oncogenic effect on the MYC locus1. CCAT
promotes long-range chromatin looping76.
HOTAIR, short for Hox antisense intergenic RNA, transcribed from HoxC locus, recruits
PRC2 to the HoxD locus and interacts with H3K37me3 and suppresses HoxD expression
in trans 106. It has also been noted that artficial tethering of HOTAIR to a luciferase
reporter locus led to PRC2 independent repression in breast cancer cells156. However, in
vitro bindings and RNA immunoprecipation experiments have resulted in false positive
interactions, which insinuates that it is still not a well-understood process1.
cis or trans regulatory function
While defining functional roles of lncRNAs, it is essential to see whether they act as cis
regulatory elements (at sites near their transcription sites) or in trans (at sites away from
their transcription sites). Several lncRNAs first observed or described to have functions
based upon their RNAi pathway were discovered to have functions quite disconnected
to their products, occurring in cis 145;155;157. An example would be LINCRNA-P21
that was previously described to be acting in trans based upon its RNAi pathway108,
however further experiments suggested that the phenotype could be understood by
the cis regulatory function of the DNA element and the RNA product could be
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ignored111;155;158. The lncRNA Oct4P4 acts in trans to interact with SUV39H1 HMTase
and removes SUV39H1 and H3K3Me3 marks at Oct4 promoter. BRAVEHEART
interacts with the PRC2 complex and regulates MesP1 in trans. HOTTIP interacts
with WDR5 in the HOXA locus in cis to drive gene expression. COOLAIR silences the
FLC locus by binding to it in cis and reducing H3K36me3 levels159. The mechanism
behind localisation of lncRNAs can provide the clue to their functions, since they are
functional molecules and must remain close to their regulatory sites155. Tuck et al.111
predicted by knocking down lncRNA loci to observe regulatory effects on nearby genes
that a third of lncRNAs act in cis and most lncRNAs terminate transcription early
and degrade, consistent with the suggestions that these RNA genes do not require
their product to function, also given local enhancer-like properties of some lncRNA
loci. LncRNA transcription processes were also found to be bidirectional from their
TSSs, although susceptible to quick termination (50-300 nt from TSS), in contrast to
mRNAs which favoured forward and more persistent transcription. Since lncRNAs
are co-expressed with their neighbouring genes over both short and large genomic
distance111, they argued this could be the reason for cis regulatory effects to prevail
notwithstanding the possibilities of co-regulation of nearby gene pairs. They also
wanted to observe global effects of transcription in lncRNA gene deletion cell lines and
in half the loci they experimented upon, certain evidence of functions in trans was
seen. However, further experiments are required to establish which mode of function
lncRNAs prefer111.
Evolutionary properties
An RNA localised in the cytoplasm would be involved in post-transcriptional regulation
and translation of mRNAs, and not in chromatin modification, whereas a nuclear RNA
would not be translated. Interaction with proteins or bindings with other enzymes
could also explain their sub-cellular localisation, whereby they are transferred to a
different location than their transcription origins. Fluorescence in situ hybridisation
(FISH) showed that AIR and KCNQ1OT1 are found on the same allele near their
transcription sites and they co-localised with repressive chromatin modifiers, suggesting
a cis regulatory function155. MALAT1 and NEAT1 were shown to localise to transcribed
DNA loci throughout the nucleus53;155. A lowly expressed lncRNA HOTTIP is found
near its transcription locus155, a direct contrast to MALAT1. However, in spite of
documented observations of lncRNA localisation, a concrete relation between that and
lncRNA functions still need to be established.
Cabili et.al.104 showed that lncRNAs exhibited nucleus-preferred localisation and
more than 95% of the 61 lncRNAs in three cell types had higher nuclear fraction
than mRNAs. They noted that a particular sub-cellular localisation pattern was quite
independent of gene expression correlation of two neighbouring genes, one of them
being an lncRNA. The authors also found out that cell-to-cell heterogeneity of lncRNAs
was at a similar level of mRNAs. Matching pairs of divergent lncRNAs and mRNAs
were not always co-regulated. A previous study conducted across 24 human tissues and
cell lines discovered that the intergenic transcripts were highly tissue specific, unlike
protein-coding genes, consistent with Mercer et al.107. They also reported categories
of orthologous transcripts of human lincRNAs in other vertebrates, highly conserved
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lincRNAs with low coding potential, and lincRNAs in disease associated regions121.
Their results also showed that protein-coding genes close to lincRNAs were associated
with developmental and transcriptional regulation and the results were coherent with
previous studies57;121. The lincRNA genes were co-expressed with their protein-coding
neighbours, but not more correlated to a lncRNA - protein-coding gene pair than a
protein-coding - protein-coding gene pair, but this result also threw some light on the cis
or trans behaviour in lncRNA functions. That lincRNAs exhibited high tissue specificity
was also reiterated by Washietl et al.160, who conducted a study to characterise tissue
specificity, splicing patterns, and expression levels across nine tissues in six mammals,
and they suggested that it was selectively maintained across evolution. Both the studies
showed evidence of specificity in brain and testes, sites of highly expressed lincRNAs;
confirmed later in a separate study, too76.
Splicing patterns of lincRNAs were also observed to be highly divergent and not
essential to their functions, however, intra-species conservation levels were similar
to protein-coding genes. Concurrently, expression conservation dropped towards
evolutionary distant species, quicker than sequence conservation, in contrast to mRNAs,
where the levels were constant, suggesting that lincRNAs had a higher turnover than
mRNAs, even in closely related species. It is worth noting that, gene expression
levels across long non-coding RNAs are measured to be less than protein-coding
genes24;116;160. Concurrently, the population of younger lncRNAs is more enriched
than the ancient ones in lncRNA evolution, who have low levels of exonic sequence
conservation across evolution116. Contrastingly, ancient lncRNAs (>90 million years
old) have long-term exonic sequence conservation of higher levels116. There seemed to
be a regulatory constraint acting in case of lincRNA promoters, similar to mRNAs, and
the promoter sequence was reported to be conserved, along with the binding sites in
promoter regions57;116;160;161. Regulatory conservation was also found to be consistent
in lincRNAs, similar to protein-coding genes, despite the former having lower sequence
conservation. A low exon conservation was also reported for lincRNAs24. Derrien
et al. noted that fewer lncRNA transcripts included one of the six most common
poly(A) motifs than protein-coding transcripts56, explaining the characteristic feature
of poor polyadenylation in most lncRNA transcripts. A later work also reported that
median half life of lncRNAs is lower than mRNAs based upon their expression. The low
expression levels of lncRNAs could be defined by exosome-mediated decay of mature
lncRNAs. In contrast to mRNAs, lncRNAs were observed to be transcribed into shorter
transcripts in the vicinity of the promoter and into fewer full-length transcripts111.
RNA secondary structure
The secondary structure of an RNA refers to the formation of structures created when
a single-stranded RNA molecule internally folds on itself, forming double helical and
stem-loop structures162. The base pairing is driven by hydrogen bonding between the
nucleotides, where purines normally pair with pyrimidines - AT(U) and GC, with the
former having two hydrogen bonds and the latter three and is known as Watson-Crick
base pairing. Besides Watson-Crick base pairing, wobble base pairing occurs when a GU
pair is formed, and Hoogsteen base pairing, which shows an alternate geometric layout
of the AT(U) and GC base pairs163. The non-canonical pairing mechanisms can be
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due to non-covalent interactions of secondary structures in immediate neighbourhoods
of each other, which in turn form complex tertiary structures that are energetically
less favoured162. The stem-loop structure an RNA molecule is observed when the stem
is formed by complementary base pairing, whereas the loop (the hairpin) constitutes
unpaired bases164. Each secondary structure is thermodynamically active - the folding
energy required is defined by the energy required to undo a base pair and to destabilise
the entropic effects of the hairpin loops162. The minimum free energy of an RNA
sequence is given by the secondary structure that is most stable and is widely used to
predict the secondary structure of an RNA165.
Secondary structures can shed light on the functions of a lncRNA, as the base pairs
(sequence structure) have been found to be conserved in homologues61;166. For example,
lncRNAs have already been found to be active in chromatin remodelling by forming
scaffolds and interacting with PRC2122. Additionally, they interact with DNA to form
a triplex; for example, the lncRNA MEG3 promotes fibrosis by interacting with PRC2
and forming RNA-DNA triplex in the presence of GA-rich sequence binding sites167.
Although determination of lncRNA structure is challenging, owing to the length of
the molecules as well as contrasting regions, where there are regions with well-defined
base pairing, while there are others with no base pairing and multiple structures, a few
lncRNAs have been closely observed to have well-defined structures167;168. The lncRNA
XIST participates in epigenetic modifications with detected secondary structures169;170.
The human steroid receptor RNA activator (SRA) possesses several secondary structures
and is found in both human and mouse. It produces both an mRNA and a lncRNA and
has been evolutionary stable, while stabilising the RNA structural core167;171. HOTAIR
is an enormous lncRNA (12,651 bases), which plays an important role in cardiovascular
system, has been observed to have evolutionary conserved sequence elements as well
as secondary structures172. BRAVEHEART transforms into secondary structures
consisting of numerous helices and loops. It has been detected in cardiovascular lineage
regulation. Moreover, it contains a AGIL loop (5’ asymmetric G-rich internal loop)
which is essential in mouse embryonic stem cell differentiation167;173.
There are numerous computational tools for RNA secondary structure prediction,
such as162;174;175. If those can be utilised in conjunction with experimental determination
of lncRNA secondary structure, functional domains of lncRNAs can be exposed.
3.4 Disease association
LncRNAs have been implicated in various regulatory roles within a cell, which led them
to be performing very important biological functions, like X inactivation. Concurrently,
they have also been associated with several diseases. They have been especially found
to have roles in several types of cancer. Differential expression of lncRNA isoforms in
tumour in comparison with normal tissues led to the observation of lncRNA-cancer
association176;177. LncRNA genes like H19, MALAT1, and PCA3 are over-expressed in
multiple cancer cells. H19 has been found to be associated with the likes of bladder
cancer178, gastric cancer179, and esophageal cancer180. Both H19 and MALAT1 have
been implicated in colorectal cancer181;182 and glioma183. MALAT1 is primarily over-
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expressed in lung cancer184, but also active in hepatocellular carcinoma137, and prostate
cancer185. PCA3 is found over-expressed in prostate cancer186. NF-κB interacting
lncRNA (NKILA) interferes with phosphorylation of IκB, which results in NF-κB
activation and breast cancer metastasis suppression1. A deregulated HOTAIR gene
recruits PRC2 to the promoter regions of tumour suppressor genes, leading to their
transcriptional repression and chromatin condensation177. HOTAIR has been implicated
in several types of cancer including esophageal, lung, breast, and pancreatic cancer1;177.
ANRIL behaves in a similar fashion and has been observed to be up-regulated in lung
cancer, hepatocellular cancer, and bladder cancer177;187. lncRNA SChLAP1 binds to
tumour suppressor complex SWI/SNF and impairs its function, promoting tumour cell
division and metastasis. SChLAP1 is over-expressed in prostate cancer188. A similar
function was observed in NEAT1, which is over-expressed in oral cancer and glioma,
among others177;189.
Besides various types of cancer, lncRNAs have been found to be dysregulated in
other diseases. For example, BACE1-AS is overexpressed in Alzheimer’s disease190.
NEAT1 and H19 have been implicated in autoimmune diseases and diabetes191;192.
SNHG1 has been associated with Parkinson’s disease193, whereas TapSAKI and PVT1
are found in diabetes mellitus and other kidney related diseases194. In the Appendix
Table A.1, a non-exhaustive overview of disease associated lncRNAs can be found.
Databases such as LncRNADisease195 catalogue lncRNA-disease associations besides
regulatory relationships between lncRNAs, miRNAs, and mRNAs.
4
Machine Learning
Computer science has helped humans to overcome seemingly difficult and time-consuming
tasks mostly through automation. Humans still have had to anticipate the different
parameters and foresee the outputs to be able to efficiently program the codes for the
tasks. Now that human intelligence is becoming replaced with artificial intelligence,
or AI in short, which is a branch of computer science dedicated to smarter performing
of the same tasks, without requiring human intervention. The machines are designed
to be ultimately capable of simulating human behaviour. The applications of AI can
be found everywhere today, for instance in search engines, translators using natural
language processing, disease prediction, computer vision among many others.
4.1 A very short timeline of intelligent objects
The concept of intelligent objects has been around for a long time. History tells us
that mankind has been engrossed with inanimate objects with human-level intelligence
designed to autonomously perform tasks since ancient times. Beginning with Hephaestus,
Daedalus, ancient Egyptian engineers who built statues of gods, to thinkers like Aristotle
and René Descartes, although separated by time, who tried to describe the significance
of human thought processes as symbols, all of them contributed somehow to the
foundation of AI concepts. In popular culture, authors like Mary Shelley to Isaac
Asimov to Michael Crichton and numerous films and TV programmes have delved
deep into parallel civilizations where automatons with near-human or super-human
intelligence are a reality. The question that everyone tried to address was: what
underlies our thought processes, our intelligence? The forebearers of modern computer
are the programmable machines developed by mathematician Charles Babbage in the
early nineteenth century. The series of designs that Babbage developed, named the
Analytical Engine, had the potential to solve general purpose computational problems
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using punched cards - the first by a mechanised device. Lady Ada Lovelace developed
an algorithm to solve for Bernoulli numbers using the machines. About a century
later, John von Neumann created an architecture of a computer which could store the
program and the processed data in its memory. British mathematician Alan Turing
went even further by designing a method by which a computer could devise its own
answers to a series of questions with incredible accuracy, so that the answers would
seem that they originated from a human being. This method is known as Turing’s Test
and is widely used as a yardstick for AI applications - if the program can pass the test,
it is strong.
Turing Test or Imitation Game, proposed by the British mathematician Alan Turing
in 1950, is a method by which an interrogator questions two entities, X and Y, and
in the end must determine which one is a machine and which one is a human. Turing
hypothesised that with the advent in designs of memory architectures, the interrogator
would not have more than 70% chance to correctly identify the machine. John Searle
proposed the Chinese Room, where the hand gestures of a Chinese language speaker
could be interpreted as digital signals. If a computer could simulate those signals,
thereby the hand gestures, that does not really conclude that the computer in itself is
intelligent196.
Thereafter, considerable progress had been made in the field of artificial intelligence.
However, applications could not be implemented due to the lack of computing power.
The processing and memory requirements of these tasks simply could not be fulfilled in
those times. That changed in the 1990s when there was a leap in development of processor
and memory architectures. There was an explosive improvement in computational
power. More data became available and accessible to researchers. That resulted in
breakthroughs in natural language processing, robotics, computer vision, and machine
learning besides others. A number of early architectures and algorithms were developed
throughout the 1950s and 60s. A mathematical model was published for building a
neural network197. Later, the concept of back-propagation was floated that embodies
today’s deep learning driven AI systems198. Technology companies like Microsoft, IBM,
and Apple started designing intelligent systems capable of handling millions of data
and take credible decisions. One of the earliest examples is DeepThought, the computer
program that (in)famously beat the then reigning world champion Kasparov in chess199.
AI has been extensively used in the aviation industry. Craft flying into outer space
have benefitted from AI as well. More recently, extensive research is being done in
automated vehicles (self-driving cars). With the advent of huge amounts of processing
power, image processing and recognition has taken a huge leap. Firms such as Google,
Adobe, and a growing number of start-ups are harnessing the power of AI. Companies
like NVIDIA are using their processing potential to generate language models (BERT,
GPT-3) for accurate text classification200. In medical fields, AI is becoming instrumental
in classification tasks and imaging201.
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4.2 Machine Learning
Machine learning is one of the categories of algorithms of artificial intelligence which
tries to mimic human intelligence. One of the machine learning techniques is called
deep learning. Machine learning, broadly speaking, constitutes of feeding data to a
computer and learning from it, i. e. discovering heuristics, to get better at performing
a task progressively. This technique renders the need of writing code redundant (or
useless), but simultaneously obtains the desired outcome from the program, if not better
(or an improved output). Deep learning takes the same data, assigns it weights, feeds it
to a neural network architecture, where the data goes through multiple hidden layers,
and creates relationships between the layers before producing the output with the best
results202–204.
Using pattern recognition and statistical methods, computers can perform specific
tasks without being explicitly programmed to do so - that was the early theory of
machine learning. Using AI, with all the bells and whistles, it is now possible to make
computers learn from data, and with those heuristics it is also possible for machines to
independently adapt to new, unseen data. The algorithms or techniques are inherently
iterative, which enables the application to learn from previous computations to produce
accurate and reliable results. This branch of computer science covers computers learning
like humans by using algorithms to parse data and improving their learning over time
in an autonomous fashion, and predicting or determining an outcome in the real world.
It is the study of the way by which computer systems can improve with experience
like humans do. The code gets shorter, the maintainability increases, and the program
generally functions better.
The machine learning discipline harnesses statistics to find patterns in massive
amounts of data by building a mathematical model based on the data. The data can
be anything from words, numbers, images, and so on. Search engines, voice assistants,
recommendation systems are based on machine learning. For example, when an image
is captured by a smartphone camera, the way by which Google Photos tags the image
is based on machine learning and is called image recognition. It trains a classifier to
identify faces in the images and asks the user for a name to identify one image. If it
is a person whose photograph was taken, the application searches through the faces
and automatically tags the new photograph with the name of the person, if a previous
photo exists in the gallery. Similarly, if the photograph is of a pineapple or ratatouille,
it is identified as food.
Machine learning typically builds a mathematical model based on input data,
also known as training data, which contains a set of data points, called training
instances or samples, based upon which the model learns and performs a task of
either determination or prediction. The task may fall into the category of classification,
regression, clustering, etc. There is an objective or a scoring function which is used
to evaluate the relationship between the data points defined in the model203. The
parameters of the model are fit on the training data and observed if the desired
outcome is achieved with the help of further parameter tuning and feature selection
procedures. To determine the accuracy of the fitted model, it is then evaluated against
test data, which contains exclusive data points unseen by the model, similar to the




Figure 4.1: A simple neural network. In a feed-forward network the output from the previous layer
is fed as input to the next layer, whereas backpropagation works backwards from the output layer to
calculate the gradient.
ones in the training data, but not inclusive. The model is optimised by performing
repeated searches or fits, for instance, to achieve the aim of generalisation so that it
successfully interprets data beyond the training set. For a task T, if a machine performs
at performance P and improves, learning from its experience E, then it can be remarked
that this process belongs to the realm of machine learning204.
Deep learning has several advantages over classical learning algorithms205;206. It
essentially employs multi-layer neural networks mimicking biological networks for a
wide array of tasks; although supervised problems can be solved by deep learning,
unsupervised learning problems is the area where it excels as it intuitively gathers the
required features and patterns to solve a task205. The features extracted during
training are transformed into a distributed representational space, creating more
combinations than was provided or learned - n binary features can give way to 2n
different combinations, for instance. Layers of representation provides a deep learning
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algorithm with exponential increase in depth, useful to extract even more meaningful
patterns in data to be able to generalize. In a neural network (Figure 4.1), the hidden
layers learn to represent the input layers paving the way to easier prediction of the
output layers206. Multi-layer networks comprise layers, where one layer receives as input
the output of the previous layer. Backpropagation enables an algorithm to compute the
gradient of a neural layer or module in the reverse direction by starting with the output
of a layer and moving backwards to the input. The gradients can be adjusted with
respect to the weights of each layer198. The preferred architecture for deep learning
tasks are the feed-forward neural nets, where algorithms map a fixed-size input to
a fixed-size output by passing a weight sum of the inputs from the previous layer
through a non-linear function. The most used function is rectified linear unit (ReLU)
and is given by f(z) = max(z, 0)207. Deep feed-forward neural networks have found
applications in speech recognition, natural language processing, image classification,
and object recognition among several others200;208;209. Examples of deep learning
architecture include convolutional neural networks (CNN) (explored below), recurrent
neural networks (to process sequential data), and long short-term memory networks
(LSTM) (deploying hidden units for long-term memory storage between layers)206;210.
4.2.1 Components of machine learning
Machine learning contains various components that enable a model to successfully
perform a task. The tasks may include object recognition, which is a form of classification,
transcription of information into discrete textual format211, anomaly detection, where a
machine detects unusual patterns in data212, and machine translation200;208;213, among
others. To perform the tasks, a machine also needs to consider several elements, some
of which will be described below.
Training
Just like a toddler starts to learn and remember real world objects, algorithms follow a
similar strategy to find out connections between various features and classes. Algorithms
are exposed to datasets where they can learn the attributes of the data points and look
for patterns. To start with the training process, the data points, numerical or categorical,
are converted into smaller constituent units, which enables the learning algorithm to
assess the underlying properties of the samples and features, and extract meaningful
patterns. The data points are normally arranged as either scalars that are numbers
denoting a certain property, such as frequency, or vectors that are one-dimensional arrays
of scalars, or matrices denoting two-dimensional representations of the data points, or
tensors that store multi-dimensional representations of data points. To convert them into
more processable parts, the data points need to be decomposed. Among various options,
eigendecomposition and singular value decomposition could be chosen for the purpose214.
Eigendecomposition generally refers to solving a matrix for its eigenvalues and
eigenvectors. It helps converting a matrix into a lower feature space, where the
matrix can be scaled in any direction/dimension. In theory, if a non-zero vector v, when
multiplied with a square matrix A, results in the same vector v, rescaled, given by a
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coefficient λ, then A has an eigenvalue λ and an eigenvector v. It can be given as:
Av = λv.
The eigendecomposition of A can be defined as:
A = V diag(λ)V −1,
where V is a matrix of eigenvectors = [v1, ..., vn] and λ is a vector of eigenvalues =
[λ1, ..., λn]
T . For a real symmetric matrix, an eigendecomposition would look like:
A = QΛQT ,
where A is the matrix, Q is the orthogonal matrix if eigenvectors of A, and Λ comprises
of eigenvalues of A as a diagonal matrix214.
The eigendecomposition is not possible for all real matrices, however, singular value
decomposition, or SVD, is. A matrix can be converted into singular values and
singular vectors, regardless of whether it is square or not, unlike in eigendecomposition.
Nevertheless, it is similar to the former method and can be denoted as:
A = UDV T ,
where U contains left-singular vectors and V has right-singular vectors as columns,
both being orthogonal matrices. D is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are
singular values. U can be described as the eigenvectors of AAT , while V contains the
eigenvectors of ATA. The eigenvalues of AAT and ATA are in turn the squares of the
non-zero singular values of A populating D 214.
Classification
For a set of data points, the system learns the patterns from the features and attempts
to group instances from an unseen dataset into those targets. The machine learning
algorithm is trained on data with labels (classes) and then tries to classify the new
instances. Classification can be defined as a model categorising an input x into a group
out of c different groups. The output label y is deduced from f(x), where f is the
learning function given by:
f : Rn −→ {1, ..., c}.
Apart from categorising an input into a class, classification can also included tasks such
as a probability distribution over classes214. Spam filtering is an example, so is object
recognition and, by extension, image recognition215. A different type of classification
task arises when several learning functions need to be defined to extract patterns about
an input whose feature subset is absent. That means, for every input x, a function
learns from a subset of variables attached to x. To achieve classification accuracy, a
probability distribution over all the qualifying features is considered before pruning the
absent features. 2n learning functions can be defined for n inputs and only one of them
is necessary to correctly produce the probability distribution and concurrently, classify
the inputs216.
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Regression
Instead of classifying, the algorithm attempts to predict a numerical value for the
target217. To predict the price of a new product, for example, it learns from the features
of the same family of products presently in circulation. Although the procedure is
similar to classification, its output is different. The learning function can be defined as:
f : Rn −→ R.
In linear regression, for instance, the function f leverages the input vector x εRn to
predict the output y εR, which is a linear function of the input. The prediction is given
by:
ŷ = wx,
where w is a vector acting as a coefficient to every input feature x affecting the
importance of the feature x in the prediction: the larger the value of w, the higher the
importance of x. ŷ stores the predicted result. There can be an additional parameter,
called the bias parameter, added to the regression function. This parameter b is used
for the transformation of the function and can be interpreted as the value the function
is biased to, when there is no input (or when the features are irrelevant).
ŷ = wx + b






with n being the total number of elements in the feature space214.
Feature engineering
While learning, the algorithm must extract patterns from the features of the data.
Efficiently choosing those patterns is called feature engineering. This is important
to identify patterns to distinguish between classes. It can be designed manually, but
automatic feature extraction methods are preferred, the features selected generalize
well206.
Cross-validation
After a model has been trained, the accuracy of the model can be determined using
a validation set. Cross-validation refers to splitting the training set x-fold, retraining
the algorithm on randomly chosen xn − 1 folds x times, and using the left out fold as
the validation set to test the accuracy. With higher values of x it is possible to observe
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more variance in the data, subsequently reducing the bias of generalisation. However, if
the number of samples is less, then a high x will negatively impact the estimate of the
confidence intervals, as there would not be simply enough variation in the data218.
Hyperparameters
These are different parameters that are tuned and optimised to extract the best possible
performance of a model. Hyperparameters can be set up to search for the optimum
values in relation to each other and this step can be performed during cross-validation
by estimating the generalization error and updating the hyperparameters219.
Optimisation
A machine learning model seeks to perform a task on unseen inputs in the test set
by learning from the training set. The application of the learned knowledge is known
as generalization220. When a model is trained, it tries to predict the inputs in
the training set. A training error is recorded for every prediction to evaluate the
prediction performance. Similarly, a generalization error is also calculated on the
model’s performance on the test set. The goal is to reduce both the errors to have a
robust model. If the training and test sets are generated from a random probability
distribution, the expected training error will be equal to the generalization error owing
to the common origin of the datasets. However, in machine learning, the model is
trained on the training set first, its hyperparameters are tuned, before it is evaluated
on the test set. This leads to the generalization error mostly being greater than the
training error, since the sampling processes of the sets differ. Minimising the training
error and reducing the difference between training and generalization errors determine
the effectiveness of a machine learning model.
To achieve a predicted value, which cannot be further optimised, of a feature or an
input, estimators are necessary214. A point estimator of data points {x1, ..., xn} can be
defined as:
θ̂n = g(x1, ..., xn),
where θ̂ is the point estimate of a parameter, whose optimum value is represented by θ.
The objective is to return a value of θ̂ that is close to θ to reduce the error (training or
generalization).
In the absence of an input, a function may be biased to a certain value and it is defined
as:
b(θ̂n) = E(θ̂n) − θ.
The closer the expectation over the data, the less biased is the estimator. If b(θ̂n) = 0,
then the estimator is said to be unbiased.
The variance of an estimator depicts how much the estimated values vary from the
original input data points. Variance is normally intended to be low to have a better
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To estimate the generalization error, the standard error of mean is calculated and is
given by σ√
n
. The standard error is utilised to calculate the probability of the true
expected values in a given interval, since mean of the data points is a normal distribution.
The cross-validation techniques can identify the optimal bias or variance to use to
minimise the generalization error. The mean squared error is also used to compute the
deviation of the estimated values from the input taking both bias and variance into
consideration. It is defined as:
mse = b(θ̂n)
2 + σ(θ̂n).
To obtain well-performing estimators, the maximum likelihood estimator principle is
applied, which returns functions that can be optimum for various models. The maximum
likelihood estimate of a parameter approaches its true value as the number of training





n log pmodel(xi; θ),
where pmodel returns the probability of the estimate θ being true to the data sample
xi, iε(1, ..., n) and the points where the probability is maximum are returned. This
is useful to achieve a closely related predicted distribution as the original input data.
Furthermore, maximum likelihood estimator has the lowest mse among other estimators,
hence it is convenient for use in machine learning tasks221;222.
Regularization
It is another technique employed to reduce a model’s generalization error223. It does
not, however, affect the training error of the model. This is applied as a penalty to the
cost function, when there are more than one functions to choose from for the learning
algorithm. Not every function will be appropriate for the prediction task at hand, since
they are dependent on the representation space where the input variables reside and the
output dimensional space. For example, a penalty, such as weight decay, can be added
to a linear regression problem to regularize a model over the function f(x; θ), which can
modulate whether the model overfits or underfits. To have control over better fitness of
a model over the training data, a function can be defined as:
J(w) = msetrain + λw
Tw,
where w denotes the weight and λ is a constant tuning the strength of weights; the
weights are taken as they are if it is 0, but become smaller if it is set to a higher
value. The regularizer in this case will be Ω(w) = wTw and can be used to train a
regression model in polynomial space, effectively tuning the ability of the model to
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choose from an array of different functions to achieve the best possible solution to the
task. Regularization attaches preferences to different solutions by means of a penalty
(to be minimised) and the solution that is most appropriate is chosen. Similarly, various
regularization approaches exist from which an approach is selected that is well suited
to the task at hand, instead of one single all conforming solution214;223.
4.2.2 Types of machine learning algorithms
Machine learning can be categorised into two broad groups, depending upon what kind
of experience E an algorithm is going to have.
Supervised Learning
The mathematical model is built on data comprising both inputs and outputs, i.e.
the training set is labelled. The backbone of supervised learning methods comprises
the concept of showing the machine what to learn. The computer system receives a
dataset full of training instances, which contains features, which are characteristics
defining the instances, and a label or target, which is the expected output for a
particular training instance. The program learns the features and is able to classify the
data points based on them. The output is a vector of scores, which indicates affinity
towards a particular class. An objective function calculates the error between the
predicted and the actual scores and based upon that, some weights can be adjusted
to minimise the error206. Stochastic gradient descent (SGD) is sometimes employed
to adjust the weights, where the average gradient is calculated for a set of data points
on the outputs and errors, following which the weights are accordingly adjusted224.
For example, the Iris dataset225 is one prime example on which a machine learning
algorithm can be trained. The dataset contains measurements of 150 different plants.
There are four features: sepal length, sepal width, petal length and petal width. There are
three flowering species recorded in it to which the plants correspond, i. e. the labels. An
algorithm can be trained to learn from the measurements and can be used to identify
other plants having similar measurements. A supervised learning algorithm could be
imagined as: for a set labeled training data (xi, yi), xi εX and yi ε Y , where X and Y
are input training examples and labels (outputs), respectively, the algorithm attempts
to learn the function:
f : X → Y. (4.1)
The input vector x normally is associated with a value y and the learning procedure
attempts to learn y from x. It estimates the probability of y; p(y) being associated to
x through the joint distribution of p(y|x). Actually, maximum likelihood estimate of
the distribution for a parameter θ can be calculated to find the probability of y being
close to the true value of x. For instance, in a binary classification problem where the
classes are labelled 0 and 1, an approach with logistic regression will result in:
p(y = 1|x; θ) = σ(θTx),
where the logistic sigmoid function decomposes the linear function to return its output
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in the interval (0, 1), which is the probability of how close a value of y is to a certain
class214. Typical supervised learning tasks include classification, regression problems,
support vector machines, decision trees among others.
Unsupervised Learning
The training set is unlabelled. The program learns from the characteristics of the data
points and infers useful properties of the dataset. It attempts to extract properties
from a probability distribution p(x) of an input vector x, and there exists no y, unlike
in supervised learning tasks. Unsupervised learning tasks try to understand the data
only from x, since the target values are missing from the training set. This approach
is generally related to density estimation, denoising data in a distribution, or clustering
similar inputs into groups. The model collects representative features from x which
preserves enough information about it, such that it is easier to identify x later for
clustering, etc. The information about x can be decomposed into i) tiny, low-dimensional
representations, ii) sparse representations, where the information is stretched along
the feature space onto multiple axes making it high-dimensional, and iii) independent
representations, where the information is rearranged such that the dimensions are
statistically independent226;227.
4.2.3 A few machine learning algorithms
There are plenty of machine learning algorithms to choose from. They do not adhere to
a one-size-fits-all principle, but they can be tailored to different tasks according to their
capabilities. Some algorithms will be discussed here that are relevant to this thesis.
Support Vector Machines
Support vector machines (SVMs) attempt to learn decision rules from labeled input
data to classify novel data and are considered to be one of the best performing out-
of-the-box classifiers228. An SVM splits each sample to an n-dimensional vector and
maps that onto multiple n− 1-dimensional hyperplanes, following which SVMs choose
the hyperplane which shows the largest variance or separability between the classes.
SVMs are primarily applied to binary classification tasks and have been widely used
for pattern recognition tasks, along with image and text classification problems. Their
usage have branched to biological fields as well, especially computational biology. An
SVM predicts class identities based upon the output of a linear function wTx+ b. Since
the classes are numerically labelled, a positive output of the function results in the
prediction of class 1, while a negative output infers class 0. The transformed sample
vectors are utilised to identify similarities between samples and those are known as
support vectors. The method of transformation of each sample is known as a kernel
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k(x, xi) is a kernel-based function that actually returns a dot product between all inputs
(x), while transforming the data points in a new feature space. α is a coefficient vector
and is linear to f(x). Any model non-linear to f(x) can be optimised in order to
efficiently converge; since only α is optimised, the decision function is linear, albeit in a
different space than the optimisation algorithm. This whole operation is called kernel
trick, which can also be explained as adding another dimension to the hyperplane to
aid separability between the two classes of data.
A widely used kernel is called the Gaussian kernel or the radial basis function kernel
and can be defined as:
k(u, v) = N(u− v; 0, σ2I).
N(x;µ,Σ) denotes the standard normal density of the kernel whose value decreases
along lines emanating from u in v space. Essentially, this kernel creates a support
vector of a sample x with a label y and is assigned to a class (either 0 or 1). If another
sample xa is found close to x based upon Euclidean distance, it is considered to be very
similar, hence a large weight is assigned to the label y. In the end, the classification
depends upon the weights attached to the training labels214.
There are other kernels available to train SVMs, for example: linear kernel, polynomial
kernel, sigmoid kernel, and so on. To tune a kernel, the hyperparameters normally
available are the regularization parameter and gamma. The regularization parameter
(also called C) can be tuned to a higher value, which would set the hyperplane margins
to be narrow, potentially increasing classification accuracy, while a lower value results
in broader margins, with a chance for a drop in classification accuracy. Gamma sets
the reach of the influence of a training sample to the hyperplane. If gamma is set to
low, samples farther from the hyperplane will be considered; however, if gamma set to
a higher value, the samples closer to the hyperplane will be considered in the decision
making process214;228;229.
Random Forests
Random forests are actually an extension of decision trees. Decision tree-based classifiers
are normally fast. They traditionally employ a central axis projection technique by
constructing a hyperplane dividing the lines that connect two data clusters and identify
classes at each decision node. However, the decision tree approach is prone to overfitting.
Random forest-based classifiers grow multiple decision trees by splitting the feature space
into random feature sub-spaces and train the individual trees practically on different
subsets of the training data. The final classifier combines the accuracy measures from
all the trees, thereby avoiding overfitting, i.e., maintaining generalization accuracy230;231.
Random forests are a part of ensemble training algorithms, where an algorithm does
not depend upon one function, rather aggregates outputs of different functions and
chooses the best solution from that output space. Random forests achieve exactly that
purpose by growing separate decision trees and aggregating the outputs. Each tree acts
as a classifier that casts a vote on a class for an input sample. A tree is grown through
random sampling with replacement and without pruning on the input samples. At each
node of the tree a best split is selected based upon a constant that is randomly selected
from the number of input variables. Furthermore, this constant m is used to optimise
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the correlation between two trees and strength of each tree in the forest. An increase in
correlation results in decreased classification accuracy, while increased strength leads to
increased accuracy. Random forests can work with numerous variables without the need
to delete any of those and can return an estimate of variable importance. Concurrently,
they can work with missing data. They can also compute proximities for two pairs of
cases useful in clustering231.
Random forests can generate unbiased generalization error estimates by out-of-bag
(oob) sampling, where any given tree is grown with two-thirds of the bootstrap sample.
The unused cases are classified by the trees already grown. With c being the dominant
class predicted for a oob case (from one-third of the sample), the ratio of the number
of times that c is not correctly classified averaged over all classes is known as the oob
error estimate. This is used to generate an unbiased generalization error estimate and
also for feature importance estimates. Feature importance for variable m is calculated
as follows: The votes for the correct class for the oob cases are calculated, followed by
those from a random permutation of values in m. The mean of the difference in those
two votes over all trees results in the importance estimate for m. The estimate is further
divided by its standard error to obtain a z-score, which is normalized and a significance
score is attached to it, resulting in the feature importance. The gini impurity index
offers the probability of mis-classification of a particular sample by randomly choosing
a label from a node. The entropy index calculates the information gain based on a
particular node. If all of the samples in a particular node belongs to the same class, the
entropy would be zero. Gini impurity is calculated by:
G = 1 − Σcj=1p2j ,
where pj is the proportion of samples belonging to class c for a particular node.
Entropy is calculated by:
H = 1 − Σcj=1pjlog2(pj),
where pj is the proportion of samples belonging to class c for a particular node and
p 6= 0230–232.
If there are missing values in the input set, random forest classifiers can either fill
them up by the median of all values in class c, if the variable is not categorical, or by
the most frequent non-null value in class c, if categorical. In a different strategy, for
a missing continuous value x(m,n), the filling is done by calculating the proximities
between the nth case and the non-missing value case and averaging the values of the
mth variable, if non-categorical, otherwise, the most frequent non-null value weighted by
proximity is used. A forest is grown and the process is reiterated until it is optimised231.
The balance between prediction errors is achieved by random forests through allowing
lower error rates for larger classes than for smaller classes. Random forests can be
utilised to assign weights to the classes; the error rate of a particular class can be
reduced by assigning it a comparatively higher weight231.
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where gc(x) is the decision rule for a point x assigned to class c for which gc(x) is the
maximum. P̂ (c|vj(x)) is the estimate of the P (c|vj(x)) and is given by:
P (c|vj(x)) =
P (c, vj(x))∑n
l=1 P (cl, vj(x))
.
vj(x) is the terminal node for a point x given by a tree Tj, where j = (1, 2, ...t). The
probability of point x belonging to a class c, where c = (1, 2, ...n), is calculated as
the ratio between x belonging to c and all points belonging to vj(x) and is given by
P (c|vj(x))230.
Principal component analysis
PCA is a statistical technique to compress data by reducing the dimensionality of large
datasets. It is used to create new non-correlated variables that maximise variance
and simultaneously to minimise information loss. PCA can be adapted to be used
on numerical data without any distributional assumptions about the data. The
representation learned by PCA uncouples all connected elements, thereby making
them statistically independent. Additionally, the representation learned has a lower
dimensionality than the original input. It operates by creating a multi-dimensional
matrix (m x n, where m stands for number of samples and n for variables for each
sample) with n m-dimensional vectors. The motivation behind the matrix is to look
for a linear combination of the matrix columns with maximum variance, which is
obtaining a vector. A covariance matrix is generated using that vector combined with
the largest eigenvalue associated with the vector. The linear combinations derived from
the covariance matrix are termed as the principal components233. The input data x
is projected onto a representation z, such that the direction of the greatest variance
is aligned with the new axes. This transformation is orthogonal and linear. PCA
essentially reduces dimensionality of data while preserving as much original information
as possible by reconstructing the data in a lower dimension. For every point xiεRn,
a vector c is searched for by PCA such that f(x) = c, i. e. the point is encoded. To
deconstruct it, a decoding function is generated such that x ≈ g(f(x)). For the multi-
dimensional matrix X with (mxn), an unbiased sample covariance matrix can be defined





z = W Tx is a representation that can generated by PCA following a linear transformation,
where V ar[z] is the diagonal. The eigenvectorsXTX constitute the principal components
of X. In the end, PCA attempts to organise the principal axes with regard to variance
of the data in a different space (with reduced dimensionality) and separate the data so
that the points are statistically independent214;233.
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k-means clustering
k-means clustering creates k clusters and arranges the different observations into those
disjoint clusters. Every cluster contains a cluster centroid, i. e. the mean of the samples
in the cluster, and the algorithm attempts to tie each observation to a cluster in a way
that its distance is at minimum to the centroid. To put simply, a one-hot vector h of k
dimensions is created to represent an input x in a sparse representation. hi = 1, if x ε
cluster i, and all the other entries in h will be rendered 0. This representation ensures
all samples to be in the same cluster if they are similar and becomes computationally
inexpensive. k-means algorithm chooses the nearest centroid for each input from a
group of k different centroids (µ1, ..., µk) and then updates the mean of every cluster i
and assigns that to each centroid µi. Ultimately, it aims to cluster points into k groups
of equal variance. Being an unsupervised approach, k-means clustering deduces some
similar properties about the input data to sort them into various clusters. Doing so, it
might lose some relevant information and sort the data into wrong clusters. Besides
that, it might also find some valid relationship between the features, which might,
however, end up in formation of unexpected clusters214;234;235.
Convolutional Neural Networks
Convolutional neural networks (CNN) receive data as input in multiple arrays and
use convolution instead of matrix multiplication in one of the constructed underlying
layers206;214. These networks hark back to neuroscience, wherein the layers function akin
to simple cells and complex cells. Like any other deep learning architecture, CNNs are
multi-layered and are built on the principles of local connections, shared weights, and
pooling205;206. The input can be represented either in 1D (for signals and sequences),
2D (for images), or 3D (for video). Convolutional layers and pooling layers comprise
the physical structure of CNNs, each layer being subdivided into units belonging to
various feature maps. The units accept a weighted sum generated from the outputs of
the previous layer passed through a non-linear activation function (like ReLU). Each
feature map has its own filter bank. The CNN design preserves the invariant nature
of signals by implementing shared weights to different units in different feature maps
carrying the same signals or patterns. The filtering operation is called convolution206.
In its basic form, it can be defined as:
s(t) = (x ∗ w)(t).
For a 1D input, s(t) is the feature map for the input x with w being the weighted
average, also known as the kernel. The convolution operation is given by the asterix.
The input and the kernel are generally multidimensional arrays (tensors), where the
kernel defines parameters to be used by the algorithm. The input is usually larger than
the kernel, invoking sparse interactions between the layers by detecting small features
among the layers, thereby reducing memory usage. For a 2D input (such as images),
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the convolution can be defined by:






I(i−m, j − n)K(m,n),
where I denotes the 2D input, K denotes the kernel. m and n indicate the finiteness of
the data, although infinite iterations can be achieved, distributing the representation of
the feature space214;236;237.
The convolutional layers detect local conjunctions of features from the previous layer,
whereas pooling layers merge the features semantically206. The feature representation is
shrunk to a lower dimension by the pooling layers by rearranging the unit patches based
upon their maxima, albeit through small shifts and distortions. A CNN is based upon
the compositional hierarchy of natural systems, where lower-level features combine to
form higher-level features, which can found in images, texts and sound data. A pooling
layer ensures that these hierarchies remain tractable by forcing representations to be
invariant, such the outputs of pooling layers do not significantly change. Invariance to
translation is the result of pooling and features can learn to identify transformations
of convolutional layers which can be treated as invariant. It is useful to determine
a feature in its expected location. Furthermore, pooling reduces the dimension of
the representation, improving efficiency by enabling the following layer to process
fewer inputs, also preserving the integrity of the data. There are may be multiple
convolution and pooling layers, capturing the essence of a multi-layered architecture.
Backpropagation is used to compute the gradients through both the convolutional and
pooling layers206;214.
CNNs have been deployed in various use cases, namely face detection, text recognition,
traffic light recognition, and medical image detection215;238–240. Recent advances
in technology have seen multiple ReLU layers being deployed, new regularization
techniques such as dropout being used, GPUs being upgraded and put to more efficient
use, essentially enhancing performance of CNNs to have billions of weights and unit
connections206;241.
4.2.4 Performance metrics
After training the model on the data, it is imperative to evaluate the performance of
the model. Measurement of training error and generalization error have already been
presented above. Another performance evaluation method would to calculate the mean






(ŷ test− y test)2i ,
where y test is a vector with the actual test values (labels for a supervised task) and
ŷ test contains the predictions of the model. For a 100% accurate classification, ŷ test
will be equal to y test, rendering the error to zero. The equation below shows that on
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increase of the Euclidean distance between the actual values and predicted values, an




‖ŷ test− y test‖22.
To optimise mse test, some weights w need to be assigned and tuned that will eventually
reduce the error. If the error on the training set (mse train) is minimised, that will
automatically induce reduction in mse test. A suitable w can be obtained if mse train
is solved for where its gradient is 0 to acquire a simple learning algorithm214:
∇wmse train = 0
w = (X trainTX train)−1X trainTy train,
where X train is the training set and y train contains the labels.
The prediction that is obtained as the outcome, can be measured with various
performance metrics. A brief overview of performance metrics used for a classification
problem is given below, since they are more relevant to the work that will be presented
later. To accurately visualise the metrics, a binary classification task was designed.
A random forest classifier was trained on 1000 randomly generated samples using
make classification class of scikit-learn242 with two features. The two classes
were labelled as A and B. The sample set was further split into a training set and a
test set with the ratio 0.8:0.2, i. e. 800 of the samples constituted the training set and
the rest the test set. Following that, the random forest classifier was trained and the
required metrics were generated.
X, y = make_classification(n_samples=1000, n_features=2,
n_informative=2, n_redundant=0,
random_state=42, shuffle=False)





• Confusion Matrix: A confusion matrix is perhaps the most useful tool to have
a general visual overview of the measure of accuracy of the model. Although it is
not a metric in itself, it is easier to define the metrics that come afterwards. It can
be applied to a multi-class classification problem, besides a binary classification
task, and it displays values belonging to each of the predicted and true labels. For
example, in a typical image classification problem of distinguishing an aeroplane
from a bird, which is essentially a binary classification task, a confusion matrix can
be used to visualise the various metrics. For two classes, A and B, the confusion
matrix for this task will look like in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1: The confusion matrix
For the sake of clarification, the A label is assigned the value 1 and the B label
the value 0. TP stands for True Positive, where both the actual and predicted
labels are True.
FP stands for False Positive, where the predicted label is True or 1, but the
actual label is False or 0.
TN stands for True Negative, where both the actual and predicted labels are
False or 0.
FN stands for False Negative, where the actual label is True, but the predicted
label is False. This is the case when an element of A is misidentified as an object
of B.
The objective of the model is to maximise the diagonal values (to bring them closer
to 1) and reduce the non-diagonal values. Having 1 on both the diagonal elements
is the (non-realistic) ideal case. This example can be extended to classification
problems such as identification of a spam email, or diagnosis of a disease, where
obtaining higher values on the non-diagonal axis can have detrimental effects,
especially in the latter case. For the example classification problem with randomly
generated samples, the confusion matrix is given in Fig 4.2.
• Accuracy: It gives the ratio of the number of correct predictions over all the
predictions made by the model.
Accuracy =
TP + TN
TP + FP + FN + TN
The accuracy for the classification task is 94%.
• Precision: The ratio of the true positives among all the positive predictions is
given by this measure. From the example, precision shows how many objects
predicted to belong to A (or B) actually belong to A (or B) (how many predicted




• Recall: This measures gives the percentage of the True class that is predicted.
In the example, recall is the measure of how many elements of A were correctly
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predicted from the predicted values also including elements of B that were falsely





Recall is also known as sensitivity.
• Specificity: It is the ratio of the true negatives over the wrongly predicted results
and correctly predicted False classes. It will be the ratio of wrongly identified
elements of B over the total of correctly and wrongly classified elements of B











where β shows the relative importance of precision vs recall and is normally set
to 1246. All the scores of the evaluation metrics for the example classification
problem can be seen in Table 4.2.
precision recall f1-score support
A 0.96 0.91 0.93 101
B 0.91 0.96 0.94 99
accuracy 0.94 200
macro avg 0.94 0.94 0.93 200
weighted avg 0.94 0.94 0.93 200
Table 4.2: Summary of metrics of the example. The support column indicates the number of true
values were there for each class for the upper rows, total test cases for the lower metrics.
• ROC curve and AUC: The receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve for a
binary classifier shows a curve of its true positive rate against its false positive error
rate rate based upon several thresholds (a cut-off threshold being the probability
beyond which the classifier makes a decision on a label, which can be altered as
a parameter). The increase in accuracy of positive samples can be achieved at
an increased cost of accuracy of negative samples and the relationship between
the two elements is defined by ROC curve. The x-axis shows the negative sample
error rate, while the y-axis shows the positive accuracy. The area under the curve
(AUC) aims to aggregate the performance on all possible thresholds and gives an
overview of the precision and recall metrics. The bigger the area, the better the
performance of the classifier247.
For the binary classification task at hand, the ROC curve is given in Fig. 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: ROC curve. The ROC curve and the AUC. The coordinates for the best possible result
is (0,100).
• MCC: The Matthews correlation coefficient was posited initially to compare
chemical structures and has been applied in the machine learning context for
binary classification tasks and can be extended to multi-class classification tasks
as well248;249. This metric returns a value between −1 and +1, and does it only
if the binary classifier correctly predicts majority of positive and negative data
points. MCC is reliable in tasks where datasets are imbalanced. Moreover, in
contrast to F value, it considers correctly classified negative classes and is invariant
towards class swapping249. MCC is given by:
mcc =
TP.TN − FP.FN√
(TP + FP ).(TP + FN).(TN + FP ).(TN + FN)
The MCC for the example classification task is 0.871.
• Cohen’s kappa score: The Cohen’s kappa score provides a measure to test inter-
rater reliability. It is implemented to evaluate something more than the simple
accuracy of a classification problem, rather the level of agreement between two
classifiers (or annotators) by chance. However, the kappa score can be misleading
owing to its high sensitivity towards the distribution of marginal totals250;251. The





where p0 is the empirical probability of agreement on a label and pe is the expected
agreement. Good agreement is generally shown by scores above 0.8, whereas 0 or
lower scores means random prediction242.
The Cohen’s kappa score for the example classification task is 0.87.
• Rand index: For clustering problems, rand index measures the similarity between
two classes. Its definition is similar to the accuracy metric for supervised
classification tasks, but is also applicable in tasks where label information is
not available, e.g. in k-means clustering. It returns scores in the range of [1,-1],
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C refers to the training (labelled) data and Cnsamples2 is the total number of
possible element pairs. Assuming K to be the clustering, a refers to the total
number of pairs that belong to the same set in C and to the same set in K, and b
stores the number of pairs that belong to different sets in both C and K 242.
4.2.5 Challenges
To bring out the best performance of a model, the machine learning algorithms must
overcome certain challenges, one of the challenges being overfitting. The model tends
to show a bias towards the training data and does not generalise towards new data.
This implies that the gap between the training error and generalization error is too
large. Contrary to overfitting, underfitting models do not learn the important patterns
from the entire range of the features and tend to make similarly false assumptions.
When there is a large error returned on the training set, contrary to a desired small
error value, the model is said to be underfitting. To achieve a better degree of control,
a set of functions can be made available to the model, called the hypothesis space.
The model can choose a function which is more appropriate for a given sample space;
for example, selecting a polynomial function over linear function gives a model finer
controls over its learning abilities. By modulating the hypothesis space, a model’s
capacity can be tuned to be appropriate for the complexity of the task. A model
tends to overfit if its capacity is high and it is too influenced by the patterns of the
training set to extract any discernible patterns from the test set. It tends to underfit
if its capacity is low and, as a result, it cannot efficiently glean information from the
training set. This can be rectified by altering the number of input features, for example.
The representational capacity of a model determines a group of functions with varying
parameters to choose the best function from, but often the learning algorithm chooses
the function that significantly reduces the training error, which might not be the best
function. Owing to the difference in training set sizes, training and generalization errors
vary; generalization error stays the same or decreases with increase in training data.
For a model with optimal capacity, it is possible to observe a large gap between training
and generalization errors, which might be mitigated using a larger training set. Curse
of dimensionality is another issue that arises where patterns found in higher dimensions,
with more features, cannot be replicated in lower dimensions, with fewer features. The
data points in higher dimensions are sparse203;246;253;254.
Additionally, datasets may suffer from over-representation or under-representation
of a certain class. This can happen when there are manifold more samples of a certain
class than the other one in a binary classification problem, for example, and that
affects the performance of the model. In this case, the dataset is called imbalanced. A
model trained on this dataset detects the class that is over-represented and reaches
a decision based upon that information, ignoring the other class. In image or text
recognition problems, this issue has been observed to be prevalent. If images of a certain
label i populate the dataset over any other categories of images, a high number of the
images, if not all, might be classified to belong to i, resulting in false positives. This
abundance of elements from one class induces a bias to that class while classification.
To evaluate a model trained on imbalanced datasets, classification accuracy is not the
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most appropriate performance metric, since it will be dominated by the number of true
positives (from the over-represented class) and will tend towards 1.
Accuracy =
TP + TN
TP + FP + FN + TN
As there are fewer objects from the under-represented class, they will possibly be
identified as false positives (instead of true negatives) and won’t contribute to the
accuracy measure. ROC curve and area under the curve can be deployed to measure the
performance of the models, as they represent the relationship between the true positives
and the false positives. They will return a more comprehensive result than predictive
accuracy rates as they do not consider entire output space of the model246;247;255.








The trick here is to increase the recall of the learning algorithm without having an
impact on the precision, which is difficult, since the number of false positives might
increase while increasing the true positives of the under-represented class. The F value
can combine the trade-offs of both precision and recall to produce the efficacy of the
classifier243;246.
As already mentioned, the imbalance in datasets can stem from over-representation
or under-representation of a single class. It can also be attributed to sparsity in feature
space or distribution of data within each class256. To solve this problem, various
sampling approaches have been proposed. One of the approaches is over-sampling with
replacement, where elements are added to the under-represented class (mostly copies).
Under-sampling refers to deleting random elements from the over-represented class to
match or get close to the under-represented class. They are great approaches to attack
the imbalanced datasets issue, but under-sampling can result in removal of important
information from the dataset, while over-sampling can lead to over-fitting. It is possible
to selectively remove elements based upon a one-sided selection approach proposed by
Kubat and Matwin257. Focused under-sampling refers to removing the elements of the
over-represented class that do not occur in vicinity of the decision boundary of the
two classes. In contrast, focused over-sampling adds copies of vicinal elements of the
decision boundary of the under-represented class246;256. An over-sampling technique
called SMOTE (for Synthetic Minority Oversampling Technique) for generating synthetic
samples is applied to the feature space of the under-represented class to achieve larger
and less specific decision regions for the learning algorithm, as opposed to over-sampling
with replacement, where decision regions are smaller and specific. Different ensemble-
based learning algorithms have also been observed to perform well with imbalanced
datasets. Attaching cost penalties to algorithms can also be a solution, where they can
be forced to focus on under-represented classes by penalising them for false positive
errors. Finally, decomposition of the over-represented class into multiple classes based
on comparatively more similar properties could help the learning algorithm extract
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improved information246. Classification without any bias towards a particular class is
the ultimate aim.
Another issue that can lead to imperfect classification in machine learning is data
sparsity. Datasets can have missing values simply due to unavailability of data or it could
be because of more complicated reasons, such as corrupt measurements. In machine
learning, this problem can be alleviated by a technique called data imputation which
employs statistical approaches to estimate a value from the values present and replace
the missing values with the estimate. In deep learning, which relies on enormous amounts
of data to perform a task efficiently, loss of data becomes crucial. To address that,
different models have been proposed based on training generative deep models through
an adversarial process called GANs. GANs are best deployed in image completion,
where they are trained on real images to be able to construct a fake image by almost
realistically reconstructing the missing pixel data distribution258.





Splice variants in lncRNAs
A study conducted to better understand the lncRNA transcriptome, specifically splicing
mechanisms, will be described in this chapter. The motivation behind this study was
to comprehend the completeness of lncRNA annotation, given that it still lags behind
annotation of protein-coding genes.
5.1 Presence of rare isoforms
It has already been observed that long non-coding RNAs are an integral part of the
mammalian transcriptome, especially the human transcriptome101;259. They are also
involved in a wide variety of regulatory mechanisms. Compared to protein coding genes,
they are often expressed at low levels and are restricted to a narrow range of cell types or
developmental stages, but they are evolutionary conserved, at least across evolutionarily
closer relatives2;116;160. Several roles of lncRNAs include chromatin modification by
acting as scaffolds or guides to ribonucleoprotein (RNP) complexes, RNA-mediated
decay, and acting as decoys or sponges targeted by miRNAs for post-transcriptional
gene regulation as already discussed in Chapter 3. Although the set of lncRNAs that is
well understood with respect to biological function and molecular mechanisms is still
limited, it is rapidly expanding through experimental and computational analyses, given
a growing interest and widespread access to high throughput sequencing technology.
Nevertheless, the coverage and precision of the lncRNA annotations lag behind the
accurate maps of protein-coding genes. As already reported, lncRNAs genes are multi-
exonic and produce multiple isoforms. There is evidence of alternative splicing and
of one dominant isoform, which constitutes the bulk of the gene’s expression24;116.
Concomitantly, the diversity of their isoforms is still far from being recorded and
catalogued in its entirety, and it remains to be seen what fraction of non-coding RNAs
truly conveys biological function rather being just transcriptional noise.
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The GENCODE project provides the most accurate transcript and gene annotation
for the human genome5;56. It is a combination of manual and automated annotation
techniques which endeavours to list gene features from HAVANA and Ensembl datasets260.
Detailed surveys of expression patterns across many tissue and cell types evince intricate
regulatory networks in which lncRNA genes are key players76;121;261. There is mounting
evidence, however, that lncRNA isoforms may differ drastically in their biological
function. For example, the lncRNA ANRIL has been known to suppress CDKN2A
and CDKN2B in cis in prostate tissue. Contrastingly, its isoforms have been shown
to regulate TSC22D3 and COL3A1 in trans 262. LINC00663 was also found to be
differentially expressed in several cancer cell lines263.
Historically, lncRNA gene models were often truncated due to their low expression
values. Hon et al.76 aimed to provide specific 5’ end maps of lncRNAs. The situation is
still more difficult at the 3’ end, since long unspliced 3’ end regions make it difficult to
determine complete transcripts from Illumina data264;265. Furthermore, lncRNAs such
as ANRIL exhibit complex patterns of alternative splicing.262 Even in extremely well-
studied protein-coding loci, rare isoforms keep being discovered39. Thus, the question
of the extent of completion of the current maps of lncRNAs remains unresolved, both
in terms of the number of expressed transcripts per gene and in terms of variability of
their isoforms.
5.2 B-cell lymphoma
The idea behind this research work was to look for answers to two specific questions.
Firstly, it was to be determined to what extent the transcript portfolio of a particular
cell type has been mapped in its entirety. Secondly, in relation to the solution to the
first question, the percentage of reported transcripts was noise will be explored. To
address these issues, a very large set of transcriptome data from B cell lymphomas
was investigated. The motivation behind this idea was that by virtue of aggregating
hundreds of independently generated transcriptome datasets, it could be studied in
detail, if the set of detectable splice junctions converged to a consensus.
To implement this idea, RNA-Seq samples from the Molecular Mechanisms in
Malignant Lymphomas by Sequencing (MMML-Seq) project, specifically focused on
B-cell lymphomas and part of the International Cancer Genome Consortium (ICGC),
were collected6. B-cells are a type of white blood cells activated as a humoral immune
response when they bind to an antigen, predominantly present in a lymphoid tissue,
and play a crucial role in cancer checkpoint blockade therapies266. B-cell lymphomas
is the group of cancer that is proliferate when lymphocytes up-regulate B-cells. Most
B-cell lymphomas are classified as non-Hodgkin lymphomas, however some are Hodgkin
lymphomas. The most common type of non-Hodgkin lymphoma is diffuse large B-cell
lymphoma (DLBCL), constituting over 30% of all B-cell lymphoma cases, that is normally
divided into germinal centre B-cell like (GCB) and activated B-cell like (ABC) subtypes
based upon their biogenesis267. The other types include, but not restricted to, follicular
lymphoma(FL), which is a lymphoid tissue neoplasm, also showing evidence of germinal
centre B-cell differentiation268, high-grade B-cell lymphoma that exhibits MYC and
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BCL2 and/or BCL6 rearrangements269. and Burkitt lymphoma (BL), the latter being
a more aggressive type of B-cell lymphoma, down-regulating MYC and translocating
immunoglobin-MYC (IG-MYC) complex, facilitating ID3 gene inactivation6.
5.2.1 Data processing
Annotated data
To analyse the annotation landscape of lncRNAs, detailed annotation data from the
various publicly available annotation catalogues were considered. They included data
from GENCODE releases 7 through 24270, which were to be used as the benchmark for
this analysis. Ensembl releases 60 and 83271, NONCODE 2016272, and the annotation
catalogue curated by Cabili. et al.121 were chosen purely to observe the transcriptomic
topography of annotation provided by other researchers. The then available categories
”antisense”, ”lincRNA”, ”processed transcript”, and ”sense intronic” were accepted as
lncRNA biotypes (Fig. 5.1). The annotation data was used to define the location of the
individual genes to count the total number of introns. An in-house pipeline66 written in
the Java programming language was used to aggregate the multiple transcriptomes and
compute summary statistics of interest. Input datasets were provided in the standard
Gene Transfer Format (GTF) files, which contains fields indexing various features of
each gene, viz. its chromosome, genomic coordinates, strand specificity, as well as its














Figure 5.1: GENCODE v7 biotypes. The lncRNA biotypes as first defined in GENCODE v756. The
lncRNAs can be divided into intergenic and genic lncRNAs. Genic lncRNAs contain exonic lncRNAs,
which overlap with an exon of a protein-coding gene; intronic lncRNAs, which reside in the intronic
region of a protein-coding gene; overlapping lncRNAs, which overlap a protein-coding gene in sense.
Within a gene structure, transcripts typically overlap and share exons. Therefore,
the set of unique exons was determined for every gene, which was subsequently used to
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calculate the number of unique introns. For every gene, the average number of exons
and introns were calculate from the set of unique exons and introns present - without
considering how often they appear in distinct transcripts.
Independent RNA-Seq data
From the MMML-Seq project data, 111 RNA-Seq samples were collected, that included
samples from BL, FL, and DLBCL. The short-read sequencing data from the samples
was mapped onto the human reference genome hg19 using the splice-aware mapping
tool segemehl v.0.1.7.39;273 Based on enhanced suffix arrays (ESA), segemehl aligns
sequence reads to a reference sequence. From the read provided, the tool scores the
seeds and passes the best scoring seed to the next level, which a semi-global alignment
procedure. It also entails a split-read mapping strategy that enables the user to
have circular alignments or alignments in trans besides reads overlapping multiple
reference sequences. The tool does not consider any existing annotation information
before computing a splice junction, hence the association of a splice junction to a gene
in mostly unambiguous. The mapping algorithm indirectly favours canonical splice
junctions33, since the alignment score for read fragments ending at these sites is higher.
segemehl.x -x <hg19>.idx -d <hg19>.fa
segemehl.x -S -i <hg19>.idx -d <hg19>.fa
-q <bcl_short_reads>.fa > <aligned_map>.sam
haarz.x split -m [<1,5,10>]
-f <aligned_map>.sngl.bed > <split_reads>.bed
The example commands above show a bare-bones approach to performing the
mapping of the short-read sequences on the reference genome. The first command
indexes the reference FASTA file which is the fed into the second command, triggering
the mapping operation, enabling the split-read consideration capability the tool with the
-S switch. The number of reads amounted to around 120 million per RNA-Seq sample,
i.e., more than 10 billion reads. The length of each read was 101 nucleotides and around
90% of them could be mapped. The read supports of all genomic intervals spanning
exon-exon boundaries, called splice junctions, were calculated. The genomic regions
surrounding the junctions were branded as potential introns. To call the fragment an
intron, each junction was required to have a minimum read support of one, five, or ten
reads representing it, specified by the -m switch in the third command.
Comparison
To better understand the distribution of splice junctions across the lincRNA genes, the
mapped reads were further compared with available annotation data. It is to be noted
that since the RNA-Seq data is not strand-specific, only non-overlapping, or intergenic,
lncRNA (lincRNA) genes were considered for this analysis. In order to address changes
in the annotated gene structure over time, GENCODE v.19 genes were chosen as
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reference, as genes from this GENCODE version had the highest overlap with the
lymphoma samples, as opposed to the other datasets. The intersection of GENCODE
v.19 with the mapped loci in the lymphoma dataset that are supported by at least
10 reads resulted in 5,257 lincRNAs. As segemehl identifies split-reads independent
of any annotation, all splice junctions located within the genomic coordinates taken
from GENCODE were considered as potential introns belonging to that particular
GENCODE annotated gene. This procedure was repeated over the complete range of
the scope of the samples on all GENCODE releases. A summary of the overlap between
lincRNAs of the lymphoma dataset and GENCODE annotations can be found in Table
5.1.
Table 5.1: Overlapping lncRNAs in lymphoma dataset and GENCODE. Overlap between lincRNAs
expressed in the lymphoma dataset and different versions of the GENCODE annotation.
Genes Transcripts Exons (avg) Introns (avg)
v7 3,296 4,563 12,584 2.76 8,394 1.84
v19 5,257 7,487 18,774 2.51 12,010 1.60
v24 4,961 7,318 18,685 2.55 12,202 1.67
5.3 More splice variants found
A comparison of published annotation data showed substantial differences in the average
number of exons in a transcript, with some systematic trends over time. Ensembl
version 83274, which shared GENCODE version 24 as basis of gene annotation, reported
slightly fewer introns for every lncRNA gene than earlier versions. Concomitantly,
earlier Ensembl versions reported only a limited number of lncRNA genes. For
instance, Ensembl v.60275 included only 1,443 lncRNAs compared to 15,941 lncRNAs
in GENCODE v.24. The mean introns present were rather close to the genomic data
compiled in the much more complete GENCODE v.7 annotation. In contrast, the
NONCODE database proved to be very inclusive (and still is11) and provided more
than an order of magnitude more entries. Correspondingly, the GENCODE annotation
also exhibited a moderate decrease in the number of exons for lncRNA genes over time,
as can be seen in Table 5.2. This was thought to be a consequence of the fact that more
recently included lncRNA could contain a larger fraction of single exon transcripts.
Table 5.2: Mean exons and introns across annotation catalogues. lncRNA genes catalogued by
various annotation systems. The average number of exons and introns per transcript is given in the
(avg.) column.
Genes Transcripts Exons (avg.) Introns (avg.)
Ensembl 60 1,443 1,703 4,921 2.89 3,218 1.88
Cabili 2011 8,263 14,353 33,045 2.30 18,607 1.30
NONCODE 2016 16,0376 233,696 536,111 2.29 305,771 1.31
GENCODE v7 9,580 14,984 42,060 2.81 28,998 1.94
GENCODE v24 15,941 28,031 68,457 2.44 45,016 1.61
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Subsequently, a systematic investigation of the influence of the dataset size on
the complexity of inferred gene structures was undertaken to better comprehend the
structure of rare isoforms in the human transcriptome. Analysis of the RNA-Seq data
and its subsequent overlap with the GENCODE annotation yielded some interesting
results. Figure 5.2 summarises the effect of increasing coverage on the estimated average
number of introns per gene locus. Here, only the subset of expressed lincRNAs with
at least one annotated intron was used to reduce the probability of erroneously or
ambiguously mapped reads, which reduced the genes to 1,441. The data qualitatively
reproduced the observation of the ENCODE project that there was a large difference
in the average number of splice junctions between protein-coding loci and ncRNAs56.
Although restricted to a quite narrowly defined cancer type, the average number
of introns in lincRNAs was observed to be greater by about one than found in the
GENCODE dataset, which uses a composite of a broad range of cell lines an tissues.
An analysis of GENCODE v.19 revealed an average of 3.21 introns for these lincRNAs,
whereas the analysis of the RNA-Seq data disclosed a mean of 4.29 introns for the
same lincRNAs. Moreover, slightly more than 8% of the introns were noted to be novel,
which can be positively attributed to the effect of the extreme sequencing depth of the
combined lymphome data. The curves in the plot also show that the data saturated
very slowly, requiring dozens or even more samples to reach the plateau value. The data
showed that the detected splice junctions were unlikely to be noise since the curves
saturate well for all three minimum read support thresholds [1,5,10] instead of showing
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Figure 5.2: Saturation curves for introns. This plot shows the saturation curves for the number
introns as a function of the number of independent transcriptome samples. The lncRNAs data refer to
the 1,441 annotated genes in the lymphome dataset with at least one intron.
In Figure 5.3, the data was compared in more detail with the GENCODE v.19
annotation, which was used here as the reference annotation dataset, since the genes in
the lymphome dataset had the largest overlap with this version. Alternative splicing is
a very common phenomenon throughout the human genome8;276 and expression levels of
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Figure 5.3: Scatterplots comparing lincRNAs and protein-coding genes. Scatterplots for different
number of expression bins for lincRNAs and protein-coding genes. The diagonal, where x = y is marked
by a line. Points above the line are those genes for which more introns compared to GENCODE v.19
were calculated. Only genes with at least one intron supported by at least 10 reads were considered
here. The right-most panels display the fraction of genes that show more (red), the same (blue), or
fewer (green) distinct splice junctions in the lymphoma data compared to GENCODE v.19. For the
coding genes there is clear dependence of these fractions on the expression level: for highly expressed
mRNAs, more (rare) splice variants were systematically predicted. For mRNAs that were very lowly
expressed in the lymphoma data set, GENCODE v.19 had more complex gene models. Overall, the
lymphome dataset contained more introns than annotated (Wilcoxon test p < 4× 10−10). In contrast,
more introns in lincRNAs than annotated by GENCODE (Wilcoxon test p < 3× 10−16) independent
of the expression level were observed.
alternatively spliced isoforms are usually tissue specific. It is not surprising that genes
with multiple exons are more likely to have alternate splice sites23;160. In the case of
protein-coding loci, some of the splice junctions inadvertently went undetected at those
loci as they were extremely lowly expressed in the lymphome transcriptomes. This was
not surprising, as rare variants, of course, are easier to detect in transcriptomes where
they are more highly expressed; after all, the GENCODE annotation is a composite
of vastly diverse cell types and tissues. It is interesting to note, however, that more
introns were observed systematically at moderate RPKM values even from the very
narrowly defined cell types used here. This attests that large numbers of well defined
but rare isoforms so far had eluded annotation.
Figure 5.4 shows an alternative presentation of the right-most panels showing data
binned in 5-percentiles.
On comparison of the RNA-Seq data gleaned from the lymphome samples to existing
GENCODE annotations it was observed that lncRNAs exhibited systematically larger
numbers of exons and introns. However, the discrepancy was found to be moderate
and applicable in particular to lncRNAs that already have a large number of exons
annotated. Around 41% of genes were found to have more introns. 14% of the genes
had at least one intron more and 19% more than two.
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Figure 5.4: Bins of RPKM. Normalised mean expression values quantified as reads per kilobase and
million reads (RPKM). Fraction of genes with more, the same number, of fewer introns detected in
the lymphoma dataset compared to GENCODE annotation. Each of the 20 datapoints represent a
5-percentile, located at the average expression value in the bin.
Furthermore, there were certain striking aspects in the lymphome data that was
observed. In Figure 5.5, two examples that appear substantially more complicated in
the data than in the GENCODE annotation are shown. No functional annotation was
available at the moment for either locus, however, ENSG00000263470 appeared to be
annotated as part of RGS9 gene in the then immediate future version of GENCODE,
version 25. As the figure shows, at least some of the additional exons also appeared in
EST data tracks provided by the UCSC genome browser.
At the end of this phase, it could be observed that human transcriptome data harbour
a large number of rare exons (and thus also introns) that have remained unannotated.
Knowledge about the human transcriptome, especially about the lncRNAs, remains
inadequate. LncRNAs cannot be called transcriptional noise anymore, in light of
recent discoveries. They have been implicated in several different, in some cases non-
overlapping, biological roles. However, their functions still remain poorly understood.
On the other hand, functions of smaller RNAs are much better understood. Hence,
the possible link between functions of small RNAs and lncRNAs, for whom lncRNAs
serve as precursors, was explored. Machine learning techniques were employed for the
analysis. In the next chapter, a brief outlook on the machine learning landscape in
lncRNA bioinformatics will be given first.
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Figure 5.5: Examples of unannotated exons. Two examples with previously unannotated splice
junctions and introns. (top) In ENSG00000267939 six introns and two additional exons were found
compared to a single intron described in GENCODE v19. (below) For ENSG00000263470 eight
introns plus a likely false positive compared to two introns in GENCODE was detected.
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6
Machine learning to detect long non-coding
RNAs
This chapter now introduces the results of a comprehensive literature review, which
is currently still in progress. It is concerned with the collection and evaluation of
commonly used features for non-coding RNA classification and existing algorithms and
tools dedicated to this task.
6.1 Computational techniques on the rise
Since the onset of more data storage and computing capabilities, computational biology
has been developing new techniques to understand more about the information hidden
in genetic codes of organisms. Focus has also been on the human genome, which has
been fully sequenced101. Researchers have more access to transcriptomic data that
are being used to unveil new elements and their potential functions computationally.
Much research is being into discovering potential functions and analysing existing
functions of long non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs) and it has been shown that lncRNAs
play vital roles in various biological processes. However, all of the transcriptome is not
yet revealed. Computational techniques are continuously being developed to study the
transcriptome277. The sequences tend to have certain characteristics, or features, that
become useful in detection technologies. In a preamble to the next chapter, here, a few
of the features and established tools using machine learning for lncRNA detection in
human using those features will be briefly described.
LncRNAs play important roles in many biological processes as already discussed
in the introduction1;278. They have been observed in playing a critical role in X
inactivation150 and in various types of cancer. Although there are similarities in
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sequence length between lncRNAs and mRNAs, lncRNAs function very differently.
Their gene structures are also similar: lncRNAs have a similar distribution of introns
and exons, but lack ORF155. All these similarities contribute to the difficulty in
detection of and distinction between protein-coding RNAs and lncRNAs. Experimental
procedures are simply too time consuming. Apart from the fact that due to the
structural similarities between lncRNAs and mRNAs, there are other difficulties as
well in classifying lncRNAs, or ncRNAs as a whole. Presence of genome annotation is
required for most of the current approaches, which indicates that distinction of ncRNAs
from protein-coding RNAs is almost entirely concentrated on species that have been
well researched. Protein-coding transcripts can either be full-length or partial-length.
Non-coding transcripts (which can also be truncated) parallel truncated protein-coding
transcripts, causing issues in classification. As several transcript characteristics are not
the same across species, building a universal classifier would not be the most efficient
approach. Furthermore, accurate classification of non-coding transcripts is still missing
from most existing approaches, as they display high false positive rates. Nevertheless,
machine learning approaches have made some breakthroughs279. The possibility of
bioinformatics analyses of transcriptomic data of the human genome have enabled
researchers to develop machine learning inspired approaches to identify lncRNAs.
6.2 Commonly used features in existing approaches
The existing approaches to detect ncRNAs, specifically lncRNAs, rely on a few different
features, which are mostly based upon the theory of calculating the coding potential
of the transcripts. The value of the coding potential for them is far less than mRNAs,
which is why this is an easy indicator adopted to distinguish the two classes.
• Fickett TESTCODE: It was the first method proposed to find a distinguishing
factor between the two classes of RNA280. To circumvent the problem of
detectability of initiation signals in a sequence, the authors devised a test which
would enable them to identify whether a DNA sequence is coding or non-coding.
It is based upon the asymmetric distribution of codons. They argued that in
protein-coding sequences, the bases found in identical codon positions are the
same, which is non-existent in non-coding sequences. The based their test on
eight different parameters, where the first four parameters are a measure of the
bases A, T, G, C, which calculates the probability of one of them being favoured
in one of the three codon positions. The rest of the parameters are percentages of
the contents of the bases in the sequence. Attaching weights to the parameters
the coding potential of the codons is computed, which becomes the TESTCODE,






pi for every base i is the probability of a base being favoured at a certain position
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and is derived from:
A1 = Number of As in position 0, 3, 6,...
A2 = Number of As in position 1, 4, 7,...
A3 = Number of As in position 2, 5, 8,...
Apos =
max(A1, A2, A3)
min(A1, A2, A3) + 1
.
The positions of the nucleotides (i. e. C, G, T) are calculated similarly and coupled
with percentage of composition of each nucleotide the values are converted into
probabilities (p) using a lookup table in280. w in Equation 6.1 is a weight
multiplied to the probability denoting the rate of predicting coding potential
by that parameter independently. This feature is capable of achieving 94% and
97% sensitivity and specificity, respectively, on lncRNA sequences, with being
undecided for 18% of the sequences281.
• ORF length: An open reading frame is a section of the DNA consisting of codons.
To transcribe the DNA into mRNAs and form proteins, in case of protein-coding
genes, the ribosome reads the ORF, commencing at the start codon (ATG) and
ending at the stop codon (TAA/TGA/TAG). Ideally, reading frames can exist on
both the sense and the antisense strands. The ORF is a portion of those reading
frames which might have the potential to be translated. The length of the ORF
is a feature used to predict if a sequence has any coding potential282.
• ORF coverage: This feature is simply the ratio between the ORF length and the
length of the sequence in consideration. Long ORFs are generally considered as
an indicator of a coding sequence. Following that logic, if the coverage ratio is
low, it probably is a non-coding sequence283.
• Hexamer score: The hexamer usage bias in a given sequence is shown by this
feature. Generally, coding sequences can be determined through a positive score,
whereas non-coding sequences generate a negative score284. Adjacent amino acids
are dependent on each other in a protein281. To exploit that property, hexamer
usage bias is normally calculated. There are several different ways of determining
the hexamer score. The strategy used in the tool CPAT281 was computing the
log-likelihood ratio between coding and non-coding sequences. The score was










where F (Hi) and F
′(Hi) represent the probability of each hexamer to be coding
in protein-coding and non-coding sequences, respectively, with i ε (0, ..., 4095), the
total number of hexamers possible.
• Euclidean and logarithmic distance: The distance of the sequence from coding
and non-coding sequences is calculated. The ratio of the distances constitute the
features and is explored in the LncFinder tool285.
• GC content: This feature computes the ratio of total number of purine bases
(either G or C) in the sequence against the length of the sequence. Higher GC
content is associated to coding sequences286.
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• k-mer: k-mers are nucleotide sequences found or arranged within a DNA sequence.
They denote the relative frequency of oligonucleotides. k refers to the number
of nucleotides or the size of the oligonucleotides in the sequence. A single base
is a 1-mer, whereas the codons, which consists of three bases, are 3-mers. The
information that k-mers encode is distributed based on the value of k. If k is
lower, the k-mers are more abundant and overlapping probabilities are higher than
for k-mers with higher k. A 7-mer would encode more information than a 3-mer,
for example, as the probability of occurrence of a particular 7-mer is much lower
than that of a 3-mer. Higher k-mers are also computationally expensive287;288.
The possible number of k-mers can be seen in Table 6.1.
Table 6.1: Possible number of k-mers. The total number of possible k-mers is 4k, but they get








6.3 lncRNA detection strategies
Most of the work that has been done until now were primarily driven by the attempt
to distinguish protein-coding sequences from non-coding sequences. In the majority of
the instances, the problem was defined as a binary classification task, where various
sequence intrinsic features were engineered and employed to separate the two classes
based on the coding potential of the sequences289. An abundance of the usage of
ORF related features can be found as those can effectively distinguish protein-coding
transcripts from non-coding transcripts. Shorter ORF length and lower ORF coverage
normally signify lncRNA transcripts121;290.
CONC
Coding Or Non-Coding, or CONC in short,291 is one of the earliest tools to utilize these
methods and regularly used as a benchmark in the successive tools developed. One of its
focus areas was the distinction of the subtype of long non-coding transcripts from protein-
coding transcripts. It was based on support vector machines228 incorporating a
plethora of features visible in a transcript coding for protein. The selected features
consisted of i) peptide length (four variables): 20, 40, 80, ≥ 80 length intervals were
selected, ii) amino acid composition (20 variables), iii) predicted secondary structure
content (three variables), iv) mean hydrophobicity (one variable), v) percentage of
residues exposed to solvent (one variable), vi) sequence compositional entropy (one
variable), vii) number of homologues (one variable), and viii) alignment entropy (one
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variable). The authors also computed k-mers with k values being (1,2,3) and had a
final feature set consisting of 180 features. The SVMs trained on radial basis function
kernel and the hyperparameters were optimised by training on a subset of training data.
The model reached 97% and 95% accuracy values for protein-coding and non-coding
sequences, respectively, on 10-fold cross-validation.
CPC, CPC2
Coding Potential Calculator, usually known as CPC,283 is another early tool to implement
a support vector machines (SVM) based classifier. Six features based upon the ORF
had been incorporated into the tool. They include quality of the ORF (the higher
the better) and ORF coverage. If the ORF contained a start and a stop codon, ORF
integrity was another feature incorporated. The authors argued that as protein-coding
transcripts are likely to have more interactions with proteins as opposed to non-coding
sequences, the number of interactions would be a necessary feature. They developed a
method to calculate the integrity of the protein-transcript interactions, mentioning that
the higher the integrity, the more likely the transcript would be coding. To compute
all the features, they used the tool framefinder 292 which enables the user to execute a
search based on three frames and has high rates of ORF detection. For every frame, the
number of hits a transcript had against known proteins was calculated by performing
BLASTX293 on the protein database UniProt Reference Clusters294. The quality of the
hits was another feature that was considered, going by the fact that coding transcripts
have higher quality hits. This was computed using:
Si = meanj{−log10Eij}[iε{0, 1, 2}] (6.2)




In 6.2, Eij stands for the E-value (for BLASTX queries) of jth high scoring segment
in frame i, Si is the average quality of the segment, and hit score gives the mean
Si across three frames. The concentration of hits among the three frames used by
framefinder was the third feature extracted: coding transcripts would have the hits
concentrated in a single frame in contrast to non-coding transcripts. frame score is






If the score is high, then the transcript being protein-coding rises. An SVM based
model was trained using a standard radial basis function kernel, whose C and gamma
parameters were determined through a grid search. CPC reported an accuracy of
96% based on 10-fold cross-validation tested on two datasets containing non-coding
transcripts and one containing protein-coding transcripts. On lncRNAs particularly,
accuracy levels were reported to be around 76%.
An upgrade to CPC is the CPC2 tool295. It is also based on a support vector machine
and uses four features as opposed to six in the original tool. Implementing a random
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forest model with recursive feature elimination technique on a collection of sequence
intrinsic features the authors have derived Fickett score, ORF length, ORF integrity
(presence of both start and stop codons if a ORF was present) and isoelectric point of
a predicted peptide as the four main features to be fed into the SVM for classification.
They reported CPC2 to not only be faster (the authors reported to be 1000x faster),
but also more accurate than its predecessor. As opposed to CPC’s accuracy rate of 76%
for lncRNAs, CPC2 reported 94% accuracy. It is also more consistent in classification
accuracy rates than CPC, the authors wrote.
CNCI, CNIT
An annotation-free classification tool from cross-species transcriptomes relying upon
sequence intrinsic composition is called Coding-Non-Coding Index or CNCI 296. The
authors achieved that using support vector machines with a standard radial basis
function kernel trained on five features. They identified the coding domain sequence
(CDS) by employing a system to analyze nucleotide triplets (essentially 3-mers), which
harks to the hexamer usage bias feature. Employing the usage frequency of each possible





Sj(Xi) is the number of times a triplet X occurs in the sequence i. T is frequency of





m is 64 ∗ 64, the number of adjacent triplets that can be generated.





The authors used a sliding window of size 150 nucleotides to traverse each transcript
and generated six reading frames from which they calculated the CDS most likely to
be transcribed implementing maximum interval sum function296. The length and the
quality of the most suitable CDS (S-score) were used as two main features fed into the
SVM. Two more features were computed concerning the lengths and scores (qualities) of
all the coding domain sequences detected as shown below:
length− per = M1∑n
i=0(Yi)





j ε (1, ..., 5)
M1 denotes the length of the best CDS calculated based upon the S-score, Yi the length
of each frame, Ej scores of the other five frames.
Although these features were capable of distinguishing protein-coding sequences from
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non-coding sequences, another feature category was added which indicated the coding
bias of the 61 codons, without the stop codons, detected in the CDS. The SVMs were
trained on standard radial basis function kernel with the hyperparameters set by default.
The tool achieved around 97% accuracy on 10-fold cross-validation when trained on
human protein-coding sequences and long non-coding sequences. It also achieved 94%
accuracy on unseen human test data. Despite being trained on human transcripts,
CNCI was reported to separate protein-coding and long non-coding transcripts fairly
well across other species including mouse, Caenorhabditis elegans and orangutan.
Coding-Non-Coding Identifying Tool, or CNIT 297, is the successor to the above mentioned
tool and is reported to be 200x faster. It consists of the same set of features as CNCI
and is trained on an SVM, too, in particular on the XGBoost software implementation298.
The model was trained on both human and Arabidopsis thaliana protein-coding and
non-coding transcripts and tested on 10 animal and 26 plant species. On human test
sequences, it achieved 98% accuracy levels.
PLEK
PLEK 287 is another alignment-free tool designed to distinguish between mRNAs and
lncRNAs utilising SVMs with a radial basis function kernel, whose C and gamma
parameters were computed through a 10-fold cross-validation grid search. Developed to
deal with classification errors, specially in case of de novo transcripts, where there might
be indels, PLEK implemented k-mer frequencies as a feature. Choosing k values from
1 to 5, the authors computed a weight function for each k-mer length with a sliding
window approach to have a relationship between a k-mer and the sliding window. The
total number of k-mer patterns amounted to 1,364.







wk [k = 1, ..., 5; i = 1, ..., 1364]
The above set of equations outlines the process of utilising the k-mer information. For
a transcript of length l, a sliding of length k was used, with ci being incremented by
one if a pattern i was matched by a string inside the window. sk stored the number of
times the window could slide.
The k-mer usage frequencies were normalized using the libsvm package229 and used
as features for the SVM. On training the SVM in capacity of a binary classifier on
human protein-coding and long non-coding sequences, the tool achieved more than 95%
accuracy on 10-fold cross-validation. Cross-species validation returned similar accuracy
levels as CNCI on same unseen data. On a separate set of test data containing de novo
transcripts, the tool reported around over 93% accuracy levels.
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LncFinder
LncFinder is a tool to detect as well as predict novel lncRNAs285. The authors behind
this tool exploited three different feature categories. Apart from intrinsic sequence
composition, which contained features to quantify hexamer usage bias using distances,
secondary structure features and physiochemical properties of the sequences were used.
Each feature set contained three features, except secondary structure features, which
contained four. The minimum free energy for the structure features was calculated
using the RNAfold program of the ViennaRNA package299. Abandoning the k-mer
scheme implemented in some other tools, the authors proposed two feature categories
to quantify hexamer usage bias. Each category has three features: genomic distance to















In the above equations freqseq stands for k-mer frequency, freqlnc stands for the mean
lncRNA k-mer frequency, i stands for different types of k-mers, n denotes the total
number of k-mers. For protein-coding sequences, distpct was calculated similarly.
The authors employed physiochemical properties of nucleotides as a feature set, as
each nucleotide has one EIIP value300. They utilised fast Fourier transform (FFT) to
build a power spectrum to take advantage of the N/3 position of a sequence, which
shows a peak for protein-coding sequences, but not for lncRNA sequences. Through
that strategy they compiled three features, namely the signal at the N/3rd position,
the signal-to-noise ratio and the average power for all the sequences.
The authors then trained various models, namely, logistic regression, SVMs,
random forest, ELM, deep learning and selected SVM over the others based on
10-fold cross-validation, which reported above 96% in accuracy trained on human
transcripts.
iSeeRNA
One more SVM based identification tool is iSeeRNA301. This tool leverages three feature
categories comprising conservation scores, ORF details and nucleotide sequences. Mean
of the phastCons scores302;303 of every nucleotide for a sequence was calculated. ORF
length and ORF coverage were the other two features computed. The last feature
category constitute two 2-mers and five 3-mers: [GC, CT, TAG, TGT, ACG, TCG](with
the fifth 3-mer not mentioned). iSeeRNA was trained on these 10 features using an
SVM on a standard radial basis function kernel with optimized hyperparameters (C
and gamma). Training it on human and mouse coding and non-coding sequences and
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reported 95.4% and 94.2% accuracy values, respectively, on 10-fold cross-validation.
It also returned detection accuracy rates of 96.1% and 94.7% on human test dataset
comprising lncRNAs and mRNAs, respectively. A collection of de novo lncRNA
transcripts was predicted correctly with more than 97% accuracy rate.
lncRScan-SVM
Yet another SVM based tool is called lncRScan-SVM 304. It mainly depends on six
features comprising transcript length, exon count of a gene, and mean exon length,
mean conservation score, likelihood of a codon sequence in a sequence of nucleotides
(txCdsPredict from UCSC Table Browser), and the standard deviation of stop codon
counts between three translated frames. The final feature was chosen on the basis of
standard deviation of stop codon counts of lncRNA transcripts is more than protein-







where x = 1
3
∑2
i=0 SCCi and is the mean of stop codon counts of three frames
(SCC0, SCC1, SCC2).
By training the model on the human transcripts, the tool reported around 91% accuracy
values. On the test dataset, it performed similarly.
CPAT
Another tool that was published around the same time as CNCI was Coding Potential
Assessment Tool, or CPAT 281 It is an alignment-free tool based on a logistic
regression model. The four features that it was built on comprised the ORF size,
ORF coverage, Fickett score and hexamer usage bias. The Fickett score is calculated as
a probability of a nucleotide being favoured in its position in a codon. Adjacent amino
acids are dependent on each other in a protein. To exploit the property of adjacent
amino acids being dependent in a protein and not so much in a non-coding RNA the
hexamer usage bias was normally calculated. Training CPAT on human coding and
non-coding transcripts generated over 99% accuracy levels on 10-fold cross-validation.
The tool was tested on an unseen dataset with 96% and 97% of sensitivity and specificity,
respectively.
FEELnc
Based on random forest model, another alignment-free tool to identify lncRNAs from
mRNAs is FlExible Extraction of LncRNAs, or FEELnc 305. It also possessed the
ability to identify potential lncRNA biotypes and annotate them. The tool computed
ORFs and annotated them in five different categories: from a strict mode, where the
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ORF contains both the start and stop codon, to a relaxed mode, where the whole
sequence was considered. k-mer frequencies (k ranging from 1 to 12) for each mRNA
ORF sequence and lncRNA sequence were calculated and a score was assigned to
each transcript for each k-mer size. Using a random forest implementation the tool
determined and optimized coding potential score for every sequence. The sequence
would be long non-coding if the score tended to 0, coding if it was closer to 1. The
other features used were ORF length, ORF coverage and sequence length. Human and
mouse protein-coding and long non-coding sequences were used to train the random
forest classifier and it achieved around 91% accuracy.
LncRNA-ID
LncRNA-ID is another random forest based identification tool designed to identify
lncRNA sequences among a set of protein-coding and long non-coding sequences306.
The tool employed 11 features consisting of ORF related features, ribosomal interaction
related features (when ribosomes interact with mRNAs during protein translation), and
protein conservation scores using profile hidden Markov model based alignment. To
compute ribosomal interaction related features, the first thing the authors considered was
the Kozak motif: GCCRCCAUGG, as nearly all ribosomes interact with AUG307;308.





where δi is the free energy at position i, L the sequence length, and Ni the number of
base pairs starting at i. It was expected that coding transcripts had more ribosomal
coverage.








This occupancy bias is normally larger for coding transcripts.
The accuracy levels reached 96% when the random forest classifier was trained
on these features on a human transcripts dataset. The authors tested the classifier on
the dataset used by CPAT and reached accuracy rates close to 95%.
LncRNApred
A random forest based model was the preferred classifier for the developers of the tool
LncRNApred 309. The authors retrieved human mRNA and lncRNA transcripts and
subjected those transcripts to self organizing feature map or SOM clustering to select
representative samples for the training dataset. The authors initially chose 89 features,
but after feature selection the number was reduced to 30. One of the features used
was called signal-to-noise ratio which essentially converted a sequence into four binary
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sequences according to the nucleotides. For example, a sequence TAGGTCAT would be
encoded as:
uA = {0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0} uT = {1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1}
uG = {0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0} uC = {0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0}
where ub denotes the representation of the sequence to be encoded for each nucleotide
b; b ε {A,T,G,C}. For every binary sequence, a complex sequence was created through
Discrete Fourier Transform and combining all four, a resultant power spectrum was
achieved. As nucleotide usage bias is profoundly observed in coding transcripts, as
opposed to non-coding transcipts where nucleotides are evenly distributed across
codons309, the power spectrum at 1/3 length of every sequence was incurred as an
important feature by the authors, as a clear distinction between coding and lncRNA
transcripts was visible. The other features were two ORF related features, k-mer
features (k ranging from 1 to 3), GC content and sequence length. The random forest
model trained on these features resulted in 93% accuracy rates for human.
lncRNAnet
lncRNAnet is a deep learning based approach to detect lncRNAs310. The authors
implemented recurrent neural networks (RNN) to determine intrinsic features of lncRNAs
and convolutional neural networks (CNN) to identify stop codons in ORFs. RNN follows
the nature of an acyclic graph: it learns the sequential behaviour of the data by feeding
the output of the previous cell into the next one. The parameters of each cell are carried
forward and the network behaves flexibly, which is why it is used for text classification
in sequence-to-sequence learning. CNN has been very effective in the branch of image
classification. It implements lots of convolution filters or layers to extract connections
from sparse data and reduces the number of parameters as compared to other neural
networks311. In lncRNAnet CNN has been applied to detect the region between two stop
codons, as ORF detection can be tough if there are the start codons are non-canonical,
the authors argued. On identification of all the stop codons, a ORF indicator was
populated with values 0 and 1 for each nucleotide’s presence in a ORF, with the aim to
find the longest ORF. All sequences smaller than the largest sequence were padded to
match the maximum length and encoded as four-dimensional tensors. Each nucleotide
was encoded as: A: [1,0,0,0], C: [0,1,0,0], G: [0,0,1,0], T: [0,0,0,1]. The ORF related
features were projected as two-dimensional tensors. The transformed protein-coding and
lncRNA transcripts, along with the ORF indicator, were passed through an RNN with
one stacked layer and the output of the network was passed through a two-dimensional
fully connected layer. The data was taken from GENCODE v.25, split 85-15, and
trained using 100 hidden layers for 200 epochs, incorporating features namely sequence,
ORF indicator, ORF length and ORF coverage, which produced 99% accuracy based
on 5-fold cross-validation. The authors maintained that ORF indicator is a key feature
in lncRNAnet, which also enabled them to successfully identify lncRNAs, irrespective
of their sequence lengths.
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lncADeep
Another deep learning based approach is lncADeep, whose purpose is to identify novel
lncRNAs and functionally annotate them. This tool operates free of any reference based
on a deep belief network (DBN)312. The tool deals with both i) full length and ii) full
and partial length mRNA transcripts and combines them with lncRNA transcripts.
The features incorporated are ORF length, ORF coverage, EDP of ORF313, hexamer
score, UTR coverage, GC content, Fickett score, HMMER index, and longest CDS. The
authors implemented a DBN from restricted Boltzmann machines (RBM) for identification
of lncRNAs. lncADeep also deals with lncRNA-protein interaction to identify lncRNA
functions. Structural features like folding energy and hydrogen bonding are used besides
sequence features to construct a deep neural network (DNN) to predict interactions. The
tool achieved 98% sensitivity on 10-fold cross-validation when identifying lncRNA
transcripts on a training set based on full length mRNA transcripts. On training the
tool on partial length mRNA transcripts, it achieved 94% sensitivity while identifying
lncRNAs from a dataset comprising both full and partial length and only partial length
mRNA transcripts, respectively. It claims an accuracy of 97% in lncRNA identification.
DeepLNC
DeepLNC is another tool based on deep neural networks (DNN)314. The only feature
set used here is k-mer frequency combinations for k values ranging from 2 until 5.
The counts were normalised using Shannon entropy. The authors implemented a
binary classification model based on DNN to separate mRNA transcripts from lncRNA
transcripts. The tool reached accuracy levels of 98% on 10-fold cross-validation with
k-mer combinations of [2,3,5].
The described tools constitute several different characteristics that make them stand
out from each other. Some of the characteristics which make them interesting are
compiled in Table 6.4.
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Table 6.2: LncRNA detection tools. Some of the essential characteristics of the lncRNA detection
tools mentioned are summarised.




















97.4% ␏ Precision: 97.1%
␏ Recall: 97.8% ␊ On
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Accuracy on human: 98%
␏ Mouse: 95% ␏ Zebrafish:
93% ␏ Fruit fly: 93% ␏ A.
thaliana: 98%
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Tool Algorithm Species Features Performance









␏ Mouse: 94.2% ␊
Accuracy in human
protein-coding gene












Two test sets created
based on i) random
protein-coding and
lncRNA sequences and ii)
only dissimilar sequences.
Accuracy on set A for
human: 91.54% ␏ Mouse:
92.21% ␊ On set B for
human: 91.45% ␏ Mouse:
92.2% ␊ MCC on set A for
human: 83.17% ␏ Mouse:
84.59% ␊ On set B for
human: 82.99% ␏ Mouse:
84.69% ␊ AUC on set A
for human: 96.39% ␏
Mouse: 96.62% ␊ On set




















k-mer score based on
frequency
Accuracy for human:
91.9% ␏ Mouse: 93.9% ␊
Sensitivity for human:
92.3% ␏ Mouse: 93.8% ␊
Specificity for human:
91.5% ␏ Mouse: 94.1% ␊
F score for human: 91.9%
␏ Mouse: 95.6% ␊ MCC













95.28% ␏ Mouse: 92.1% ␊
Recall on human: 96.28%
␏ Mouse: 94.45% ␊
Accuracy on human:













92.96% ␏ Mouse: 94.3% ␊
Specificity on human:
92.5% ␏ Mouse: 93.48% ␊
Recall on human: 93.42%
␏ Mouse: 95.27% ␊
Accuracy on other species
for lncRNAs: 97.78%
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5-fold accuracy: 99% ␊
Accuracy on human:
91.79% ␏ Mouse: 91.83%
␊ Specificity on human:
87.66% ␏ Mouse: 89.03%
␊ Sensitivity on human:
95.91% ␏ Mouse: 94.63%
␊ AUC on human: 96.72%
␏ Mouse: 96.67% EAlso
available are test results



















␏ Recall: 98.1% ␏ Average
harmonic mean: 97.7% ␊
Precision for lncRNA
detection from both full
and partial-length mRNA
transcripts: 94.5% ␏
Recall: 93.8% ␏ Average















98.07% ␏ MCC: 96% ␏
Recall: 98.98% ␏
Precision: 97.14% ␏ AUC:
99.3%
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7
lncRNAs playing host to smaller RNAs
Many small nucleolar RNAs (snoRNAs) and many of the hairpin precursors of microRNAs
(miRNAs) are processed from the same genomic loci as long non-coding RNAs(lncRNAs).
The aim of this research work was to study the relationships between the hosted and
the host genes and find out, if there exists any signal to reliably distinguish the three
classes of lncRNAs from each other using machine learning techniques. The research
question is described first, followed by brief introductions to miRNAs and snoRNAs.
Thereafter, the study in itself is described in detail.
7.1 The research question
A wide variety of molecular and biological functions have been reported for lncRNAs.
With advancing techniques for RNA detection and prediction in the genomic space,
more lncRNAs are being discovered continuously. As lncRNAs have similarities to
mRNAs, for example, their length, it is not surprising that this group of RNAs
is involved in an array of biological activities, such as gene expression regulation
and post-transcriptional repression of other RNAs, among others. Specific lncRNAs
regulate chromosome architecture and chromatin remodeling. They modulate inter-
and intra-chromosomal interactions and regulate recruitment of chromatin modifiers.
LncRNAs have also been found to regulate turnover, translation, and post-translational
modification of mRNAs. Certain lncRNAs regulate transcription by forming R-loops,
thereby recruiting transcription factors and interfering with the RNA pol-II machinery
to inhibit transcription1. As miRNAs are transcribed from pri-miRNAs by the same
enzyme, this act of interference is of particular interest. Although biologically very
significant, the functions of lncRNAs do not seem to be defined by their sequence or
structural characteristics. In contrast to protein-coding genes, whose functions are
closely tied to the respective protein families, lncRNA functions cannot be predicted
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based upon sequence similarity alone. Consequently, it has remained impossible to
predict the biological function, along with the molecular mechanism of an lncRNA
solely from its sequence.
It can also be seen in smaller non-coding RNAs, that they are heavily structured
and are readily recognisable through their highly conserved sequences. Spliceosomal
RNA or ribosomal RNA detection and function prediction depend greatly on their
conserved sequences. The cloverleaf shape of tRNAs or the ultra-stable hairpins of
miRNAs are examples of class specific features that are useful in detecting either of two
mentioned groups of RNAs315. MiRNAs are classified into families depending upon who
they target316;317. For instance, miR-141 and miR-200c are members of the miR-200
miRNA family, which have the same sequence except one nucleotide in their seed region.
It was observed that following the removal of the locus of each miRNA, their targets
did not overlap318. The miR-25/32/92/363/367 family includes an unrelated miRNA,
miR-25, because it shows the same seed structure as the others and possesses common
targeting preferences. However, miR-200a and miR-200b, also similar in sequence but
for one nucleotide, are grouped into different families since their targeting preferences
vary317. The cluster of miR-100:let-7:miR-125 is one the most deeply conserved clusters,
whose residents are generally co-transcribed; however, unlike its partners, the miRNA
let-7 is suppressed in some mammalian cancer cells318;319.
Unsupervised clustering using normalised k-mer abundances as similarity measure
between sequence and function of lncRNAs revealed an association of k-mer profiles
with lncRNA function, in particular with protein binding properties and sub-cellular
localisation. The authors behind this piece of work288 designed a method, called SEEKR,
to calculate k-mers inside a sliding window of a specified length traversing an lncRNA
sequence to create a standardized length matrix of k-mer profiles. They defined a
z-score for each lncRNA as:
z =
(k-mer count per kb)− (mean count per kb in group)
kmer s.d. in group
,
which populated the matrix. The method can quantify non-linear sequence relationships,
that means using Pearson’s correlation it can measure similarity and differences between
sequences. cis-activating lncRNAs such as HOTTIP and HOTAIRM1 group together
due the presence of GC-rich k-mers, whereas XIST and ANRIL, cis-repressive lncRNAs,
belong to a different group since they were found to be high in AU-rich k-mers. The
authors argue that the lack of sequence similarity was not a barrier in having similar
k-mer profiles and can be helpful in understanding relations between lncRNA genes
better in terms of functions.
With a plethora of RNA-binding proteins typically recognising a wide array of local
binding motifs that maybe structured, modular and gapped320, the correlation of short
k-mers and function is not surprising. Nevertheless, it remains unclear whether there
are distinct, well-separated classes of lncRNAs or whether the universe of lncRNAs is
organised as a continuum of functions and associated molecular features.
To this end, an exception to the rule are the lncRNAs whose genomic loci overlap
with that of the smaller RNAs making both the groups co-dependent. These lncRNAs
act as host genes for the generation and processing of miRNAs and snoRNAs, similar
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to the condition when a pri-miRNA would act as a precursor to snoRNAs or vice-versa.
They serve as hosts to the sponges that modify the miRNA pool by acting as decoys
for miRNA as well140. Out of these molecules, the host genes of snoRNAs and miRNAs
can be recognised easily, since the smaller RNAs lodged within them (hereafter referred
to as payloads) are evolutionarily well-conserved. The snoRNA host genes (SNHGs)
and the miRNA host genes (MIRHGs) undergo distinctive due to the difference in their
payloads. The snoRNAs in human are exclusively located in the introns of the SNHGs
(and protein-coding genes) indicating that the processing of the snoRNAs is linked to
splicing321;322. Lykke-Andersen et al.323 reported that nonsense-mediated RNA decay
degraded almost all of the mRNA or lncRNA isoforms produced by snoRNA host genes
in human. Some of the snoRNA genes maybe partially or fully present in exons of the
longer RNAs, which are released through alternatively spliced isoforms and in turn
lead to selective expression of the intronic snoRNAs, and the isoforms are subjected to
degradation322 (Figure 7.5).
SNHGs have been receiving growing interest particularly in cancer research. Tong et
al.324 reviewed a snoRNA host gene, SNHG15 that is dysregulated in a wide variety of
cancers including hepatocellular carcinoma, glioma, breast, pancreatic, and lung cancer,
and interacts with several distinct molecular mechanisms. In almost all the cancer
types it is involved in, SNHG15 shows a marked over-expression. SNHG20 has also
been observed to be over-expressed in hepatocellular carcinoma, colorectal, bladder,
and ovarian cancer325.
The tumour suppressor gene GAS5 could inhibit miR-182-5p and miR-221 expression,
thereby suppressing colon cancer cell proliferation. It regulates miR-137 transcription
leading to inhibition of cell proliferation in breast cancer and melanoma. The GAS5
gene encodes snoRNAs like SNORD47 in its introns139. The gene has been suggested
to possibly be functional in some other biological roles, too, for instance binding to a
protein, forming a RNP complex. GAS5 acts as a sponge for miR-23a, down-regulating
it and inhibiting cardiomyocyte hypertrophy326;327.
Most SNHGs are reported to function as miRNA sponges. Li. et al. found that
SNHG3, which is a cancer-associated fibroblast (CAF) lncRNA, was regulated by
miR-330-5p in breast cancer cells. It acts as a molecular sponge to miR-330-5p, which
in turn down-regulates Pyruvate Kinase M1/M2 (PKM) expression in tumour cells,
thereby enhancing breast tumour cell proliferation328. Some SNHGs are involved in
digestive and respiratory cancers. SNHG1 and SNHG5, for example, are implicated in
colon cancer, gastric cancer, and liver cancer among others. SNHG1 acts as a sponge
to miR-497/miR-195-5p and could act as a great influence in colorectal cancer cell
proliferation. SNHG5 could promote liver cancer cell proliferation by up-regulating
CTNNB1, MYC, and CCND1 expression, thereby activating the Wnt signaling pathway
and inducing epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT)329.
The secondary functions of snoRNAs seemingly are not coupled with functions
of the host genes. While snoRNAs do date back to a common ancestor of Eukarya
and Archaea330, non-coding SNHGs are evolutionary much younger and seem to have
appeared comparably recently in animal evolution321. Biological functions of SNHGs
exerted by mature, spliced SNHGs have also arisen secondarily.
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In contrast to SNHGs, very few MIRHGs have known functions beyond harbouring
their miRNA payload. MIR100HG has been reported to interact with HuR/ELAV1331
and to form RNA-DNA triplex structures with the p27 locus281. There is evidence that
this gene might also function as an miRNA sponge332. MIR31HG, hosting the miRNA
miR-31, does not actually act as a sponge to its hosted gene, nor regulates it, but acts
as a sponge to tumour suppressor miR-361 and is down-regulated in osteosarcoma. It is,
however, upregulated in lung cancer and colorectal cancer333. There are other lncRNAs,
though, that regulate miRNA expression levels by acting as sponges to miRNAs140;141.
The lncRNA MALAT1 was found to be targeted by miR-22-3p, which in turn inhibited
MALAT1 expression levels in endothelial cells334. miR-675 is found embedded in the
ancient lncRNA H19 and has been observed to be expressed in placental cells. It targets
IGF1R and inhibits placental growth335.
The question this phase of the research work set out to answer was if there is any
credible difference between spliced SNHGs and MIRHGs. To put it differently: are
these two groups distinct classes of lncRNAs? Although they do not appear as distinct
clusters in the map of lncRNA universe proposed by Kirk et al.288, they may still be
distinguished employing more complex features than k-mer distributions. Distinguishing
lncRNAs from mRNAs computationally is a topic that has already been discussed with
a lot of fanfare. Several tools have been proposed using traditional programming as well
as machine learning techniques and those have already been reviewed in the previous
chapter (6). MiRNAs and snoRNAs have also been shown to be easily distinguished
using sequence intrinsic features employed by machine learning techniques. Tools such
as miRDeep336, MiPred337, SnoReport338 have been developed to predict the presence of
miRNAs or snoRNAs in a particluar genomic space339. A more recent tool MuStARD,
built deploying the deep learning method of a convolutional neural network (CNN), has
a model trained on human pre-miRNAs and snoRNA precursors separately, and it can
successfully identify small RNAs from a genomic region340.
Here, the attempt was made to train a machine which could reliably separate
SNHGs and MIRHGs from each other, and from a control group, a background set
of lncRNAs that harbour neither snoRNAs nor miRNAs, which will be referred to
as NoHGs hereafter. This is a story of deploying both supervised and unsupervised
methods of machine learning upon a collection of host genes and non-host genes with
the goal of achieving an optimised set of features and parameters that could perform
the task successfully.
7.2 Small regulatory RNAs
7.2.1 MicroRNAs
MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are a group of small regulatory RNAs that guide post-
transcriptional repression and gene expression of messenger RNAs (mRNAs) and
other RNAs. MicroRNAs are part of a broader group of small RNAs, which also include
small interfering RNAs (siRNAs) and piwi-interacting RNAs (piRNAs), that inhibit
functions and curb undesirable transcripts341. The mature RNAs are 22 nucleotides
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Figure 7.1: Pre-miRNA processing. The pre-miRNA stem has an optimal length of 35±1 bp with
few mismatches and bulges. There is a basal UG motif, and apical UGU motif, a flanking CNNC
motif (N being any nucleotide), and a mismatched GHG motif (H is A, C, or U). Drosha cleaves the
pre-miRNA and the hairpin is further processed by Dicer to result in the final mature miRNA of 22
nucleotides. The figure is drawn after Bartel317.
(nt) long317;342. They act as regulatory agents of mRNAs leaving a mark in almost all
biological functions of the human body. Not only are they found influential in organ
developments, but they are also associated with diseases. The genes lin-4 and let-7 were
the first to be identified as part of a class of small RNAs to perhaps have a role in mRNA
expression regulation343;344. Quite a few of these RNAs are located in intronic regions
of protein-coding and non-coding genes. A polycistronic transcription unit is evinced
frequently where several miRNA genes are found to be located in close proximity of each
other318. MYC, ZEB1, ZEB2, MYOD1, and p53 regulate miRNA expression, so does
DNA methylation and histone modification345;346. Those genes sometimes have several
transcription start sites, but can share promoters with protein-coding genes318;347.
The mature miRNAs are transcribed from stem-loop regions of longer RNA
transcripts317. These forerunners of miRNAs are known as pri-miRNAs from where
miRNAs are transcribed by the enzyme RNA polymerase-II (pol-II), the same enzyme
that transcribes mRNAs. It has been noted that some viral miRNAs can be transcribed
by RNA pol-III, like miR-142318. Drosha endonuclease and the protein DGCR8
constitute the hairpin subtrate Microprocessor, which is formed after a pri-miRNA
region folds back on itself348. The to-be-folded region generally features an unstructured
terminal loop, single-stranded segments at the base of the hairpin, and a 35±1 base pair
stem317;349;350. There is evidence of four sequence motifs that are potentially present in
human pri-miRNAs having a role to play in the processing mechanism. A UG motif and
a flanking CNNC (N stands for any nucleotide) motif in the basal region are present; the
splicing factor SRp20 binds to the latter. An apical UGUG or UGU motif is another one
that can be located in the terminal loop. A mismatched GHG (H: A, C, or U) motif has
been found to exist in positions relative to Drosha cleavage sites317;318;351. The precursor
miRNA (pre-miRNA) is formed when Drosha (containing two RNase III domains) cuts
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each strand of the pri-miRNA hairpin stem. A 60 nt stem-loop is created which is then
exported to the cytoplasm by protein exportin 5 (EXP5) binding to a nuclear protein
RAN-GTP352;353, where it is once more subjected to another endonuclease, Dicer354.
Dicer creates the miRNA duplex by slicing both the strands near the hairpin loop. One
of the strands becomes the guide strand of the silencing complex, denoted as miRNA,
and the other, known as miRNA*, is discarded. As a result of the slicing actions of




















Figure 7.2: Canonical transcription pathway of miRNAs. RNA pol-II transcribes the pri-miRNA
(originating from exons and introns of non-coding transcripts or pre-mRNAs) and is processed by the
microprocessor (containing Drosha) to form the pre-miRNA hairpin, which is then transported to the
cytoplasm by Exportin 5 and RAN-GTP, where it is further cleaved by Dicer. The mature miRNA is
one strand of the duplex and is loaded onto AGO to form a RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC),
while the other strand is degraded. The figure is drawn after Bartel317.
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Figure 7.3: (1) The spliceosome-induced pre-miRNA hairpins called mirtrons that bypass Drosha.
(2) Chimeric pre-miRNA hairpins also bypass Drosha. (3) Endogenous shRNAs are transcribed by
RNA pol-III and transported directly to the cytoplasm to be processed by Dicer. This figure is drawn
after Bartel317.
The duplex then binds to an Argonaute (AGO) protein to form the mature miRNA
silencing complex, called RISC for RNA-induced silencing complex, thereby unwinding
the duplex and releasing the passenger strand, subsequently mostly discarded356. The
duplex strand which contains a 5’ -nucleoside monophosphate in the 5’ end that is most
favourable to bind to the AGO protein is retained317;357. The AGO protein is responsible
for escorting factors inducing post-transcriptional and translational repression, mRNA
degradation318;358. The canonical transcription pathway is shown in Figure 7.2. Some
non-canonical miRNA genes produce pre-miRNA hairpins due to the spliceosome instead
of Drosha and are called mirtrons (Figure 7.3). These mirtrons are transported to the
cytoplasm by Exportin5 as well, however some pre-miRNAs, like 7-methylguanosine
(m7G)-capped pre-miRNA, are transported by Exportin1. Endogenous short hairpin
RNAs (shRNAs) give rise to some miRNAs that are transcribed by Drosha, but do not
undergo Dicer processing due to their length, instead they require AGO2359. Certain
miRNAs are also transcribed from the same genomic locus as small nucleolar RNA
(snoRNA) precursors317;318;360. The miRNAs thereafter target other RNAs, mostly
mRNAs, to regulate their post-transcriptional activities by pairing to target sites. The
seed region of the miRNAs, 2-8 nucleotides at the 3’ end, is important for target
recognition and bind to the target RNAs to repress them. The nucleotides at position
13-16 are part of the machinery, too, but not as crucial. The diversity of seed regions
and target RNAs lead to miRNA genes being clustered into different families316. It is
estimated that miRNAs target more than 60% protein-coding genes318;359.
MiRNAs have been detected in various biological fluids such plasma, cerebrospinal
fluid, saliva, and breast milk, among others359;361–363. It has been reported that
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oncogenic miRNAs in breast cancer cells are found in exosomes secreted by IL4-activated
macrophages. Also, Docosahexaenoic acid, or DHA, induced exosomes carrying miRNAs
to inhibit tumour angiogenesis364. miR-105 is involved in metastatic breast cancer cells.
Also involved in breast cancer are miR-29a, miR-181a, and miR-652365. miR-342-3p
and miR-1246 induce metastasis in oral cancer cells. miR-21-3p was found to promote
the proliferation and migration of fibroblasts, which in turn led to accelerated wound
healing359;366. Absence of Dicer in retina can lead to under-expressed miRNAs (the
cluster miR-183:miR-96:miR-182) resulting in retinal disorder. The miRNA miR-133b
is associated with cerebral ischemia. miR-486 has emerged to a tumour suppressor for
NSCLC367;368.
7.2.2 Small nucleolar RNAs
Small nucleolar RNAs (snoRNAs) are a specific group of non-coding RNAs occurring
in the nucleolus of a cell. They can be called as a sub-group of small nuclear RNAs
which reside in the nucleoplasm and the nucleolus of a cell and are responsible for
tRNA and mRNA maturation369 (Figure 7.4). Some of the functions are conserved
in eukaryotes as have been demonstrated through evidence of structural homologues.
SnoRNAs are normally found in the intronic regions of protein-coding genes as well
as long non-coding genes. As a result, splicing leads to synthesis of the snoRNAs,
which in turn get involved in various RNA regulatory mechanisms within the nucleus.
These small RNAs are present in abundance in all eukaryotes. Their primary role lies
in chemical modification and post-transcriptional processing of ribosomal RNAs7;370.
mRNAs contain certain structural features that lack in snoRNAs, such as m7G cap at
the 5′ end and the polyadenylated 3′ end, which may explain localisation of snoRNAs
in the nucleus unlike mRNAs, although both RNAs are transcribed by RNA pol-II322.
Small nucleolar ribonucleoprotein complexes, or snoRNPs are formed when snoRNAs
bind to specific proteins and take part in post-transcriptional modifications. C/D box
and H/ACA box are the two main classes of snoRNAs defined with respect to several
factors, including sequence motifs, binding partners and secondary structural elements.
C/D box snoRNAs are of length 60-200, whereas H/ACA box snoRNA molecules are
larger going up to 300 nucleotides370;372. The former class of snoRNAs are characterized
by the presence of sequence motifs, called C and D boxes, which are highly conserved.
The C box refers to a canonical motif RUGAUGA, where R is a purine (A or G). The D box
denotes a canonical motif CUGA. The C and D boxes are present near the 5’ and 3’ ends,
respectively and form a kink-turn, or k-turn, motif inside the folded RNA molecule,
a hairpin-hinge-hairpin-tail protein binding secondary structure370;372, which becomes
the binding site for snoRNP proteins. The lowly conserved C’ and D’ boxes can be
observed towards the middle of the RNA7. The C/D box snoRNAs guide 2’ -O-ribose
methylation of certain rRNA residues by forming a long helix and the 7 to 21 guide
region lies upstream of the D/D’ boxes371;373;374 RNA methylation takes place at the 5th
nucleotide upstream from the D/D’ boxes371;375;376. Methyltransferase fibrillarin, 15.5K,
Nop56 and Nop58 are the proteins binding to C/D box snoRNAs to form snoRNPs.
Fibrillarin primarily controls substrate methylation, while the other ribonucleoproteins
are responsible for maturation of the snoRNAs370;374;377.
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Figure 7.4: Different types of snoRNA. (1) A C/D box snoRNA with RUGAUGA and CUGA motifs
and a H/ACA box snoRNA. (2) Cajal-body associated snoRNA with specific localisation motifs. (3)
A hybrid snoRNA with both C/D and H/ACA boxes. (4) SnoRNA-ended lncRNA. (5) Extremely
short C/D box-like snoRNA. This figure is drawn after Jorjani et al.371.
The longer H/ACA box snoRNAs are characterized by the presence of a canonical
motif ANANNA, where N can be any nucleotide, called a H box and a box containing
a trinucleotide pattern, or 3-mer, ACA located at the 3’ end. This group of snoRNAs
have a well-defined structure: two hairpins connected by the H box. The ACA box
terminates the second hairpin. The H/ACA box snoRNAs guide pseudouridylation
of rRNA residues which are executed through RNA-RNA interactions in the internal
stem loops within the two hairpins with the target RNA. Pseudouridine transferase
dyskerin7;374;378, Nhp2, Gar1, Nop10 are the four proteins combining with H/ACA box
snoRNAs to form snoRNPs371. Dyskerin converts uridines to pseudouridines at 14 to
16 nucleotides upstream of the H and ACA boxes. Two short duplexes are formed by
the snoRNAs aligning with the target sequence(s), which are RNA polymerase (pol)-II
transcribed spliceosomal RNAs370;372;379.
Apart from the two major classes of snoRNAs described above, there is a subset
of snoRNAs known as small Cajal body-specific RNAs (scaRNAs), which is to be
mentioned in passing. They are located in small membrane-less subcompartments
of the nucleus known as Cajal bodies and act in post-transcriptional modification of
snRNAs. They are normally larger than the two other classes of snoRNAs, contain all
the singular/distinctive boxes of those, besides CAB boxes containing a sequence motif
UGAG. RNA pol-II specific spliceosomal snRNAs are subject to modification in Cajal
bodies7;371.
Certain snoRNAs, like SNORD3, SNORD13, SNORD14 and SNORD22, play roles
in rRNA precursors cleavage370;380;381. 2’ -O-methylation and pseudouridylation of
RNA pol-I transcribed rRNAs and RNA pol-II and -III specific spliceosomal snRNAs
are areas where the snoRNAs play important roles that have been verified372;382. A
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Figure 7.5: Functions and origin of snoRNA. (1) C/D box snoRNAs and H/ACA box snoRNAs
guide 2’ -O-methylation and pseudouridylation, respectively. (2) Either one or multiple snoRNA genes
can be transcribed from introns. (3) Alternative spliced leads to snoRNA expression regulation. Only
alternative splicing gives way to all three snoRNAs. The figure is drawn after Kufel and Grzechnik322.
H/ACA box snoRNP is telomerase, which is a RNP reverse transcriptase appending
telomeric DNA repeats to chromosomes, that is known to be associated to dyskeratosis
congenita, a genetic disorder, through mutations in the H/ACA box.372 Another
snoRNA, SNORD115 (of the C/D box class), regulates alternative splicing of serotonin
receptor 5-HT2cR371;383;384 which is associated with the genetic disorder Prader-Willi
Syndrome. It suppresses the efficiency of ADAR2 mediated RNA editing of 5-HT2cR.
SNORD115 has also been found to regulate alternative splicing of pre-mRNAs like
DPM2 by generating shorter RNAs385. The splicing regulator Fox is sequestered by
SNORD11671. SNORD27 and SNORD88C contribute to regulation of alternative
splicing of several pre-mRNAs, with the former being busy with E2F7 transcription
factor370. SNORD88C contains complementary sequences to a number of pre-mRNAs in
its C’ box, such as FGFR3, thus regulating alternative splicing386. ACA11 downregulates
ribosomal protein genes to suppress oxidative stress387. Besides rRNA methylation,
snoRNAs are increasingly being found in cancer cells and the phenomenon leads
researchers to think that they might have oncogenic functions. The gene FBL and
snoRNAs have been discovered to be overexpressed in breast and prostate cancers. FBL
is overexpressed through the oncogene Myc which led to p53 suppression; however,
ribosomal proteins L5 and L11 bind to MDM2 as a direct result of accumulation of
p53 due to snoRNA knockdown induced cellular stress, which stabilizes p53370;388;389.
In non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) p53 expression is regulated by SNORA42.
Besides SNORA42, SNORD33, SNORD66, and SNORD76 are also overexpressed in
NSCLC. SNORNA47, SNORA68, and SNORA78 can be utilised to predict overall
survival in NSCLC370;390. RUN43, RUN44, and RUN48 are visible in breast cancer and
are downregulated391;392. Some snoRNAs have been reported to also be effective in
predicting prognosis in T-cell lymphoma and B-cell chronic lymphocytic leukemia370;393.
SnoRNAs transcribed from GAS5 are controlled by p53 associated signalling pathways
in colorectal cancer139;394. SnR4 and snR45 guide rRNA acetylation and SCARNA97
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contribute to tRNA methylation395.
7.3 Functional duality evident in miRNA and
snoRNA genes
Certain snoRNAs exhibit functional duality and can be found playing roles in miRNA
induced gene silencing. Some precursor snoRNAs play host to miRNA genes; their
genomic loci overlap, hence, at times, their features overlap as well. In addition to
standard wet lab experimental procedures, with the advent of deep sequencing techniques
it is becoming easier to analyse longer transcripts which are processed or degraded to
form smaller RNAs. Bioinformatic techniques can predict functions and gene regulatory
mechanisms of these smaller RNAs396. A few snoRNA genes have been reported to
produce smaller molecules with miRNA-like functions. Actually, several small RNAs
have been found to be transcribed from snoRNA precursors7;397;398. SNORD28 is a p53-
repressed snoRNA which can bind to AGO protein and exhibit miRNA-like properties.
The other transcript that is transcribed from the gene SNHG1 is snoRNA-miR-28
which acts as an miRNA. snoRNA-miR-28 binds to and inhibits the expression of
TAF9B, which is an mRNA, promoting MDM2 binding to p53, impairing the stability
of p53399. A miRNA, miR-768-5p, generated from the snoRNA gene SNORD17 binds
to YB-1370. When miRNA precursors are cleaved from pri-miRNAs by Drosha, they are
generally transported to the cytoplasm to undergo further processing by Dicer. However,
some mature miRNAs localise in the nucleus, specifically in the nucleolus400;401. Both
groups of RNAs are predominantly found in introns of longer genes and they have
independent transcription units. Exo- and endo-nucleases are necessary for subsets
of the two RNA groups along with exosome functionality7;402. The human serotonin
receptor 2C, HTR2C, has been shown to encode both miRNA and snoRNA genes. The
miRNAs miR-448, miR-1264, miR-1298, miR-1911, and miR-1912 are derived from
its locus, so is snoRNA HBI-36. The RNase III enzyme Dicer reportedly processes
snoRNAs such as scaRNA ACA 45 in human7.
The Argonaute proteins, AGO1 and AGO2, are essential in the RISC mechanism
by forming complexes by binding to miRNA duplexes. Nop56, a C/D box snoRNP core
protein has been identified in AGO1, and fibrillarin, the C/D box snoRNP component
responsible for substrate methylation has been reportedly found in AGO2403. There are
plenty of instances of miRNA precursors which contain structural properties of C/D
box and H/ACA box snoRNAs, with a few precursor molecules binding to fibrillarin
and dyskerin, respective core snoRNP proteins for the two most prominent classes of
snoRNAs. Mir-549 gene’s precursor transcript has the characteristics of a H/ACA box
snoRNA and was predicted to target a rRNA pseudouridylation site. Mir-605 has shown
a similar property binding to the core snoRNP protein diskerin, which suggests that it
can also be annotated as a H/ACA box snoRNA. It inhibits MDM2 expression while
over-expressed and its involvement in the p53 regulatory network are more telling signs
of its miRNA characteristics404. MiR-140, mir-151, and miR-215 had also been shown
to display H/ACA box snoRNA-like attributes in the work by Scott et al.405. They
had reported the presence of poly(A) tails, target site duplications and the presence of
transposable elements in the genomic locations of those miRNAs. Another research
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work showed that some pre-miRNA molecules, including miR-28, miR-31, and let-7g,
was predicted to have a semblance to structures of known C/D box snoRNAs. The
primary structure of the molecules were consistent with characteristic C/D box snoRNA
attributes; all were observed to have the C box and the D box and folded as C/D box
snoRNAs would. Besides that, all the pre-miRNAs had a tendency to bind to fibrillarin
and localised in the nucleolus7;405. The C/D box snoRNA U3 functions as a precursor
to miR-U3. It includes all the common properties of a C/D box snoRNA; however,
it is transported to the cytoplasm where it undergoes processing by Dicer and binds
to AGO protein396. However, several snoRNA genes have been known to have copied
their sequence from one genomic site to another, effectively shifting their allegiance to
another host gene in the course of evolution. As a result, different genes in different
organisms play host to orthologous snoRNAs406. This shows that besides biogenesis and
processing pathways, there have been observed similarities in the protein interaction
components of the two RNA groups.
7.4 Building the classifier
The task at hand was essentially a multi-class classification in machine learning paradigm.
There were three classes, namely, SNHG, MIRHG, and NoHG, covering the three
different types of sequences, or sub-sequences, that this research project set out to
distinguish. Four different collections of sub-sequences were curated into four datasets
and a classifier was trained on each dataset with a variety of features. In this section
the datasets will be described at the beginning, following which the features will be
explained. Details of the machine learning framework will be dealt with next, both
supervised and unsupervised methods.
7.4.1 Datasets
For a comprehensive investigation into the separability of SNHGs, MIRHGs, and NoHGs,
the data was curated at the onset from available annotation datasets. MiRNA sequences
were collected from miRBase407. The miRBase release 22.1 included annotation for 271
different species, combining 38,589 hairpin precursors and 48,860 mature sequences in
one place. It contains 1,917 annotated hairpin precursors, and 2,654 mature miRNAs
for human. SnoRNA sequences were retrieved from two datasets: Human snoRNA
Atlas371 and snoDB408. SnoRNA Atlas contains 1,118 annotated human snoRNAs,
whereas snoDB reports 2,064 snoRNA genes. LncRNA sequences were accrued from
GENCODE v.335, in which there are 17,952 lncRNA genes listed.
Each of the annotation databases provided coordinates of the genomic location of
the sequences in GTF files. The data from miRBase included the exact coordinates
of not only precursor miRNAs but also of mature miRNAs. To identify MIRHGs, the
simplest step was to extract those coordinates and check if there was any overlap with
coordinates of the lncRNA genes. To perform this step of computation the bedtools
suite was the most suitable tool at hand409. The suite offers an array of functionalities
to manipulate transcriptomic data using a few intuitive commands.
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bedtools intersect -a <phastCons.bed> -b <exons.bed>
bedtools merge -i <exons.bed>
Two examples of bedtools commands used for identifying overlaps between the
annotation files of lncRNAs and the smaller RNAs as well as extracting the correct
conservation scores at each base position for all the host and non-host genes. The
intersect command takes two files as inputs and searches for overlaps (defined by the
-a and -b switches). The merge command does exactly what it stands for: it merges
overlapping features into a single feature.
To extract fields defining lncRNA sequences from GENCODE, the genomic coordinates
of the lncRNAs after the merge operation were mapped onto the FASTA files provided
on the GENCODE website and the respective sequences were extracted. All snoRNA
instances were extracted from the GTF files of the two databases using custom scripts
in Python programming language.
The jupyter environment was utilised in conjunction to be able to have greater
control over the program codes and visualise the outputs instantly410;411. The packages
pandas412;413 and numpy414 within the Python language framework were extensively used
for data manipulation and visualisation. The scikit-learn242 was used to perform
the supervised and unsupervised machine learning tasks and generate metrics. The
keras package415 within the TensorFlow framework236;237 was deployed to design a
convoluted neural network (CNN) based autoencoder instead of a classical clustering
approach.
For MIRHGs, the payload was defined for both intronic and exonic miRNA precursors
with 100nt flanking sequence (Figure 7.6). Since all snoRNAs are intronic, no further
processing was needed for SNHGs. To define the exonic part of lncRNAs, the exon/intron
annotation provided by GENCODE was used. For training and testing, the datasets
were always balanced to match the smallest number of sequences available for any given
class, to avoid prediction artefacts. Table 7.1 provides an overview of the number of
sequences in every dataset.
Exon Intron Intron Intron Intron 
Payload 
200nt flanks 
100nt flanks of Dataset I 
Dataset I 
Dataset II 
Dataset III: 200nt of closest exon 
Dataset IV: 100nt windows of random exons 
Exon Exon Exon Exon Exon 
Figure 7.6: Datasets creation. A schematic of the datasets curated for this study and their
distribution over the gene body of a generic host-lncRNA. Dataset I consists of the payload and 200nt
flanking sequence. Dataset II flanks Dataset I by 100nts. Dataset III consists of the first 100nts of the
exon closest to the annotated payload. Dataset IV consists of non-overlapping 100nt windows taken
from random exons of the host-lncRNA.
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Dataset 1
The first dataset included the payload sequence in the collection of sub-sequences.
The smaller RNA lodged in the longer RNA sequence must have all the processing
information necessary in the sequence itself was the idea behind creation of this dataset.
In case of miRNAs, the processing machinery of Rnase III enzymes, Drosha and Dicer,
begins well before the commencement of the actual pre-miRNAs. The entire precursor
genes contained within the lncRNA sequences were considered. To accommodate
processing information 100 nucleotides (nt) from both ends of the payload sequences
was taken additionally, making the mean length of the sub-sequences of MIRHGs and
SNHGs to be around 500 nt.
If a payload sequence happened to occur in close proximity of the terminal ends of the
lncRNA gene, so that one or both of the flanking regions was shorter than 100 nt, the
payload sequence was discarded altogether to give equal weight to up and downstream
regions. After selection, the number of SNHGs and MIRHGs amounted to 345 and
400, respectively. The negative control set contained 400 randomly selected 500 nt
sub-sequences of lncRNAs, which did not have any overlaps with either SNHGs or
MIRHGs.
Dataset 2
To investigate the influence of the information on the classifier derived directly from
the payload, the next dataset was curated with sequences excluding the regions defined
in Dataset 1. This was necessary to observe, if the classifier could detect crucial
information outside the immediate vicinity of the precursor genes. Dataset 1 provided
the classifier with the bias of actual payload sequence; it would glean information from
the precursor genes. To explore the possibility of detecting the classes of host genes
without that bit of information, this dataset was designed. 100 nt windows flanking the
regions defined in Dataset 1 were considered. Both snoRNA and miRNA precursors can
cluster too closely in the genomic locus, thereby creating a polycistronic unit. Aware of
this possibility, overlaps between the extracted sub-sequences were discarded. It must
be mentioned here that the focus is not the genic region of the flanks extracted. This
also made certain that any potential processing information in close proimity of the
genomic context was preserved.
The number of sub-sequences labeled SNHGs and MIRHGs amounted to 690 and 800,
respectively. The negative control set was once again a collection of random 100 nt
regions of non-overlapping lncRNAs. 750 NoHGs were selected.
Dataset 3
Since miRNA precursors can reside in both exonic and intronic sequences of the longer
RNAs (both protein-coding and non-coding), considering information stored about their
processing in the adjacent genic segment is of particular interest. This is also true for
snoRNAs; even though they are found in introns, the information encoded in the nearest
exons could also be revealing. Dataset 3 was built on this principle. Here, data from
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the exons closest to the payload sequences was taken into consideration. Again, 100 nt
segments of both upstream and downstream sequences were extracted, in a similar vein
as Dataset 2. This implies that all the intronic data surrounding the payload sequence
was overlooked and only the exonic data was concentrated upon. In the end, 1,287
SNHGs and 464 MIRHGs were selected. 2,101 exonic regions were also picked up from
random lncRNAs, which did not have any overlaps with either of snoRNA or miRNA
host gene sequences.
Dataset 4
So far, either only the information with the precursor sequences situated within longer
lncRNA genes or information from the immediate genomic location was considered . To
avoid any localised effect associated with the payload sequence, Dataset 4 was designed.
The only similarity of this dataset with Dataset 3 lies in the choice of exonic regions.
However, in this case, the exonic regions selected are not in the close vicinity, i.e., at
least more than 100 nts away. For every host gene, multiple, non-overlapping regions of
length 100 nt was extracted from the exonic regions only. If the number of segments
that could be extracted was less than four, that particular gene was discarded. This
was done to have a uniform distribution of sequence information. Both upstream and
downstream locations were considered. Since the distance selected was great to avoid
any interference with the immediate processing signals, Dataset 4 shrunk. It contained
162 and 168 sub-sequences extracted from snoRNA and miRNA precursor hosting genes,
respectively. The same procedure was followed to create the negative control, where 100
nt windows of random exons of random lncRNA genes were selected that did not have
any overlap with the positive set. There were 750 sub-sequences labelled as NoHG.
Table 7.1: Distribution of sequences in every dataset. Dataset 1 refers to the payload and its flanking
sequence. Dataset 2 refers to just the flanking sequences. Dataset 3 and 4 contain exonic information in
the immediate neighbourhood and not in close vicinity, respectively. The varying number of sequences
depended upon the availability of transcripts subjected to the stringent conditions devised, non-host
lncRNAs sometimes outstripping the other classes due to their abundance. For training and testing all
datasets were down-sampled to the lowest number of available host gene sequences.
Dataset 1 Dataset 2 Dataset 3 Dataset 4
SNHG 345 690 1287 162
MIRHG 400 800 464 168
NoHG 400 750 2101 750
7.4.2 Feature engineering
A machine learning algorithm requires certain features to be able to train a model that
would help extract meaningful information from the data it is trained upon. Through
training, the model becomes more knowledgeable, which is to say it learns, and can be
used to make predictions on new data. The model is subjected to unseen data during
the process of training, which enables it to learn and make predictions, and check the
accuracy of the predictions. This learning process is facilitated by features, which,
especially in a classification task, enables the model to extract enough common patterns
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to distinctly identify the classes. To this end, four categorical features were defined,
besides the sequence itself, inspired by previous work done in the community, that




3. Sequence conservation scores
4. Secondary structure
Concurrently, the amount of G and C nucleotides present in each sequence was added
under GC content. Since at least a fraction of the annotated lncRNAs is annotated
from incomplete transcript models66, parameters such as the number of exons, the
transcript length, or polyadenylation were not considered in any of the classification
tasks. Here, the four features used will be described in detail.
k-mer counts
A k-mer is collection of k adjacent nucleotides in a sequence. For example, in a sequence
(...AAGGATCTACCTTGGA...), some k-mers starting at position 1 can be extracted as
follows:
2-mer = AA (...AAGGATCTACCTTGGA...)
3-mer = AAG (...AAGGATCTACCTTGGA...)
4-mer = AAGG (...AAGGATCTACCTTGGA...)
5-mer = AAGGA (...AAGGATCTACCTTGGA...)
It is important to note k-mers with smaller ks are abundant and may not encode enough
underlying genomic information, but k-mers with higher k values are rarer and due
to their low abundance, they possess more details. Analogously, higher k-mers are
computationally expensive to calculate.
Inspired by the k-mer profile proposed by Kirk et al.288, a scheme was designed to
methodically extract all the information k-mers of the sequences could provide. To start
with, all the k-mers for 2 ≤ k ≤ 7 for all the individual sequences were generated. The
tool used for this purpose was jellyfish416. It is a command-line tool which crawls
FASTA files containing sequences using a multithreaded hash table. It populates an
array of (key, value) pairs that essentially stores each k-mer and its frequency for a
sequence. Thereafter, it produces an output file for every transcript which, in this case,
was read by a custom python script to extract the k-mers and their frequencies.
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jellyfish-linux count -m %d -s 100M -t 10 -C %s -o <kmerfile>.jf
jellyfish-linux dump -c <kmerfile>.jf > <kmerfile>.count
These two commands enabled obtaining the k-mer frequencies. The -m switch asks
for the value of k to be counted, using a hash of 100 million elements defined by the
switch -s, with 10 threads (switch -t). The output file (-o) was ”dumped” using the
second command to obtain a human readable list of k-mers.
Then, all possible k-mer combinations were generated with k values ranging from








Once the k-mers were generated, three snapshots of the datasets were created with
additional attributes. key simply notified the classifier if a transcript contained a
particular k-mer. It could take the value either 0 or 1, indicating absence and presence
of the k-mer, respectively. freq showed the frequency of a particular k-mer of a
transcript. kmer norm was the normalised count of the k-mer for a particular transcript.





where freqi denotes the frequency of that particular k-mer across all the transcripts.
The three attributes calculated were then combined into one tuple for each sequence:
(key, kmer norm, freq)
This tuple was then converted into features using a MultiLabelBinarizer class
from the scikit-learn package. This tuple constituted the primary feature for training
the model. Through implementation of the k-mer characteristics and normalising the
k-mer frequencies across all the transcripts, a lot of ground was covered with respect to
sequence data.
Fickett score
As mentioned in the previous chapter, the Fickett TESTCODE is a measure for coding
potential of sequences280. Having been put to successful application in several tools
distinguishing non-coding genes from protein-coding genes, this was implemented in this
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work as well, although exclusively non-coding genes were being dealt with. LncRNAs
show very little coding potential, however, since the genes considered here encodes
smaller RNA genes which participate in gene regulatory mechanisms, too, it was
included as a feature set to test if any discernible signal could be found that would help
distinguish the three classes. A custom python script was implemented inspired by the
work of Wang et al. used in the tool CPAT281. The Fickett score was calculated for
every instance in each dataset.
Sequence conservation scores
The UCSC Table Browser functions as a one-stop shop for accessing and processing a
large array of genomic data417. Conservation scores for all the sequences in the datasets
were obtained from the Browser. The phastCons score for a nucleotide is a prediction
based upon a phylogenetic Hidden Markov Model (HMM) in its most conserved state303.
The conservation scores are available in data files containing chromosome coordinates
and the scores of the nucleotides in the genomic assembly in a step-based interval. For
Datasets 1 and 2, the extraction of the conservations scores was fairly straightforward
based upon the genomic coordinates mentioned in the data files and the annotation
files at hand. However, for Datasets 3 and 4, scores for the individual exons had to be
extracted. The conservation scores was to be utilised in two different ways. Certain
published lncRNA detection tools have used the mean conservation score for a sequence
as a feature301;304. This was one of the approaches taken. Additionally, the scores for
a sequence was divided into 5% bins and normalised, which resulted in 20 additional
features.
Secondary structure
RNA secondary structure is often better preserved than the sequence. Therefore,
structural attributes of the sequence was also taken into consideration. Using
RNAplfold299 of the ViennaRNA package pairing probabilities of the nucleotides were
calculated. Three different windows of lengths 60, 80, and 120 were considered for
sequence scanning. Furthermore, the windows were also divided into 20 bins, with the
nucleotide positions falling into a bin binary encoded. A position was encoded as 1 if it
belonged to a bin and the rest of positions were encoded as 0. This approach generated
60 additional features.
7.4.3 Feature combinations
The next phase was training a model on the features to accomplish the task of
distinguishing the three different classes of lncRNAs in the datasets. However, the
training process was split three-way for every dataset. After defining and computing
the features, they were combined into three separate groups. The motivation behind
this manoeuvre was to observe the efficacy of the features, combinations or lack thereof,
by investigating the performance metrics. The three feature groups were as follows:
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i Feature Set 1: The first feature group contained only the features derived from
k-mer counts.
ii Feature Set 2: The second feature group included features derived from pairing
probabilities of nucleotides, i.e., secondary structure information, in addition
to the k-mer counts.
iii Feature Set 3: The third feature group included all the features from the previous
feature groups and the conservation scores of the nucleotides in the sequences.
All the three feature sets were further attached with the Fickett score, which acted
in a binary fashion. The model was trained including and excluding the Fickett score,
applicable to all three groups. The actual sequence and GC content was constantly
present for all training runs.
7.5 Supervised machine learning
The task at hand is a multi-class classification problem, as there are three different
classes a particular sequence (or sub-sequence) could belong to. The sequence can either
be a snoRNA hosting lncRNA gene, an miRNA hosting lncRNA gene, or a random
lncRNA gene not having any overlaps with the smaller RNA genes. Most lncRNA
detection tools have put support vector machines (SVM) to good use, however, it was a
binary classification job in most of the cases - separating lncRNAs from mRNAs. Since
there were three classes in the present research problem, a random forest classifier was
chosen to be trained within the realm of supervised training. The classifier would be
trained on the features designed and would learn new patterns in the data for every
class, as it would have access to the labels. Random forests are actually an extension
of decision trees. Decision tree-based classifiers are normally fast. They traditionally
employ a central axis projection technique by constructing a hyperplane dividing the
lines that connect two data clusters and identify classes at each decision node. However,
the decision tree is approach is prone to overfitting. Random forest-based classifiers grow
multiple decision trees by splitting the feature space into random feature sub-spaces
and train the individual trees practically on different subsets of the training data. The
final combines the accuracy measures from all the trees, thereby avoiding overfitting,
i.e., maintaining generalisation accuracy230;231. Training a random forest-based model
proved useful with regards to the speed of classification as well as obtaining feature
ranks. The latter property was used to investigate the most useful features that the
model used to reach its decision.
The classification task was designed using the RandomForestClassifier class from
the scikit-learn package. The default number of trees is 100 and it was unchanged
for the initial classification. The dataset for the current classification task was split into
two parts: 80% of the samples constituted the training set and 20% formed the test
set. The training and the test sets were further split into two arrays apiece: X train
and y train, X test and y test. X train and X test contained the encoded features
for the training set and the test set, respectively. As all the features were numeric by
type, they were passed through the StandardScaler class, which standardizes the data
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into a normal distribution by removing the mean scaling down to unit variance. The





where u is the mean of the training samples and s is the standard deviation of the
training samples, as described in the scikit-learn user manual. Missing values are
treated accordingly by the class. The categorical feature of sequence was encoded by the
OrdinalEncoder class, which converts all discrete features into a string of integers and
returns a single column. The y train and y test arrays contained the labels for the
training and the test set, respectively. They were also encoded by the OrdinalEncoder
class.
from sklearn.ensemble import RandomForestClassifier
rf = RandomForestClassifier(n_estimators=100, n_jobs=-1,
random_state=42)
For further training, all the available hyperparameters were tuned and optimised for
the best results. To divide a training set of size N into S different subsets, so that each
Si contains samples from the original training set and the subsets are so populated that
there might be duplicate samples besides a few unique ones in each subset, is known
as bootstrap aggregating or bagging. Following this principle, the model is trained on
multiple new training sets and the outcome is aggregated before performing a plurality
vote to choose a class232. Accuracy can be improved through bagging. Bagging is an
integral part of random forests. For this task, bagging was always enabled. Out-of-bag
error or oob, was naturally included in the validation step, which enables the bootstrap
aggregator to estimate the prediction error of instances not included in the trees used
for training to evaluate and improve classification in the next phase of learning. Another
tune-able hyperparameter is the criterion based upon which a decision tree is split. The
gini impurity index offers the probability of mis-classification of a particular sample by
randomly choosing a label from a node. The entropy index calculates the information
gain based on a particular node. If all of the samples in a particular node belongs to
the same class, the entropy would be zero. Gini impurity is calculated by:




where pj is the proportion of samples belonging to class c for a particular node.
Entropy is calculated by:




where pj is the proportion of samples belonging to class c for a particular node and
p 6= 0.
The number of trees, or estimators, were also fine-tuned. The validation was performed
on tree sizes [100, 300, 500, 1000].
Feeding all the hyperparameters into the GridSearchCV class 10-fold and 5-fold
cross-validation of the model was performed. The cross-validation technique splits the
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training set into x-folds, where x−1 sets are used by the random forest classifier to train
the model. The remaining split set is then utilised as the validation set for the model to
evaluate its aggregated outcome, its predictive power. This process is repeated x times
over, essentially training x different models, to optimise the parameters such that at
least one of the models fit the training data as well as possible. The GridSearch class
enables the user to perform this task, where a parameter grid of the hyperparameters
can be fed into and the GridSearch class instructs the model to cycle through all the
available options. For this problem scoring metric was set to accuracy. Finally, the
class provides the best performance based upon the scoring metric achieved during the
cross-validation tests.





scoring="accuracy", n_jobs=-1, verbose=1, cv=10)
grid_search_def5 = GridSearchCV(
RandomForestClassifier(random_state=42), param_grid,
scoring="accuracy", n_jobs=-1, verbose=1, cv=5)
As it happened, for all the datasets, only minor differences in prediction accuracy
rates were observed in the given parameter space. The moderate size of the available
datasets is probably the reason behind it, since any machine learning algorithm feeds
on data, and the more data provided, the better patterns a model can extract from the
underlying features.
7.6 Unsupervised machine learning
As an alternative approach unsupervised learning was tested on the same four datasets.
In unsupervised approach the model does not have access to the labels of the samples and
it attempts to decipher new patterns from the instances and their features in the training
set. The model essentially makes predictions based upon its own decisions trained on
just the features. The first method that was implemented was k-means clustering235.
k-means clustering creates k clusters and arranges the different observations into
those clusters. Every cluster contains a cluster centroid and the algorithm attempts
to tie each observation to a cluster in a way that its distance is at minimum to a
centroid. Ultimately, it aims to cluster points into k groups of equal variance. In these
project, an attempt was made to distinguish the sequences into three different clusters.
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A scoring metric was used to evaluate the performance of the clustering algorithm.
Besides that, the various attributes provided by the KMeans class was also interpreted
for evaluation.
To obtain a visual overview of the data principal component analysis (PCA) was
used233. PCA generally converts high dimensional data to a lower dimension using
singluar value decomposition. It does not scale the input rather centres the data for
each feature to the number of dimensions where it perceives most variance. The PCA
class provides the necessary parameters to carry out an analysis and evaluate them
using the in-class attributes.
p = PCA(n_components=2, random_state=42)
X = p.fit_transform(X_train)
The third approach attempted is based on deep learning. Deep learning works best
on enormous amounts of data, however, it was thought to be worth a try to see, if
a neural network would recover any discernible patterns from the modest amount of
data that could be provided to it. A convolutional neural network (CNN) functions
using convolutional layers which contain parameters that automatically extract useful
patterns from input data. The convolution kernel processes the feature map, which
is the input data, to create a transformed feature map. With multiple layers in one
network, a CNN automatically learns features in different stages, following which all the
layers collapse into one final outcome layer that contains all the necessary information
and can be used for object detection. The convolutional layers filter inputs by utilising
the information gained through parameters that are intuitively tuned. A CNN exploits
compositional hierarchies to assemble higher level features from lower level features. A
convolutional layer detects local summaries of features from the previous layer. A CNN
also implements pooling layers for limited translation and rotation invariance, i. e. lets
little variance in the representations when the previous layer elements vary substantially;
by extension, pooling layers also allow more convolutional layers by reducing memory
usage. In the end, the network finds the best features suitable for the task. CNNs
have been used for signal processing and video processing, but have been found to
be most successful in image recognition202;206. To this end, the keras package within
the TensorFlow framework was used. The lines of code below give an example of the
definition of one convolutional layer and one pooling layer.
conv1 = layers.Conv2D(filters=64, kernel_size=(3,3), strides=(1,1),
activation='relu', padding='same')(inp)#input layer
conv1 = layers.MaxPooling2D(2,2)(conv1)
With that, the training and testing framework for all the datasets. There were some
interesting results that emerged upon analysis of the performance metrics. We will have
a look at the insights gained in the next chapter.
8
Can the lncRNA classes be separated?
As explored in the previous chapter, the research question was to find out, if snoRNA host
genes (SNHGs) and miRNA host genes (MIRHGs) are distinct classes of lncRNAs beyond
their payloads - the smaller RNA genes the lncRNAs are hosting. To discover a similarity
in their originating genomic loci would throw some light on the inherent functions
of lncRNAs, since snoRNAs and miRNAs are more ancient and more evolutionary
conserved and their functions have been better studied. In this research work, the extent
of the distinguishing patterns between the host genes and non-host genes (NoHGs) was
explored emplying machine learning technqiues. The availability of tools and techniques
can quite easily distinguish snoRNAs and miRNAs from each other339;418;419. Bearing
that in mind, the investigation focussed on whether the distinguishing properties, i. e. the
distinction of the payloads between themselves and from the non-host genes, still held
true, if the payload related information was withheld or hidden from the classification
machinery. To this end, a random forest classifier was deployed and trained on all
the datasets defined in section 7.4.1 of Chapter 7 and the performance metrics were
analysed to determine up to what extent the three classes SNHGs, MIRHGs, and
NoHGs were classifiable. The achievable classification accuracy is indicative of the
coherence of the RNA classes. As already mentioned previously in section 7.4.3, three
different feature sets were designed to train the classifier on.The classification accuracy
levels were compared with test results based upon sequence-only features, in particular
weighted k-mers, and upon feature sets extended by predicted secondary structures
and sequence conservation parameters, respectively. The Fickett score was added as an
extra feature to each comparison to probe the influence of the coding potentials of each
sequence. The robustness of all results is ensured by 10-fold cross-validation (CV) on
all data and feature sets, as can be seen in Table 8.1.
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8.1 Results of classification
The performance of the random forest classifier was analysed using accuracy rates
reported by the classifier on a predicted outcome. Furthermore, cross-validation was
also employed to determine the robustness of the classifier. In cross-validation, the
dataset is split into 10 random parts (for a 10-fold CV) and the classifier is trained on
9 parts, or folds. The last excluded fold acts as the validation set for the model to be
tested upon. This whole process is repeated 10 times, that means 10 different models
are trained on random parts of the training set and optimised to fit the training data.
To inspect the accuracy rate using default parameters, the following piece of code was
employed on every dataset for each feature set.





n estimators set the number of trees to grow for the random forest.
To inspect the cross-validation accuracy rates, the following lines of code was used.
grid_search_def10 = GridSearchCV(
RandomForestClassifier(random_state=42), param_grid,
scoring="accuracy", n_jobs=-1, verbose=1, cv=10)
grid_search_def5 = GridSearchCV(
RandomForestClassifier(random_state=42), param_grid,





The various hyperparameters to be tuned were made available to the grid search
machinery through param grid (Appendix Table A.4). A 5-fold CV was also conducted,
however, those results were discarded from the final analysis, since 10-fold CV offers a
higher variance of the data with less bias. The cross-validation score reported was based
upon the mean cross validated score of the best model performance on the validation
set.
The first four subsections will describe the results obtained from the supervised
classification task. The prediction accuracy values are compiled in Table 8.1 for reference.
The models were retrained several times to minimise the effect of the stochasticity of
the classification and evaluation process. The values presented in the table are the
most robust results. Confusion matrices were generated for each approach based upon
the prediction performance of the model on the test set and are an excellent way to
visualise the separation between the classes.
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8.1.1 Classification on sequences including payload
The intention behind this strategy was to feed the classifier sequences with payload
included and expect that the classifier learned enough to distinguish those from sequences
without any hosted genes. A subsequent motivation was to have the classifier recognise
the patterns of two distinct payloads and identify them. Hence, this approach quite
understandably was to become the yardstick of the feature selection strategies. Dataset
1 served this purpose, including sequences that contained the smaller RNA genes as
well as both upstream and downstream flanking segments. 345 samples of each class
were selected to achieve a balanced dataset (Figure 8.1).
With default parameters, using only sequence derived features, the accuracy rate of
the model was a shade above 83%. However, on computing 10-fold CV (Table 8.1), the
accuracy value achieved was above around 85.5%, which showed that random forests
were indeed suitable for the classification task at hand.
(a) Feature set 1 (b) Feature set 2 (c) Feature set 3
Figure 8.1: Confusion matrices for each of the three feature sets for dataset 1. The y-axis depicts
the true values and the x-axis the predicted values. The diagonal depicts the true positives. ␉ Legend
guide: [lnc: NoHGs ␇ mir: MIRHG ␇ sno: SNHG]
An interesting finding, however, was the decrease in accuracy levels when features
derived from secondary structure and conservation scores were also considered. This was
thought to be probably due to the high structured-ness of both snoRNA and miRNA
payloads and their similar conservation patterns. It is imperative to also take into
account that only features derived from the sequences, i. e. originating from k-mers,
constituted the most important features according to ranking of features (Appendix
Table A.3). Finally, it was noted that a perfect separation of snoRNA and miRNA
precursors genes could not be achieved or expected due to the presence of a group
of ncRNAs that appear to be in transition between those two groups7;405;420. Further
performance metrics are available in the Appendix (Table A.5).
8.1.2 Classification on flanking sequences
Since pri-miRNAs cover quite a bit of the genomic loci before being cleaved to pave
way to precursor miRNAs (which are then further processed by Drosha to reach close
to the length of a mature miRNA), it can be naturally assumed that the flanking
sequences of the payload will contain essential information about the hosted miRNA
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(a) Feature set 1 (b) Feature set 2 (c) Feature set 3
Figure 8.2: Confusion matrices for each of the three feature sets for dataset 2. The y-axis depicts
the true values and the x-axis the predicted values. The diagonal depicts the true positives. ␉ Legend
guide: [lnc: NoHGs ␇ mir: MIRHG ␇ sno: SNHG]
in the MIRHG. Similarly, SNHGs will also encode information around their hosted
snoRNAs about its processing. As in the case of Dataset 1, the classifier was made
aware of that information and it is expected that it picked up on those signals. Dataset
2 consisted of sequences to solely inspect, if it is necessary to have the payloads available
to the classifier, or is it enough to have the sequences from the immediate vicinity from
whom the classifier would pick up the processing related signals in order to distinguish
between the hosted genes. Dataset 2 contained sequences of length 200 nt including 100
nt of flanking sequences from either side of the payload without any overlaps. Random
200 nt sub-sequences of NoHGs were selected as the negative set. 690 samples of each
class were selected to have a balanced dataset to train the classifier on (Figure 8.2).
It was observed that exclusion of the actual payload sequences had a strong impact
on prediction accuracy. The classifier trained on the default feature set with default
parameters returned just over 39% accuracy value. The performance evaluation through
10-fold CV also confirmed the lack of existing patterns in the data as the accuracy
levels plummeted to less than 45% in contrast to the model performance for Dataset 1
(Table 8.1). Further performance metrics are available in the Appendix (Table A.6).
For comparison, a uniform random sampling would have achieved accuracy values
of 33%, since a balanced three-way classification problem was considered. However,
integration of secondary structure and conservation features indeed achieved a moderate
increase in accuracy values to just above 50%. Hence, it can be concluded that the
sequences in the vicinity of the actual payload are insufficient to reliably identify the
payload type. Ranking of features according to their importance in the classification
task showed that upon exclusion of the payload, sequence and sequence conservation
become important features for the task, instead of just information derived from k-mers
(Appendix Table A.3).
8.1.3 Classification on exons adjacent to the payload
After handling two use cases with the payload included and the genomic region in the
immediate vicinity of the payload, it was time for looking at annotated information
around the payload. Dataset 2 included information mostly from the intronic regions
of the lncRNAs, since all human snoRNAs and most miRNAs are transcribed from
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(a) Feature set 1 (b) Feature set 2 (c) Feature set 3
Figure 8.3: Confusion matrices for each of the three feature sets for dataset 3. The y-axis depicts
the true values and the x-axis the predicted values. The diagonal depicts the true positives. ␉ Legend
guide: [lnc: NoHGs ␇ mir: MIRHG ␇ sno: SNHG]
intronic regions of protein-coding or other longer non-coding genes. However, functions
of the mature host genes or other lncRNAs are presumably encoded in their exonic
sequences. Furthermore, sequence and structure features involved in splicing as well as
the initial processing of exonic miRNAs are likely to be found in the mature lncRNA
transcript. Concordantly, Dataset 3 was designed to focus exactly on those cases. It
comprised of the 200 nt segment of the exonic sequence flanking the payload-bearing
intron in case of an intronic payload or the miRNA precursor in case of exonic miRNAs.
The down-sampled dataset contained 464 samples of each class.
In comparison to Dataset 2, the accuracy rate increased in this case (Figure 8.3).
Evaluating the model through 10-fold CV reported close to 67% accuracy rate, whereas
62% was achieved with the default parameter set (Table 8.1). With the addition of
secondary structure and conservation scores, the accuracy level climbed up to a shade
more than 70%, which could be interpreted as the presence of more reliable processing
information in the sequence fragments selected that what was detected by the classifier
in the immediate flanking segments of the payload. Further performance metrics are
available in the Appendix (Table A.7).
For miRNAs this can be explained in particular by sequence motifs associated with
microprocessor activity, for instance, the flanking CNNC motif, the UG and GHG motifs
at the base of the hairpin at Drosha cleavage sites317;421;422 (Fig. 7.1). In case of
snoRNAs, this maybe explained by their connection to splicing. Some snoRNA host
genes are suggested to be spliced so that their intronic snoRNA genes are released and
transcribed322;423.
8.1.4 Classification on random exonic sequences
Assessing the results from the analyses of the previous datasets, it can be inferred that
the exonic regions flanking the payloads contain some amount of information. However,
it was not clear whether the regions contained signals to distinguish the three classes
based on the payload, or they simply contained signals for a global distinction between
the three classes of lncRNAs. Dataset 4 stemmed out of this idea and it constituted
of random fragments of exonic regions excluding the payloads and their immediate
neighbourhoods. Since these regions are much less likely to contain sequence signals
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(a) Feature set 1 (b) Feature set 2 (c) Feature set 3
Figure 8.4: Confusion matrices for Dataset 4. The y-axis depicts the true values and the x-axis
the predicted values. The diagonal depicts the true positives. ␉ Legend guide: [lnc: NoHGs ␇ mir:
MIRHG ␇ sno: SNHG]
directly related to the processing of the payload than Dataset 3, they were selected for
this approach of training. The number of sequences per class was 162.
It was observed that there is indeed a lack of information in the sequences selected,
particularly if only sequence features are included (Figure 8.4). The achieved accuracy
rate after evaluation through 10-fold was 43% with only sequence features included,
however, that increased when the combination of secondary structure and conservation
features was thrown in, reporting around 62% accuracy (Table 8.1). This was actually
better than Dataset 2, which had only the flanking region included (regardless of
whether that overlapped an exon), that reported 51% accuracy. However, the rate
is still well below the accuracy obtained from the flanking regions with more than
70%, using the combination of secondary structure information and conservation scores.
Further performance metrics are available in the Appendix (Table A.8). Figure 8.5
shows the performance of the different models in cross-validation.
Table 8.1: 10-fold cross-validation results. Overview of 10-fold cross-validation accuracy for
supervised machine learning on combinations of data and feature sets (k-mers only, k-mers plus
secondary structure, or k-mers plus secondary structure and sequence conservation), both with and
without the Fickett score as measure of coding potential. Sample sizes are indicative of the original
dataset sizes, however, all classes were down-sampled to match the class with the smallest number of
samples for a balanced classification task.
Dataset Fickett Score k-mer +structure +conservation
Dataset 1
sno: 345 without 85.50% 85.51% 84.06%
mir: 400 with 84.06% 80.19% 82.61%
lnc: 400
Dataset 2
sno: 690 without 44.69% 47.58% 51.69%
mir: 800 with 40.34% 43.96% 50.72%
lnc: 750
Dataset 3
sno:1287 without 66.67% 67.03% 70.61%
mir: 464 with 67.38% 65.59% 70.25%
lnc: 2101
Dataset 4
sno: 162 without 42.86% 50.00% 62.24%
mir: 168 with 41.84% 35.71% 50.00%
lnc: 750
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(a) Feature set 1 (b) Feature set 2
(c) Feature set 3 (d) Feature set 4
Figure 8.5: Cross-validation models. This figure shows four box plots showing the performances
of the 10 models of the best estimators in the cross-validation strategies based upon the sequence
features.
8.1.5 Unsupervised clustering
As an alternative approach to detecting commonalities within the three lncRNA classes,
an unsupervised clustering approach was also developed motivated by the work of Kirk
et al.288, who presented a link between k-mer profiles and lncRNA function. An initial
principal component analysis (PCA) of the four datasets based upon two principal
components, however, did not reveal any credible clustering or separation between
SNHG, MIRHG, and NoHG. An overview can be seen in 8.6.
Furthermore, employing k-means clustering it was noted that the assignment of the
three lncRNA groups to the clusters is effectively random (Figure 8.7). Accuracy levels
for all combinations and datasets are below 36%, moreover, the groups were always
clustered around a single centroid. A detailed result of some of the other attributes of
k-means clustering in available in the Appendix (Table A.2).
Following that, a convolutional neural network (CNN), a very effective approach in
image classification, was designed in an attempt to discern any patterns within the data.
The CNN could not show any credible distinctions between the lncRNA classes either.
However, this was not unexpected, given the small size of the available data, since
neural networks employed in deep learning methods always require massive amounts of
data to learn from for a classification task.


















Figure 8.6: Results of PCA. The overview of PCA carried out on the datasets giving the variance
of the two principal components.
(a) Dataset 1 (b) Dataset 2
(c) Dataset 3 (d) Dataset 4
Figure 8.7: An overview of kmeans clustering carried out on the datasets. The classes always






9.1 Lack of signals
The motivation behind the research work outlined in the previous chapter (Chapter
8) was to look for whether there is a clear distinction between the host genes of
snoRNAs and miRNAs on one hand, and lncRNAs without such highly conserved
ncRNAs as payloads on the other hand. The conclusion reached was largely negative.
While machine learning methods readily distinguish the three classes based on generic
features of their respective payloads (or the absence of a miRNA or snoRNA payload,
respectively) mostly as a binary classification problem, the classification task seemingly
becomes complicated, if the information about the payload and its vicinal regions is
not made available to the classifier. While the sequence adjacent to the payload, in
particular in the exonic part of the transcripts, appears to contain some payload-specific
information, it was observed that the association between payload and features obtained
from distant regions of the lncRNA is weak. Since a definite structure can be associated
to segments of lncRNAs and parts of the sequences are also conserved, the features
derived from secondary structures and conservation of these regions have in all cases
a positive effect on classification accuracy and are readily ranked among the most
important features. However, they do not entirely compensate for the weakness of the
association with sequence-based features (Appendix Table A.3).
Applying k-means clustering to the datasets and features resulted in poor classification
accuracy (Figure 8.7). Even though lncRNAs as such may harbour sequence motifs that
give away conserved RNA binding protein target function among lncRNA groups, poor
classification potential for MIRHGs and SNHGs was revealed in this study, even if the
payload is considered. No distinctive clusters of MIRHGs and SNHGs were observed,
rather all the sequences were gathered together. In this respect, these results are
consistent with clustering of lncRNA classes observed in288. Many prominent SNHGs,
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such as GAS5, have remained outside the identifiable clusters in that study.
To summarise, the computational experiments indicate that a credible distinction of
SNHGs, MIRHGs, and NoHGs can be achieved with reasonable accuracy only based
on the payload information, at least in case a supervised approach to training the
classifier (Table 8.1). The flanking sequences arguably involved in the processing also
convey some pertinent information, especially the adjacent exonic fragments, although
it was observed that the attainable classification accuracy levels came back to be much
smaller. If no payload related sequence information is included, the three classes become
virtually indistinguishable, as can be noticed in the case where only distant exonic
regions were included. However, unsupervised clustering methods appear to be unable
to classify lncRNAs when constrained to taking only hosted RNAs into consideration,
at least with the data available at the present. It appears that the signal that can
be obtained from the smaller snoRNAs or miRNAs is drowned out by the differences
among the much larger hosts. This at least suggests that there are no strong features
that identify MIRHGs or SNHGs as coherent subgroups in lncRNAs.
9.2 Influence of the feature sets
The features designed for the classification task were motivated by their biological
significance. The purely sequence based feature set of k-mers can be well interpreted as
they encode meaningful information in short sequences288. The inclusion of predicted
secondary structure and conservation scores served as a small benefit, especially for the
sequence sets excluding the payload, but they cannot overcome the inability to train a
classifier accurately unless the payload itself in included. Some of the features will be
discussed in the following part.
9.2.1 Fickett score
It was invented as a measure of coding potential280 and has been used diligently in
machine learning problems as a feature to distinguish between protein-coding and non-
coding RNAs281;282. Naturally, it was incorporated into this study as well to explore
whether it could be benefitted from. Fickett score was always used as a switch with the
feature sets; predictions were made with it both enabled and disabled. While a tiny
increase in accuracy for flanking exons in Dataset 3 was observed when only sequence
based features were used, none of the other predictions gained from its inclusion. Thus,
it can be stated that the Fickett score does not constitute a meaningful feature for the
classification problem at hand.
9.2.2 RNA secondary structure
With their double-stranded structures effectively used in various biological roles,
snoRNAs fold meticulously and depend on them to be functional. Although miRNAs,
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in their post-transcriptional regulatory capacity act, as a single-stranded entity when
loaded into the RISC complex, prior to that phase in their biogenesis they are also
heavily structured. Hence it was decided that secondary structures, or lack thereof, could
indicate genomic regions which are better suited for the integration of either payload,
i. e. snoRNAs or miRNAs. Using RNAplFold299 of the ViennaRNA package162;424, the
probability of two nucleotides being unpaired was included as a feature vector into
the prediction machinery, as explained in section 7.4.2 of Chapter 7. In contrast
to the Fickett score, inclusion of these features always increased accuracy, although
in most cases the improvement is small. Moreover, the combination of secondary
structure features with Fickett score always resulted in a decreased prediction accuracy.
Cumulatively, secondary structure features are informative for the classification task
at hand, although their impact appears to be smaller than it was expected, given the
abundant recorded observations of the structures of the genes and their efficacy in
associated regulatory functions. A reason behind this lack of predictive power could
be the apparent lack of conserved secondary structure of lncRNAs, which is otherwise
found in plenty throughout the human transcriptome425.
9.2.3 Sequence conservation
Sequence conservation is a key indicator of biological function. It therefore seemed
sensible to include conservation features in our classification. However, it limited the
application to genomic regions where reliable sequence alignments could be constructed -
from which conservation scores could be deducted. The phastCons scores were obtained
for every sequence in all the datasets and each individual score paired with each
nucleotide of the candidate (sub-)sequences303. The scores provided a probability of a
particular nucleotide being part of a conserved genomic region, as covered in section
7.4.2. Similar to secondary structure features, addition of conservation scores always
increased accuracy values, except when the payload directly was considered in Dataset
1. The effect is actually the strongest when randomic exonic regions in Dataset 4 and
could hint towards a general trend of conservation differences between the three classes
of lncRNAs investigated.
9.2.4 miRNA target sites as a feature
Although miRNA target sites were not actually used as a feature in the classification
task, the idea was explored, since certain SNHGs can act as miRNA sponges328;329. It
could be hypothesised that these lncRNAs should be recognisable using the distribution
of miRNA binding sites as features for classification, should that be the primary
function of the exonic regions of the SNHGs. To test this hypothesis, predicted and
experimentally validated miRNA binding sites from miRTarBase were retrieved332,
which contains not only target sites located in the 3’ UTR, but also experimentally
validated binding sites regardless of their genomic location, in contrast to other sources.
However, intersection of this resource with the host genes considered for this study
revealed no significant overlap of miRNA binding sites in any of the host lncRNAs. The
datasets used for the classification task were populated with overlapping lncRNA genes
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with precursors of snoRNA and miRNA genes. Since less than 0.1% of the reported
miRNA target genes are lncRNAs, the complete list of seed regions for each miRNA
available from TargetScan426 was fetched and used and trained a classifier using only
the k-mers appearing in these sequences. The search was restricted to regions covered
in the analysed datasets, for which standardised, weighted k-mers were available. No
conclusive enrichment for any of the analysed seeds could be detected when comparing
SNHGs and the other classes. This approach is, of course, limited due to the rather
small regions that was covered in the datasets.
9.3 Conclusion and remaining challenges
Annotation of genes has been challenging, as can be noticed when, for example, genomic
loci in GENCODE collapse into a single one, merge with other existing loci, or disappear
altogether across releases. Despite making leaps in progress, annotation strategies
that are being employed presently are insufficient to be able to classify transcripts
precisely, especially in the case of lncRNAs. There are several discrepancies between
annotation databases, for example, between GENCODE and NONCODE, where the
latter has manifold more transcripts listed than the former. Catalogues sharing the
same annotation base (such as GENCODE and Ensembl) agree more. This suggests
a fragmentation in the whole lncRNA annotation procedure. Iyer et al. reported77
that earlier annotation strategies were mostly focussed upon detecting multi-exonic and
intergenic transcripts, due to complex transcriptional reconstruction of the monoexonic
or genic regions, which might have led to gaps in the annotated transcriptome. However,
the approaches are changing progressively with the assistance of high-throughput
sequencing technology that is available. Comparatively more accurate analysis of the
data is also possible with access to various computational packages and tools.
At the end of studying splice junctions, it was seen that human transcriptome
data harbour a large number of rare exons (and thus also introns) that have remained
unannotated. Due to their low abundance, they appear only when data from large scale
experiments are pooled. As shown in Fig. 5.2, they nevertheless can be reproduced
very accurately. There is very little noise in these data, as shown by the near perfect
saturation of the average number of splice junctions per gene. Transcriptional noise,
whether biological or technical, would result in a linear increase of the number of
detected junctions as function of the size of the data set. If such a slope exists, it is
too small to be detectable from the lymphome data used, which comprise of more than
1010 reads. Therefore, it is to be concluded that the current annotation of the human
transcriptome is confined to a very well defined set of splice variants. Concomitantly, it
is a meaningful and a worthwhile task to attempt the construction of an exhaustive and
comprehensive lncRNA classification and annotation atlas. The fact that the isoforms
are well-defined does not does not automatically imply that all isoforms are carriers of
biological functions. If the vast majority of isoforms are indeed non-functional junk,
however, an explanation is needed for the precision of the processing and its restriction
to very few splice sites.
The following study was about finding a way to distinguish snoRNA and miRNA host
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genes without making the small RNAs accessible to the classifier, and, by extension, pick
up signals hinting about the function of the host lncRNAs. The biological functions of the
small RNAs are quite well-studied and that could pave a way to further understanding
about lncRNA functions, should any relationship between the functions exist. Although
a function as miRNA sponge has been reported for many SNHGs, features that might
connect the sequence or structure of the SNHGs with specific k-mers (namely those
complementary to the seed regions of miRNAs) or to predicted miRNA target sites could
not be. Restricting the data to the small number of experimentally validated miRNA
targets only severely limits the power of this feature, since only a very small fraction
of known target genes are lncRNAs427. The use of predicted target sites, on the other
hand, may suffer from high noise levels in the miRNA target predictions. A systematic
investigation into miRNA targets on lncRNAs is still missing. Such an endeavor would
help to shed light onto the regulatory interplay between SNHGs, MIRHGs and their
payload.
From an evolutionary point of view, it may not be surprising that the host genes of
miRNAs and snoRNAs do not exhibit recognisable class-specific features. Most likely,
the molecular function of miRNAs and, in particular, snoRNAs is much older and
predates functions of the non-coding host genes. These most likely arose secondarily,
maybe long after the transcripts have come under negative selection as host genes. The
lack of common, class-specific features for host genes together with their usually very
poor sequence conservation suggests they may even have acquired different functions in
different lineages. A better understanding of the host genes thus will require a much
more detailed investigation into the patterns of conservation than what is available at
present. While the evolution of snoRNAs and miRNAs has been received considerable
attention330;428–431, there are no systematic data on the conservation and evolutionary
flexibility of their host lncRNAs.
Given that there is mounting evidence for biological function of not only lncRNAs but
also specifically for snoRNA and miRNA host genes, this lack of detectable association
can be confirmed to be of biological interest. It suggests that the function of the host
genes is not closely tied to the function of the payload. This is in stark contrast to the
protein-coding host genes of snoRNAs, many of which encode ribosomal proteins372
and thus also contribute to the maturation of the ribosome. This can also be extended
to lncRNAs, which originate from the overlapping regions or antisense strands or even
promoter regions of other genes, and participate in the regulation of the host genes or
the same locus.
SNHGs and MIRHGs are an excellent system to study the functional evolution of
lncRNAs because the conserved payload makes it comparably easier to trace them over
much larger evolutionary time scales than most other lncRNAs432. At the same time,
both classes are large enough for statistical and learning based approaches. With rise
of new sequencing technologies and advances in functional screening methods we can
expect that more detailed data on host gene functions will be forthcoming. As it can
be seen, molecular biology and genomics driven approaches juxtapose well and can
be used to classify lncRNAs to better understand the intricacies of the transcriptome.
More extensive functional data may also revise the picture of distribution of lncRNA
functions, which shows only a rather loose association of biological function and
molecular mechanism with sequence and structure features of transcripts. That overview
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will certainly become effective for further research and applications.
Another aspect that can be noted is the classification of lncRNAs using machine
learning techniques. There are numerous tools that perform this particular task and
a subset of them have been explored in Chapter 6. Most of the tools have a common
subset of features and separate lncRNAs from protein-coding transcripts well. The
subset generally includes sequence-derived features, such as information on the ORF
(length and coverage), transcript and mean exon lengths, and conservation scores of
the nucleotides. A handful of tools include other features, such as secondary structure
information and physiochemical properties. k-mer information is also utilised at times.
The predominantly binary classification tasks of separating coding and non-coding
genes seem to be served well by these features not only in humans, but also in other
vertebrates, primarily in mammals. Although sequence conservation decreases with
evolutionary distance160, the other properties appear not to diminish and still play a
role in establishing a lncRNA from an mRNA. The classification strategies take a mixed
approach while training the classifiers. Some are trained on one species and validated
with others, while the rest train the classifiers on individual species and attempt to
perform the task of distinguish the two classes. The first situation is true in most cases;
training on human transcripts and performing the classification on other mammals.
However, not a lot can be said about lncRNAs in plants. The transcription machinery
is different in plants; the plant lncRNAs are transcribed by plant specific RNA pol-IV
and pol-V, sometimes by pol-II, different from human lncRNAs118. Otherwise, they have
been reported to have almost the same gene regulatory functions as human lncRNAs,
such as acting as a decoy and recruitment of chromatin-modifying proteins, among
others. Some transcripts transcribed by pol-IV undergo cleavage by Dicer-like 3 to form
smaller siRNAs, which in turn are loaded onto AGO4 to interact with pol-V, leading
to DNA methylation118. This is a regulatory function that is markedly different from
human, or animal, lncRNAs433. From a computational point of view, the sequence
features have been observed to be different from human transcripts by the authors
of CNCI296, when they performed the prediction on a plant dataset using a model
trained on human lncRNAs. Its successor CNIT297, however, performed better on plant
datasets, the reason being the model was trained on A. thaliana. A tool designed
specifically to classify plant-based coding and long non-coding transcripts, PLncPRO434,
also used sequence based features for the model training. The authors reported that it
outperformed other existing tools on both plant-based and human datasets, although it
should also be taken into account that the human dataset was predicted by a model
trained on human transcripts. In this regard, it can be conjectured that as more
knowledge about the roles and functions of plant lncRNAs are revealed, the underlying
relationships with human (or animal) genes will be unveiled. Perhaps, only then it will
be possible to better identify the dynamics between the two groups of lncRNAs and
implement optimal features to be able to train a model in one species, e.g. human, and
classify accurately in plants. That would also increase the general understanding of






Table A.1: Disease association of lncRNAs. LncRNAs have been implicated in many diseases, several
cancer types being among the most studied. This table aims to collect a few of the disease-associated













colorectal cancer and glioma,
Beckwith-Wiedemann and
Silver-Russell syndromes
PRC2 and LSD1 interaction,




hepatocellular, uterine cancer and
glioma














Thyroid, gastric and colorectal
cancer, diabetes mellitus









PCAT-1 Colorectal and prostate cancer MYC regulation 455
CCAT1-L Colorectal cancer Promotes MYC transcription 456














Breast, cervical, esophageal, lung,
ovary, parotid and tongue tumour
Protein interaction 142;463;464
GAS5 Glioma and breast cancer Glucocorticoid receptor decoy 139
PTENP1 Gastric, breast and prostate cancer miRNA decoy 465
SPRY4-IT1 Melanoma and glioma Protein interaction 466
KcnQ1ot1
Breast, lung and colon cancer,
Beckwith-Wiedemann syndrome
Epigenetic regulation 444;467–469
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Associated
lncRNA
Disease Regulatory function Refs
TUG1 Glioma Promotes cell apoptosis 470
MEG3 Glioma, brain tumour








Acute myeloid leukemia, breast
and lung cancer, glioma








THCAT126 Thyroid cancer N/A 77
BRCAT49 Breast cancer N/A 77
MEAT6 Melanoma N/A 77





SNHG1 Parkinson’s Disease miRNA regulation 193
lincRNA-Cox2 Parkinson’s Disease Binds to NF-κB p65 193
MIAT Myocardial infarction N/A 475
PAXIP1-AP1 Pulmonary Hypertension N/A 475
CHRF Heart failure miRNA sponge 194
NONRATT021972 Diabetes mellitus N/A 476
Table A.2: Results for k-means clustering. The Training Accuracy column shows the accuracy on
the training set, with the count of accurately predicted labels in the Correctly predicted column. The
frequencies of each class in both the training set and the test set are shown in the top row in the
following two columns, respectively, with the actual predicted labels in the bottom row. The datasets
were split 80-20.
Training Correctly predicted Labels in trainingset (lnc, mir, sno) Labels in testset (lnc, mir, sno)
Accuracy (Total) Predicted labels [lnc, mir, sno] Predicted labels [lnc, mir, sno]
Dataset 1 34.42% 285 (828) (282, 277, 269) (63, 68, 76)
[278,272,278] [0, 0, 207]
Dataset 2 33.33% 579 (1656) (548, 563, 545) (142,127,145)
[549,557,550] [414, 0, 0]
Dataset 3 35.76% 398 (1113) (371, 373, 369) (93, 91, 95)
[371,372,370] [0, 0, 279]
Dataset 4 34.79% 135 (388) (125, 136, 127) (37, 26, 35)




Table A.3: Feature importance. Five most important features for classification according to the random forest classifier. x− z-mers should be interpreted as all
k-mers from length x through z.
Dataset Featureset Fickett Score Rank 1 Rank 2 Rank 3 Rank 4 Rank 5
Dataset 1 k-mer without (3-4mers) (CG, 3-5mers) (3-4mers) (3-6mers) (3-5mers)
with (2-4mers) (2mers, 4-5mers) (3-4mers) (3-4mers) (4-5mers)
+structure without (4-5mers) (4-5mers) (4-5mers) (4-5mers) (4mers)
with (3-4mers) (4mers) (4-5mers) (4-6mers) (4-6mers)
+conservation without (CCG, 4-6mers) (3-4mers, AGCGG) (CG, 3-5mers) (CG, 3-7mers) (3-7mers)
with (3-4mers, AGCGG) (CG, 3-7mers) (CGA, 4-5mers, 7mers) (3-4mers, CAGCG) (CG, 3-7mers)
Dataset 2 k-mer without GC content Sequence (2mers) (2mers) (2mers)
with Sequence GC content Fickett score (2mers) (2mers)
+structure without GC content Structure Structure Sequence Structure
with GC content Structure Fickett score Structure Structure
+conservation without Conservation GC content Sequence Conservation Structure
with Conservation GC content Conservation Structure Sequence
Dataset 3 k-mer without GC content (7mers) Sequence (3-4mers) (3-4mers)
with GC content (7mers) Fickett score Sequence (7mers)
+structure without GC content (7mers) Structure Structure Structure
with GC content (7mers) (7mers) Structure Structure
+conservation without GC content (7mers) (3-4mers) Structure Structure
with (7mers) GC content Structure (7mers) Structure
Dataset 4 k-mer without GC content Sequence (2mers) (2mers) (2-3mers, AAAAA, AAAAAA)
with GC content Fickett score Sequence (2mers) (2-3mers, AAAC, 5-6mers)
+structure without GC content Structure Structure Structure Structure
with Structure GC content Structure Structure Sequence
+conservation without GC content Structure Sequence Structure Structure
with GC content Structure Structure Structure Structure
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Table A.4: Hyperparameter settings. Accuracy after hyperparameter tuning by grid search using
10-fold cross-validation metric for supervised machine learning. Indicated are accuracy per feature set
and parameters for each feature set as [criterion, number of trees]. Bootstrap and out-of-bag score
were always enabled. F stands for Fickett score.
Dataset F kmer +structure +conservation
Dataset 1
SNHGs: 345 without 85.50% [‘gini’, 300] 85.51% [‘entropy’, 100] 84.06% [‘entropy’, 1000]
MIRHGs: 400 with 84.06% [‘gini’, 500] 80.19% [‘gini’, 500] 82.61% [‘entropy’, 100]
NoHGs: 400
Dataset 2
SNHGs: 690 without 44.69% [‘entropy’, 1000] 47.58% [‘entropy’, 1000] 51.69% [‘entropy’, 100]
MIRHGs: 800 with 40.34% [‘entropy’, 300] 43.96% [‘entropy’, 500] 50.72% [‘entropy’, 1000]
NoHGs: 750
Dataset 3
SNHGs: 1287 without 66.67% [‘gini’, 1000] 67.03% [‘entropy’, 500] 70.61% [‘gini’, 100]
MIRHGs: 464 with 67.38% [‘entropy’, 100] 65.59% [‘entropy’, 500] 70.25% [‘gini’, 300]
NoHGs: 2101
Dataset 4
SNHGs: 162 without 42.86% [‘entropy’, 1000] 50.00% [‘gini’, 100] 62.24% [‘gini’, 500]
MIRHGs: 168 with 41.84% [‘entropy’, 1000] 35.71% [‘entropy’, 100] 50.00% [‘entropy’, 100]
NoHGs: 750
Table A.5: Performance metrics for Dataset 1. The metrics for Dataset 1 without Fickett score.
The support column indicates the number of elements for each class in the test set.
Feature Set Class precision recall f1-score support
NoHG 0.95 1.00 0.98 63
1 MIRHG 0.77 0.81 0.79 68
SNHG 0.84 0.78 0.81 76
NoHG 0.95 1.00 0.98 63
2 MIRHG 0.72 0.87 0.79 68
SNHG 0.88 0.68 0.77 76
NoHG 0.95 1.00 0.98 63
3 MIRHG 0.76 0.81 0.79 68
SNHG 0.84 0.76 0.80 76
Table A.6: The metrics for Dataset 2 without Fickett score. The support column indicates the
number of elements for each class in the test set.
Feature Set Class precision recall f1-score support
NoHG 0.39 0.30 0.34 142
1 MIRHG 0.38 0.55 0.45 127
SNHG 0.49 0.41 0.44 145
NoHG 0.43 0.37 0.39 142
2 MIRHG 0.38 0.45 0.41 127
SNHG 0.49 0.48 0.48 145
NoHG 0.51 0.59 0.55 142
3 MIRHG 0.48 0.47 0.48 127
SNHG 0.52 0.44 0.48 145
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Table A.7: The metrics for Dataset 3 without Fickett score. The support column indicates the
number of elements for each class in the test set.
Feature Set Class precision recall f1-score support
NoHG 0.65 0.99 0.78 93
1 MIRHG 0.69 0.49 0.58 91
SNHG 0.65 0.49 0.56 95
NoHG 0.64 1.00 0.78 93
2 MIRHG 0.69 0.57 0.63 91
SNHG 0.71 0.43 0.54 95
NoHG 0.65 1.00 0.78 93
3 MIRHG 0.76 0.60 0.67 91
SNHG 0.78 0.52 0.62 95
Table A.8: The metrics for Dataset 4 without Fickett score. The support column indicates the
number of elements for each class in the test set.
Feature Set Class precision recall f1-score support
NoHG 0.42 0.41 0.41 37
1 MIRHG 0.38 0.42 0.40 26
SNHG 0.39 0.37 0.38 35
NoHG 0.54 0.38 0.44 37
2 MIRHG 0.38 0.46 0.41 26
SNHG 0.57 0.66 0.61 35
NoHG 0.67 0.65 0.66 37
3 MIRHG 0.48 0.38 0.43 26
SNHG 0.56 0.66 0.61 35
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